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“But every time you hurt me, the less that I cry  

And every time you leave me, the quicker these tears dry  

And every time you walk out, the less I love you  

Baby, we don't stand a chance, it's sad but it's true  

I'm way too good at goodbyes” 

 

 

Lines from a song by Sam Smith called Too Good at Goodbyes (the remixed version by 

Snakehips). I have been listening to this song hundreds of times while I was writing this 

paper and it has become a musical inspiration to me in many ways.   
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ABSTRACT 

 

Advanced Dynamic Music: Composing Algorithmic Music in Video Games as an 
Improvisatory Device for Players 

 

by 

Yihui Liu 

Doctor of Philosophy in Music 

University of California, Irvine, 2021 

Professor Mari Kimura, Chair 

 

Video games as interactive media provide a natural venue for algorithmic music as the 

soundtracks which are dynamic, adaptive, procedural, interactive, modular, and generative. This 

dissertation explores the composition of algorithmic game music as a device for transforming 

gameplay into musical improvisation, which I call Advanced Dynamic Music (ADM). The ADM 

system combines various compositional techniques and procedures with a real time algorithmic 

strategy that links types of music and game parameters to generate or “improvise” game music 

interacting with the actions of players. This paper first gives a review of existing theoretical and 

musical literature on game music. Based on this literature review, I explore the compositional 

approaches in two creative game music projects: Do or Die: A Roll Playing Adventure and Mastery.   

Through my experience working on the two projects, I propose eight defining properties of 

ADM: variability, user-interaction, modularity, game-music association, multidimensionality, 

multiplicity, staticity, and coherency. ADM is the very first systematic and specific definition of a 

type of highly dynamic game music, which derived and developed from my experience in the two 

creative projects as the composer, game-music interaction designer, and music-game programmer 

and integrator. ADM can be used as an analytical methodology or taxonomy for game music 

scholars, as well as a compositional framework and solution for game composers in the future.  



 1 

Chapter 1. Introduction to Game Music 

 

1.1. Purpose of This Dissertation 

 In video games, music is dynamically triggered by algorithms due to the fact that video 

games are algorithm-driven interactive media programmed like any piece of computer software. In 

game code, musical cues often coincide with particular game events, so that the music can sync with 

the game progress like soundtracks accompanying films. The unique interactivity of video games 

provides opportunities for its soundtracks to have complex dynamism. This paper introduces 

Advanced Dynamic Music (ADM), which defines a type of game music that involves highly dynamic 

and interactive musical content. In a game with ADM scores, the gaming experience may simulate 

music performance. Firstly, the composer translates various types of compositional procedures into 

algorithmic processes that the computer can understand and perform. Secondly, those musical 

algorithms are connected with player input and types of game states or parameters. Lastly, when 

the game runs in real time, the game engine procedurally executes the music score live. A game 

controller therefore works like an instrument or a conducting baton that controls the performance 

of a music piece (Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1 New roles to players and game composers in ADM. 
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Video games import and play a soundtrack, often as either one complete audio file or as 

chopped fragments, for games to compile in real time gameplay. When using chopped fragments, 

the musical structure of the composition embodies modularity (Medina-Gray, 2019). The music 

modules function as the building blocks that will only turn into a complete architecture when a 

player interactively participates and manipulates the modules in real time gameplay. Composers 

can utilize various types of musical parameters, such as phrasing, voicing-leading, and pitch 

generation, to create mobile musical modules and design the algorithmic music system. This system 

manages how modules are put together in gameplay. Players can then perform the music generated 

by the algorithmic music system while creating dynamic variations, like jazz musicians improvising 

on a pre-composed tune, all by simply playing the game.  

The ADM system not only offers new roles and experiences to the players by superimposing 

music performance and improvisation to gaming, but I hope it can also introduce and inspire game 

composers to take advantage of creative techniques, procedures and approaches involved in a 

highly dynamic music system, which existing game music literature has not yet fully explored. The 

interactive and flexible nature of video games places challenging new demands on composers 

(Scott, 2014). A traditional composer would normally work with a written score or notation. A 

screen composer or electronic music producer also works with music production in digital audio 

workstations (DAWs) or other types of music sequencers. A computer musician might work with 

music-programming tools (e.g., MaxMSP, Pure Data) for composing algorithmic music. An audio 

software engineer develops algorithms to synthesize, process, sequence, and manipulate sounds 

and music in types of audio plug-ins or packages in game engines. However, an ADM game 

composer should be good at or at least familiar with all the tasks mentioned above. Through 

familiarity in these areas, composers will know the constraints and possibilities of the medium, 

enabling them to achieve, integrate, and execute a range of musical procedures.  
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The following section of this chapter will briefly introduce the historical background and 

the stylistic diversity of game music. The next chapter discusses previous scholarly studies and 

literature in game music, including musical and theoretical studies and compositional techniques 

and analyses. In chapter three and four, I discuss and document two of my game music composition 

projects, Do or Die: A Roll Playing Adventure and Mastery, grounded on the review of previous 

literature on specific compositional, designing, producing, and programming techniques and 

approaches.  

Through my experiences doing two creative projects, I then propose and discuss eight 

defining properties of ADM that were previously missing from existing literature in chapter five. 

The eight defining criteria are: variability, user-interaction, modularity, game-music association, 

multidimensionality, multiplicity, staticity, and coherency. This new approach and theory support 

game composers in creating highly dynamic music systems that contain: more musical variations, 

more interaction with the player, better musical continuity, more meaningful musical expression 

connected to in-game events, more live-sounding realistic music, more multiplicity in the music 

variations, better stylistic identification and consistency, and better musical coherency.    
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1.2. Style-diverse Game Music  

The earliest electronic video games emerged during the late 50s and early 60s in arcades, 

and only began to have sound in the early 70s (K. Collins, 2008). The earliest game music appeared 

with the first widely popular home game console - the Nintendo Entertainment System (Belinkie, 

1999). Along with the technological evolution of video games, game audio has developed through 

“three main stages”: the first stage of 8-Bit ‘Bitcore’ or ‘chip-tune’ (Wikipedia, 2021c); the second 

stage of the so called “in-between” years featuring the inclusion and utilization of MIDI, audio 

synthesis, and more sophisticated music; and finally the current stage, with the involvement of CD 

quality audio (and better) - a stage with the least amount of limitations for game composers and 

sound designers (K. Collins, 2005). 

Soundtracks of video games in general embrace a broader range of musical styles and 

traditions than any other forms of visual media such as films or anime due to games’ broad range of 

possibilities in genre, art style, narrative, and themes (Belinkie, 1999). Existing examples of music 

styles in video games include electronic dance music (GNOG and Punishing: Gray Raven), rock (Killer 

Instinct: Season 3), fusion (Persona 5), jazz (L.A. Noire), Medieval, epic orchestral, world music (The 

Witcher 3: Wild Hunt, Civilization VI, and the Richman series), punk, hip-hop, and rap such as in 

Cyberpunk 2077. Additionally, these examples have not even included diegetic soundtracks, such as 

music that a game character hears from a radio inside the game world, which would further the 

stylistic possibility of music appearing in games. Some types of game music might not fall into any 

specific style or genre other than “cinematic” music. They appear frequently in games’ cut-scenes, 

often called CG (computer-graphics) videos1, the part of a game where the player does not control 

the gameplay but watch a computer-generated short movie that introduces the next plot or back 

story, such as game trailers and introductory videos (Diablo IV and Honor of Kings), and CGs 

 
1 A CG stands for computer graphics which are animated short movies played in video games usually used to show the 
narratives that are important or informative to the players to proceed further in the gameplay. (Wikipedia, 2020a) 
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between battles (God of War). This cinematic music functions similarly to film music, which 

synchronously enhances the visuals, the immediate emotion of the images, and the unfolding of 

plot.  

The technological evolution in both video game development and game audio has 

established certain stylistic expectations from the players that particular types of music match 

particular types of game. For instance, although technologies of today’s video games have advanced 

tremendously from the 8-Bit chip-tune period, many pixel games2 developed in the last decade are 

still accompanied by chip-tune music, such as Super Time Force, Katana ZERO, and Monster Crown, 

or at least preserve the 8-Bit quality of synthesized timbre as an element in the game soundtracks, 

such as Hotline Miami. This shows that a stylistic association has formed between game types and 

music genres. While some pixel games intentionally use other styles of music as soundtracks - such 

as Stardew Valley and To the Moon, which both have acoustic instrumental music - the stylistic 

association between a music genre and a game type can also express a form of commemoration and 

salute to the tradition of game development.  

In conclusion, from no sound to immersive, CD quality music (and better), soundtracks in 

video games have developed their own musical tradition and player expectations. This tradition is 

unique and specific to video games and is quite different from screen music or other forms of visual 

media. The immersive and interactive quality of game experience carries massive thematic and 

artistic potentials that also provide venues for a variety of musical styles and genres in its 

soundtracks. It is advisable to say that as long as the game production team and the composer agree 

on the style of music that fits a game, there are no limitations to music styles in video games.  

  

 
2 A genre of video game that its graphics are built with pixels (Wikipedia, 2019). 
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Chapter 2. Research and Literature on Game Music 
 

2.1. Characteristics of Game Music 

Many scholars have described video game music as procedural, dynamic, adaptive, 

interactive, modular, algorithmic, and generative (Clark, 2007; K. Collins, 2009; Gungormusler et al., 

2015; Hoffert, 2007; Kaae, 2017; Somberg, 2019; Szinger, 2017; Whitmore, 2018; Young, 2012). 

While these descriptions express similar meanings, they demonstrate the media-specific potential 

of game music, which has provided theoretical foundations to my ADM system in this paper. These 

characteristics of game music depend on a triangle shape collaboration formed between the music 

engine, game engine, and the player, as shown in Figure 2. Between the player and the game, there 

is a bi-directional chain of interaction, where the player’s decision, control, and other input data 

directly influence the game engine and control the progression of the gameplay. The different states 

expressed by the visuals or narratives also provide immediate response to the player’s previous 

control and influence the player’s decisions. The interaction between player and game creates an 

ongoing exchange of information. The music engine is inevitably controlled by algorithmic 

commands sent from the game engine regardless of whether they are game-driven or player-

driven. The music then sonically delivers information to the player which influences the player’s 

decisions in the game afterwards.   

 
Figure 2 Music, game, player collaboration triangle. 
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It is arguable that the music engine should be one of the many components of the game 

engine rather than an independent subject in this triangle, given that video games exist as a multi-

disciplinary medium. However, music has one unique characteristic that significantly differs it from 

other components of games. This unique characteristic is that music has its own timing, which is 

independent from the game’s timing interactively influenced by the player. Thus, this characteristic 

creates another dimension of interactivity between the player and the music engine, and between 

the music engine and the game engine. Music could potentially be one of the few art forms that are 

heavily “trapped” in the realm of time. Music happens during time, moves in time, and unfolds in 

constant pace at musically defined time units (tempo, meter, beat). Additionally, unlike motion 

pictures, which put static images in time to realize concrete movements, music is abstract. Music’s 

movement in time does not aim for realization. Music creators use their work to provide their 

audiences with a sonic journey that occurs through time. Every musical piece inherently embodies 

this time-travelling journey, and this journey requires careful and logical design by the composers.  

According to Collins, “all game music is procedural,” because the audio elements of a game 

“evolve in real time according to a series of rules set out in the game’s software engine (K. Collins, 

2009).” The word “procedural” also describes the technical implementation and programming of 

game music - the process of connecting music to the game code so that a particular music segment 

can be triggered at the correct moment.  

Game music is dynamic also because of the way it is implemented and triggered in games. 

The dynamism makes the unfolding order, pattern, and other content of the music various and 

unpredictable: 

And of course, in games, even fixed linear recorded music is never 
played back twice in the same way, in the same order, with the same 
combination of other sound events. (p. 5) 

Many other scholars have aligned themselves with Collins’ definition (Kaae, 2017; Whitmore, 2018; 

Young, 2012).  
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Collins further divides dynamic audio into adaptive and interactive audio (K. Collins, 2009) 

depending on whether the triggering source is game-driven or player-driven, respectively. Aside 

from soundtracks of music game3, which are the gameplay, music in games always adapts to game 

events (Clark, 2007; Gungormusler et al., 2015; Hoffert, 2007; Naushad, 2013; Somberg, 2019; 

Szinger, 2017). Adaptive audio represents game-driven musical events that “are cued by the game’s 

engine based on in-game parameters,” which is also “unaffected by the player’s direct actions (K. 

Collins, 2009, p. 6).” For instance, the playing background music switches between the village and 

forest tracks when the player navigates between the two associated locations in the game. Although 

it’s inevitable that player's actions indirectly affect game states, such as controlling a game 

character’s location, Collins still considered them adaptive audio because they are “rarely 

immediately repeatable (p. 6).”  

The action of gaming has been viewed as one of the closest types of performance to music 

performance. As discussed by Kanaga, “the relationship between video games and music ‘is not just 

an analogy’ (Kanaga, 2012, p. 2).” He believes that ‘games are music, they have a real musical aspect 

to them. Leaving harmony aside, even the simplest games have a rhythm...’. This close relationship 

between the act of gaming and playing music allows video games, as an interactive device 

containing musical materials, to become an instrument. The player becomes a musician who plays 

music simply by gaming and uses no visible notations, because all musical assets are implemented 

inside the game engine to be triggered by game algorithms.  

While adaptivity has specific meanings in the field of ludomusicology4, the discussion of 

interactivity has a long history in music performance, especially computer music and algorithmic 

composition. These studies and theories help to clarify the interactivity of gaming and shed light on 

the design of ADM. A taxonomy for interactive music systems by (Rowe, 1993) was built on “a 

 
3 Because music games as a game genre, it has an explicit purpose and game mechanic that is music-making (Zehnder & 

Lipscomb, 2006). This paper will focus on applying the ADM system in any game genres except music games.  
4 Ludomusicology refers to the study of game music (Kamp et al., 2016). 
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combination of three dimensions, whose attributes help identify the musical motivations behind 

types of input interpretation, and methods of response (p. 6).” In Rowe’s first dimension, game 

music functions as score-driven programs, as the music system of a game has predetermined events 

and pre-stored music fragments triggered by specific patterns of input from the player. For the 

second dimension, music in video games is capable of being transformative, generative and 

sequential. This is due to the fact that real time game data created by the player can be applied to 

transform the game music by applying signal processing effects to create variants of the music that 

are not necessarily recognized as related to the player’s gaming input. The source materials stored 

in the music engine imported in the game program can be elementary or fragmentary to generate 

complete musical patterns in real time based on sets of rules. The source material can also be 

sequential, where real time gamer input can influence the sequencing of stored music fragments 

such as ordering, tempo, or meters. In the third dimension, game music sits between instrument 

paradigm and systems following a player paradigm. In the former, game performance gestures from 

the player are analyzed by the computer to generate a solo stream of musical output, while in the 

latter, the music system also has a “presence with a personality and behavior of its own (p. 8).” For 

example, the music system follows the player’s algorithmic demands but only executes music 

generations on its own timing that is musical, or it generates types of indeterminate and aleatoric 

content independently from player’s input control. 

Dobrian (2004) discussed three elements that make a true interactive work of music by 

human and computer. Firstly, the computer “can only be purported to be acting autonomously if it 

is programmed to make some decisions of its own that are not fully predicted by the algorithm. This 

implies inclusion of some elements of unpredictability: the use of pseudorandomness at some 

structural level (p. 1).” Secondly, the human player of a truly interactive work should not play from 

a fixed score, “because the unpredictable behavior of the computer will have no influence on the 

live performer.” Dobrian lastly states that: 
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The prefix inter- in the word “interactivity” implies mutual influence 
between agents that are also in some way autonomous decision 
makers. Neither agent may be fully predetermined in its behavior; 
each must be able to modify its behavior—to improvise—based on 
unpredictable behavior by the other. Therefore, improvisation by 
both human and computer is an essential component of any truly 
interactive work. (p. 1) 

Playing video games as an action provides venues for embodying all these characteristics of a true 

interactive work. The fact that video games are computer programs run by algorithms allows any 

forms of aleatoric procedures that can be programmed to occur. In fact, much game music already 

involves randomness in its music system, though in relatively primitive forms (e.g., choosing a 

random soundtrack from a list of songs). Aleatoric capabilities can be expanded to a variety of 

scenarios for diverse and unique musical effects and purposes, as later discussed in the ADM 

definition chapter in this paper. Additionally, the players have the agency and freedom of playing 

the game in the way they prefer while the actions control the game music at the same time. This 

freedom and agency allow the player to stay flexible to also receive influences from the game and 

the music system. Players create and send various gaming data to influence the music system, while 

the game audio, following game changes and states, constantly influences the player, as 

demonstrated in Figure 2. Both the music system and the player have independence while relying 

on and influencing each other at the same time. 

The way music, game and player work in collaboration during gameplay can be complex 

and intertwined. It can be challenging to clearly distinguish whether a musical event is, as Collins 

suggested, “immediately repeatable (K. Collins, 2009).” Thus, based on both ludomusicologists and 

scholars of computer music and algorithmic compositions, this paper is less concerned about 

differentiating adaptivity from interactivity, because they are interchangeable in video games when 

looking from different perspectives. If looking at the relationship between the game engine and the 

music engine, game music is adaptive as it is implemented as part of the game to be manipulated by 

the game code. If we consider the game engine as a connection between the player and the music 
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system, game music appears interactive because without a player’s control, the game will not run 

and trigger any music.  

Agreeing to the significance of dynamism of game music, music theorist Medina-Gray 

(2014) studied modularity in game music. She argues that game music “consists of many distinct 

modules together with rules that govern the modules’ possible behavior and combination (p. 1).” 

An important element of modularity in game music is the “seams” where two music modules are 

connected. She also discussed two major aesthetic goals of game music that can be achieved at the 

seams - smoothness and disjunction. Her theoretical analysis and examination of game music 

inspired my ADM framework in the way that I compose and design connections and transitions 

between musical modules and the way that I think about where to place the seams in the music, 

whether between two phrases, two harmonies, or even two notes. This compositional thinking is a 

change of perspective from the traditional way of composing a piece. In traditional way of 

composing, notes are placed on a linear musical timeline or trajectory of a musical journey. In 

contrast, composing nonlinear or mobile structured music connects notes or other musical modules 

as a collection of nodes that spread in a stereoscopic space of time. In such a space, musical modules 

can be located and moved between different time points and be connected in various ways. As 

shown in Figure 3, in the latter way of composing, the composer is then able to connect nodes(notes 

and musical elements) in all possible directions in time.  

 
Figure 3 Two different ways of thinking in composition. 
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It seems needless to explain why game music is algorithmic because music is triggered by 

code in real time gameplay. However, algorithmic composition has a more specific and defined 

definition in contemporary computer music. Algorithmic composition “is the technique of using 

algorithms, whether computerized or otherwise, to automate the task of musical composition 

(Chiricota & Gilbert, 2007, p. 182).” Types of algorithmic composition systems can be grouped into 

three general aims or purposes: 1) creating totally new genres of music; 2) improvising within 

strictly defined limits, 3) “stitching melody segments together according to a predefined set of rules 

(p. 182).” Winkler describes algorithms in interactive music systems as “plans (methods) for 

performing actions, operations, or procedures on musical material or other data (Winkler, 1998, p. 

173).” Other scholars such as Wooller et al. (2005) have presented frameworks for classifying 

different processes in algorithmic music systems. As discussed above, although video games as a 

medium embrace great stylistic diversity, it is generally preferable to have all the soundtracks of 

remain in a particular genre within one game so that they express an overall coherence. Thus, in 

order to have algorithmic composition suitable for a game music scenario, the second and third 

types of purposes categorized by Chiricota are more applicable. Techniques of algorithmic 

compositions aiming for the latter two purposes may include but are not limited to mobile form 

arrangement of pre-composed elements that manipulate musical structures, forms, and harmonic 

progressions. These arrangements also can create generative melodies, types of accompaniments 

for a melody, and any other manipulation of applicable musical parameters.  

Generativity is closely associated with algorithmic composition, especially when an 

algorithmic program can “produce output in real time (N. Collins, 2008, p. 238).” In his article, he 

relates generative music to “G-art (generative art)” in the field of electronic and interactive art. He 

describes a generative music system as: 

a program allows the creation of a musical variation, typically 
unravelling in real time, on demand. These systems have the capacity 
to vary their output with each run, often from no more input 
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information than the seeding of a random number generator with 
the start time. (p. 237) 

This definition of generative music does not exclude the involvement of human work. Generative 

programs are considered “derivative intentionality” of writing (Searle, 2004, p. 20) because a 

human author has predetermined the code and the way how the programs run in real time. In video 

games, even though the player’s input is constantly involved with the gameplay which directly or 

indirectly controls the music as well, the music system inside the game engine still has considerable 

independence in outputting generative materials. Four types of applications of generative music are 

summarized by Wooller et al. (2005) who has also impacted the way I think about designing and 

programming generative materials in my ADM projects.  

 
Figure 4 The debugger user interface of IMTool. 5 

 
There are many existing algorithmic music systems that offer applicable algorithmic 

strategies or design ideas for game music. To name a few examples that have inspired this 

dissertation: IMTool (Chiricota & Gilbert, 2007) is a framework that hybridizes probabilistic and 

extended finite state machines to allow the music to be adaptive to the changes in gameplay by 

providing interactive mobility and variability in the musical structure. In the music engine, 

composers can define and import MIDI sequences, which are represented as nodes in the system as 

 
5 Reprinted from Chiricota, Y., & Gilbert, J.-M. (2007). IMTool: An Open Framework for Interactive Music Composition. 
Proceedings of the 2007 Conference on Future Play, 181–188. https://doi.org/10.1145/1328202.1328235 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?6JETsR
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?cQ4ewA
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shown in Figure 4 and design the generation paths between automata so that sections of musical 

sequences will be played back in a certain order and form musical pieces. The probabilistic finite 

state machine (PFSM) used in IMTool is equivalent to a first-order Markov process.  

Another example is Bach in a Box (McIntyre, 1994), which is an algorithmic compositional 

tool specifically for Baroque style four-part harmony. It is built with a pitch-labeling system that is 

defined and established by the creator so that the generated polyphony follows the rules of 

Baroque style counterpoint. This tool offers valuable insight into the generation of melodic and 

harmonic material in an algorithmic system which can be implemented into a game music context.  

Lastly, Mind Music (Eladhari et al., 2006) is an interactive music system for generating 

different musical content in response to a game character’s mood. Although the manipulation of the 

ambient sound mats and playing of situational music leitmotifs can be viewed today as a cliche, the 

dynamic meter aspect of this system provides an interesting and innovative design of algorithmic 

music that has not been widely adopted in the context of game music. More examples of algorithmic 

composition and music systems are included in the bibliography.   
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2.2. Game Music Composition 

2.2.1. Techniques and Approaches 

 Besides the studies of game music’s characteristics in gameplay, game composers have also 

discussed the specific techniques and approaches in composing dynamic music. Among these 

discussions, most of the techniques that can be categorized as widely known are horizontal and 

vertical arrangements (Hoffert, 2007; Kaae, 2017; Phillips, 2014; Thomas, 2017). All musical work 

can be disassembled in horizontal and vertical structures as well. As Kaae defined specifically that 

“vertical changes in music are … changes in the instrumentation or the amount of simultaneously 

sounding notes” while horizontal changes in music are the changes that “happen over time (p. 87).” 

Thinking in these two structures relate to the thinking habits of musicians and the tradition of 

music notation. For example, when looking at a piece of music on a written score, adding additional 

voices into the polyphony can be a vertical change, such as when tenor and bass singers start to 

sing in measure five where only the soprano and alto parts were singing from measure one to four. 

Changing instruments can be another example, such as the flute takes over the melody which was 

previously played on the Violin I part. A horizontal change can be one music section switching to 

another music section, or a dominant chord moving to the tonic chord.  

Other techniques and approaches include how to create good loops, as video game music 

relies heavily on loop-based materials (Thomas, 2017). A good loop should be able to blur the gap 

between its beginning and end so that the looping sounds seamless. Some specific musical methods 

to achieve a smooth seam includes inserting a riser-type stinger6 or short instrumental riff at the 

end of a loop connecting to a big percussive, impactful down beat to create an illusion of a “rising to 

an arrival” effect. Composers can also use harmonic progression to blend the loop seams better 

 
6 Stingers are brief musical phrases that are superimposed and mixed over the currently playing music (Audiokinetic, 
2010). 
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such as making the loop end on a dominant chord in order to form a harmonic resolution when the 

music loops back to the beginning of the piece which is on the tonic chord.  

2.2.2. Methods of Theoretical Analysis  

An insightful and inspiring article has summarized dynamic game music with eight types of 

procedural approaches (Hou, 2020). As the technical specialist, Hou published this article in 

Audiokinetic Inc’s journal7. Audiokinetic have published hundreds of articles and videos on game 

audio design and new technologies in game audio, as well as invited many game composers and 

sound designers to share their experiences in game audio design for game titles that they have 

worked on.  

This particular article about the taxonomy of dynamic music procedures by Hou discusses 

dynamism of game music in three dimensions that each consists of a pair of values: whether the 

driving force of the dynamic material is user-driven or game-driven; whether the unfolding of music 

materials is static or dynamic (which can also be considered as linearity and nonlinearity); and 

whether the music dynamism appears in the remixing or transition (similar to vertical or horizontal 

structures). To determine if a music event is user-driven or game-driven, it depends on whether the 

dynamic music content is impacted by changes in game states that are independent from user 

input. Linearity and nonlinearity are primarily of concern for the composer or sound designer in 

terms of whether the generated musical result is predictable or not predictable - such as involving 

any degrees of indeterminacy - in real time gameplay. The eight categories of dynamic game music 

procedures are as follow: 

1. User-Driven Static Transition 

2. User-Driven Static Remixing 

3. User-Driven Dynamic Transition 

 
7 Audiokinetic Inc. is the developer of the game audio middleware Wwise. 
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4. User-Driven Dynamic Remixing 

5. Game-Driven Static Transition 

6. Game-Driven Static Remixing 

7. Game-Driven Dynamic Transition 

8. Game-Driven Dynamic Remixing 

 
This taxonomy can be viewed as an interesting methodology for composers to create 

dynamic music for video games. They include all patterns and logics of dynamic structure that can 

possibly appear in video game music. The three musical dimensions are also inspiring for 

composers at an early stage of their creative process to determine in which dimensions they can 

mobilize their music to fit specific game scenarios best.  
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2.3. Game Music VS. Film Music 

Many scholars also addressed the discussion of game music in comparison with non-

interactive screen music, which is broadly concerned as film music, but are not limited to television 

and cartoon music as well (Boyd, 2003; Z. N. Whalen, 2004; Z. Whalen, 2007; Clark, 2007; 

Mundhenke, 2013; Phillips, 2014). There are many similarities as well as dramatic differences in 

music’s functionalities, media-specific characteristics, and the compositional techniques and 

procedures between game music and film music. We see traces where music of the two media 

expands on their similarities and learns from their differences. These comparative analyses of 

music’s role in the two media can help and assist game composers to understand and make 

decisions when composing and creating dynamic music. 

These scholars pointed out that certain basics apply to music in both media, such as the 

concept of diegetic and non-diegetic sound, though this concept usually treats sound effects as part 

of the game music. Other general similarities in music of both media include the functionality of 

music’s expressiveness, such as “add or resolve tension, or create anticipation...evoking the spirit of 

times long past and places long vanished”, for complementing and reinforcing the visuals 

emotionally (Clark, 2007, p. 1). Whalen argued that video game music has two functions: “to expand 

the concept of a game’s fictional world or to draw the player forward through the sequence of 

gameplay (Z. N. Whalen, 2004).” The first function also relies on the game genre as some type of 

game may “have very little in the way of fictional space” such as Tetris while film music always 

accompanies the fictional narratives.”   

Munday (2007) summarizes two functionalities of music that appear in both films and video 

games. The first function is to imply a space. Munday presented that film music was considered to 

have a paradoxical purpose of not catching the audience’s attention to the extent that audiences can 

feel the fictional reality enriched by the music while still focusing on the story or images. He named 

it “a process of deterritorialization” and he believes similar function exists in video game music in 
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that game music can “block the sound from outside.” When film music fails in this respect, the music 

makes a refrain or signpost effect that occupies and “territorializes” the audience. This functionality 

relates closely to the second function of music that Munday argued, which is creating immersion. 

Cognitively, he argues that hearing music prevents the human brain from hunting for other stimuli 

outside of the game. 

If game audio started imitating film audio, it did so with the principal goal of trying to bring 

film-quality acoustic experiences to the players (Boyd, 2003). Munday (2007) argued that the 

different tensions between myth and reality in films and games causes music to create mythic 

immersion differently. He suggested an “aesthetic of cinematic realism” found in film music has 

influenced video game music significantly. The aesthetic of cinematic realism refers to a powerful 

effect when music naturally mythologizes the moving pictures, while the pictures realize the 

mythical part of the music in turn. However, Munday continued to discuss how video game music 

faces different challenges than film music because the computer-generated images are already 

mythic and therefore the accompanying music loses its original function of “enriching the images” 

in films. Boyd also pointed out that game audio has a unique tension between “the desire to 

minimize repetitive sounds versus the limitations of the delivery mechanism” that film audio does 

not have. Along with the fast-growing market of video games, however, Boyd also noted a new 

trend that films have begun adopting the “aesthetic sense of games” and explained with specific 

examples.   

Other scholars also have characterized music’s functionalities in the two media. For 

instance, music helps to motivate the players, such as the safety/danger binary in game music (Z. N. 

Whalen, 2004b), as well as to reflect the player’s psychological state (Munday, 2007). Solbach 

(2004) categorizes film music as having two major functions: affective and cognitive. Lissa (1965) 

and Koebner (2004) defined five functions of film music: descriptive, affective, structural, 

expository, and memory-guiding. Grimshaw and Schott (2007) have classified the functions of game 
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soundscapes (which includes sound effects, dialogues, and music) in significant detail such as 

casual, semantic, and navigational. They also differentiate sounds made by one player and sounds 

from other players in multi-player games.    

Scholars of interactive digital media Bizzocchi and Tanenbaum (2011) have defined three 

challenges in analyzing video games which also express the medium-specific differences between 

games and films: indeterminacy, scope, and difficulty. Films as non-interactive media do not contain 

indeterminacy in the unfolding of their narratives. The narrative content also does not rely on the 

audience’s participation or game-playing skills as in video games. These two features determine 

that a linear unfolding film has no ability to carry dynamic musical content in its soundtracks 

because the music is played in sync with the visuals in exactly the same way every time. Without 

interactive participation from the audiences, films (unlike video games) have no way to show 

dynamic content in the soundtracks. Additionally, a feature movie can typically last one to three 

hours in duration, whereas some games may involve hundreds of hours of gameplay. This is why 

game music uses exclusively loopable structures, because looping music significantly saves storage 

space. In order to reduce monotony, composers need to seek methods to compose dynamic content 

to create variations to the looping music that fulfill the long duration of gameplay.   

Some scholars and composers also discussed compositional techniques for game music that 

is able to learn from film music (Phillips, 2014; T. Summers, 2011; Z. Whalen, 2007). Whalen 

introduced a significant screen scoring technique that can be adopted from cartoon music to games 

in order to reinforce “the impact of the visuals,” termed “mickey mousing.” With this technique , the 

music synchronizes to the narrative through musical gestures, such as an ascending chromatic scale 

played on the flute accompanying the chasing and escaping footages in the legendary Tom and Jerry. 

Similar techniques discussed by Phillips introduced the use of leitmotifs and idee fixe adapted from 

symphonic and operatic works by Berlioz and Wagner for use in the Star Wars films and game 

music. Kaae also discussed how game music composition can learn the techniques of creating music 
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passages with chromaticism from film so that it can be quickly lengthened or shortened “without 

leading to incoherent” content.  
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2.4. Towards ADM 

In game music, it is challenging to clearly define the intensities of musical dynamism. In 

existing theoretical analyses of game music, studies focus on discussing the dynamism of game 

music either as a whole or providing a relatively general analysis of this characteristic. Research 

that concentrates on extracting various patterns, taxonomies, and different levels of intensities of 

the dynamism are missing from the current scholarly literature. These details about dynamic music 

in games, in my opinion, are quite important and deserve in-depth exploration and classification, 

especially for game composers. The following are two simple examples showing how music 

dynamism may differ in intensities: a game contains simply one looping melody that is triggered 

when the player clicks “start game” and stops when the player fails. Another game, which is in a 

pinball style, has a backing music track that triggers a tonal modulation when the player throws a 

new ball, or a new instrumental riff on top of the ongoing track when the player hits a special 

object. Here, the musical dynamism in the soundtracks of the two games have a huge difference. 

The second game is clearly more complex in its dynamism design while the first one has a primitive 

dynamic process. Although both games can be considered as interactive, dynamic, and algorithmic, 

these terminologies are too vague and general to describe the differences in intensities of 

dynamism.  

Game composers in industry have experimented with incorporating highly dynamic and 

interactive music design, such as in Killer Instinct: Season 3, Peggle Blast, and No Straight Roads. In 

Killer Instinct the music switches between the intro, verse, and chorus sections of the song in a 

horizontal structure, while the instrumentation and texture of the music change in a vertical 

structure. These changes in the music dynamically respond to the player’s control and game states. 

In Peggle Blast, the backing part of the music modulates by a perfect 5th on every ball thrown by 

the players while each collision of the ball with the blocks in the level also triggers a note and 

eventually forms a rising scale played on a harp. In No Straight Roads, dynamic musical 
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arrangement is triggered by various states of the boss. Although techniques of dynamic music in 

video games have been explored in some projects, the potential of algorithmic compositional 

procedures in game music has not yet been widely realized. This potential deserves continuous 

exploration, explanation, and promotion by composers, game music scholars, and game companies.  

Grounded with the research on existing literature of game music, I explore, in my two 

creative projects - Do or Die: A Roll Playing Adventure and Mastery, with composing, designing, and 

integrating a variety of dynamic music procedures that are responsive, procedural, algorithmic, and 

interactively influenced by the player input and other game data. Through this creative experience, 

I summarize and theorize eight significant defining properties of a type of highly dynamic game 

music called ADM. 
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2.5. Motivation for Developing ADM 

 
My motivation to develop ADM was that I believe ADM has potential to enhance the current 

practices and experiences of game music. ADM can reduce monotony with its capability of adding 

large numbers of musical variations to looped music. Music for gameplay (except those for game 

CGs) is often composed in loop-based structures. When looping music accompanies a long time of 

gameplay, static soundtracks may quickly become monotonous and bore the players. In a research 

done by Velardo (2018), about 50% of players who participated in the survey expressed that 

“looped music is annoying”. The modularity, indeterminacy, and multidimensional game-music 

associations of ADM can allow large numbers of variations to be generated with limited assets.  

ADM also has the potential to further optimize the connection between the image and the 

music with more granular-sized music modules. In films, musical activities and expressions follow 

the images and sync to the pictures. Lalo Schifrin (2011) described this phenomenon as an image-

music counterpoint. Video games can only bring this image-music synchronism through highly 

flexible and mobilizable music modules due to games’ interactive nature. Many existing game 

soundtracks already use dynamic structure to adapt and respond to a variety of in-game changes, 

though the modules used are often larger chunks. However, ADM has the potential to accompany 

the interactive gameplay with much smaller sizes of musical modules, which can be as small as 

individual notes, measures, or phrase segments.  

ADM could allow players to participate in the music. This player involvement can serve as a 

means of conversation or collaboration with the composer (where players become the music 

improvisers) as well as a way of expressing the player’s individuality. This is because the player 

actively influences and “co-creates” the music and can hear content specifically triggered by their 

own gaming habits and patterns.  

ADM can give signals or hints about types of in-game information to the player. Because of 

the various sizes of music modules and their mobility and flexibility in time in ADM, these modules 
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can be associated with in-game events of different types and timings. By connecting a module 

length to a game parameter, which has similar timing with the music module, ADM can musically 

inform players of a variety of game events or states.  
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Chapter 3. Composing ADM - Do or Die: A Roll Playing Adventure 

 

3.1. Structural Design 

3.1.1. Introduction 

Do or Die: A Roll Playing Adventure (DOD) is a tabletop, RPG-inspired twin stick shooter 

game. It consists of three game scenes which commonly appear in many video games on the 

market: the title scene, the gameplay scene, and a reception scene which displays a gameplay result 

of a win or a loss. Creating a convincing dynamic game score involves not only technical design of 

the interactive system but also design of the compositional approaches and principles, as dynamic 

musical content should meaningfully relate to game content. In DOD, I have associated a number of 

in-game parameters with musical parameters so that the two work in coordination, resulting in 

musical and responsive dynamism. I have also applied compositional techniques and procedures 

commonly used in traditional classical music to create dynamic game music content in DOD. Table 1 

shows the quantity of the types of musical components involved in the game-music interaction of 

this game project.  

Musical Parameter Quantity 

Movement 3 

Tempo 5 

Meter 3 

Timbre 34 

Rhythmic phrase 59 

Real Time Sound Processing Effect 4 

TOTAL 117 

Table 1 Summary of dynamic music elements. 
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3.1.2. Tools and Software 

The tools and software that I used in this project include: Unity - a game developing engine, 

Microsoft Visual Studio - a scripting environment, Wwise - a game audio middleware, and Logic Pro X 

and Ableton Live 10 - the DAWs. The tools were chosen based on our team’s own preferences; 

however, similar tools, software, and methods can produce the same outcome.  

Wwise is a highly scriptable and flexible audio middleware. It makes audio integration and 

design systematic and logical, and users can further customize the system with scripts. Wwise 

comes with built-in functionalities for designing the digital signal processing (DSP), algorithmic 

procedures, and many other audio editing and programming functionalities that are easy to access 

for users. Wwise also has a solid API built in its end code that connects to Unity and which users do 

not need to concern themselves with. Many advanced uses of Wwise can be especially suitable for 

algorithmic compositions and dynamic and even generative musical content.  

For musical materials produced as audio files, I used Logic for interactive segments. This is 

because the application can export large amounts of audio samples with one click. I used Ableton 

Live for pitched materials for its time stretching function in audio editing and simplicity of mixing 

and routing chains of audio effects. Figure 5 is a screenshot showing all the music segments 

implemented in the ADM system in the Wwise project. Figure 6 shows the music modules created in 

the Logic Pro project.  
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Figure 5 Screenshot of all programmed objects in Wwise. 

 

 
Figure 6 Screenshot of all interactive music segments in Logic Pro. 
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3.1.3. Game Triggers and Parameters 

The musical parameters work in real time coordination with events happening in the game 

engine. Game algorithms stay “ready” on a continuing basis until the player clicks “quit game”, 

which stops the application. The algorithmic functions in the game application can be divided into 

two general categories: game triggers and game parameters. Game triggers are algorithmic 

functions that execute only once in the game engine when called at a specific, nonrecurring time. 

Once called, they are sent to the music system where they trigger their associated musical events in 

the Wwise engine, such as a different soundtrack. Game parameters are algorithmic functions that 

update their value at every frame. Thus, they are continuously affecting the music system, for 

instance changing volume over time. Table 2 and Table 3 present the game triggers and parameters 

used in the ADM system of this project.  

 

Game Triggers Types Quantity 

Level states 4: WaveInit, WaveStart, WaveBeforeEnd, WaveEnds 20 levels 

Ground surface 4: Regular, Sand, Grass, Wood 
 

Enemy events 6: Slime, Cat, Lava, Bomb, Ghost, Mage 3: EnemySpawn, EnemyHurt, EnemyDie 

Pick-Ups 6: Damage, Score, SpeedUp, Health, Mana, Burning power 
 

Player abilities 2: PlayerAbility A, PlayerAbility B 3: Warrior, Ranger, Mage 

Table 2 Game triggers. 

 

In DOD, I scored three soundtracks that form a multi-movement piece to accompany the 

three game scenes. Most algorithms and settings developed in a game scene remain in that scene 

only. This also has an impact on what game parameters can be assigned to interact with the 

dynamic music system. There are specific algorithms that are shared between scenes, such as the 

score recorder, the game HUD, and game objects that are purposely held to not to be destroyed 
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when loading the next scene (user selections and settings, audio listener). These connecting 

algorithms are useful for mapping to musical transitions. 

 
 
 

Game Parameters 
(Updates on every frame) 

Player health Player position 

Player speed Controller movement 

Enemy count Collision 

Wave timer Location of Enemies 

Enemy health Location of Pick-ups 

Enemy position … 

Table 3 Game parameters. 

 

3.1.4. The Musical Movements 

A multi-movement piece, like a classical sonata, a string quartet, or a symphonic piece, has 

signature characteristics that can provide design patterns for a multi-movement game score. In 

DOD, the title scene gives an introduction to the game and its art style, narrative, and tone. The 

basic functions of the Title scene include:  loading the gameplay that follows, giving the player 

options to change controls, and a welcoming of the player prior to the gameplay. In this scene, 

players can remain relaxed since there is no game challenge. A player can wander and explore the 

title scene as long as they want to, and they retain the agency to leave and execute the next scene 

when they decide to. The tempo of the Title Theme music is relatively slow, stable, and with a calm 

emotional tone.  
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Figure 7 Screenshot of the Title scene of DOD. 

 
The gameplay mechanics of DOD consists of a top-down view shooter in classic high-score 

seeking arcade style. The game art and design are inspired by traditional tabletop role playing 

games (RPGs). This is why the playground is in the style of a board, the main character controlled 

by the player is a polyhedral dice fighting with waves of enemies in different levels. The enemies 

are modeled like card characters with bases that can stand on a paper map in board games. These 

enemy game objects are constantly being dropped onto the game board during the gameplay in 

DOD. The player can choose from one of three classes8: Mage, Ranger, and Warrior. Each class 

comes with two abilities controlled by the A and B buttons on the joystick.  

Because the game mechanics involves a survival shooter game, it is fast paced, challenging, 

and full of real time player actions. Thus, a relatively fast tempo and energetic score fits it well. 

During gameplay, there are many game events that significantly influence game progress. Two 

game events are complemented especially well by changes in the musical tempo: the SpeedUp buff 

and the SlowTime ability of the Mage class. The buff and player ability increase and decrease the 

 
8 A “class” in video games refers to a player character with specific roles and abilities. 
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player’s speed of movement and would thus be well complemented by adaptive musical tempos in 

the ADM tracks reflective of these changes.  

This game currently does not have a victory scene. As an infinite survival game, gameplay is 

designed to be challenging. However, a Game Over state will be triggered when the player loses all 

health or falls off the board. A Game Over score that sounds spacious or empty can express the 

feeling of loss. Thus, the movement can be set to a relatively slow tempo.  

 
Figure 8 Screenshots of the scene for selecting class, the tabletop RPG style game board, and gameplay view (left to right).  

 

3.1.5. Tempo Design 

With some general ideas about the game’s music in mind, I deployed a detailed dynamic 

tempo scheme for the three movements, adopting tempo design practices from classical multi-

movement music, specifically the sonata form. In classical sonatas and symphonies, it is very 

common for the tempo of each movement to be musically related.  

In classical music, it was gradually accepted as a norm to write out specific tempo marks 

after Johann Nepomuk Maelzel’s invention of the metronome (Kolisch & Mendel, 1943). Because of 

this innovation, contemporary composers and performers are able to study the old masters’ minds 

through these numbers. It is widely known among classical music performers that the tempos of 

movements are related proportionally and musically. It is a crucial ability for a professional 

performer to find the right tempo quickly when transitioning between movements. I can recall 

many times that my piano professors have suggested something like this when I have struggled to 

play at the right tempo: “before you start playing the third movement, think about the tempo you 
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played in the first movement. Then treat the total length of three quarter notes from the first 

movement as the tempo for one bar in the third movement and play slightly slower than that 

tempo.”  

In analyzing the tempo marks of classical repertoires, these tempos relationships become 

more logical. This is especially apparent to Beethoven’s music. In Beethoven’s Piano Sonata Op.106 

(Figure 9), a half note is marked for BPM 138 in a simple quadruple meter; a dotted half note in the 

second movement is marked for BPM 80 in 3/4 meter; an eighth note in the third movement is 

marked for BPM 92 in 6/8 meter; a 16th note in the fourth movement is marked for BPM 76 in 2/2 

meter; and in the final movement, a quarter note is marked for BPM 144 in 3/4 meter.  

 

 

 
Figure 9 Movements of Beethoven’s piano sonata Op.106. 

 
Tempo is of crucial importance in game music composition because the unfolding of music 

happens simultaneously with the real time game procedure which has its own internal rhythm and 

tempo. Polyrhythm is a musical device commonly used to express a proportional relationship 

between two different musical timings. In a piece of music composed in simple meters, a beat can 

be divided into either two or three parts. When the two types of beat division are included in the 

same tempo, the total durations of the triplet and the duplet are the same and the speed of each 

note will form a two-against-three polyrhythm resulting in a tempo ratio of 2:3. For example, in a 
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4/4 meter, if a duplet eighth note equals BPM 80, a triplet eighth note equals BPM 120, while one 

quarter note equals BPM 40.  

This proportional relationship embodied in polyrhythms can provide interesting patterns 

for tempo design similar to what exists in many classical music literatures. I developed a simple 

formula collection which can explain the internal relationship of Beethoven’s Op.106: {t/3, t*3, t/2, 

t*2, t * 3/2, t * 2/3} (t being the original tempo of the piece). I collected the resulting tempos to 

compare with tempos of the other movements in order to find out if any tempos match or are very 

close to the tempos calculated from these formulas. I found that duration of three half notes in mvt. 

I is equivalent to two bars in mvt. II; an eighth note in mvt. III is equivalent to three quarter notes in 

mvt. I; and the tempo of mvt. V is very close to mvt. I.  

Another formula helps the design or analysis of the tempo relationship in reverse by simply 

comparing two tempos in a ratio (t1 / t2). For instance, in Beethoven’s ninth symphony, a quarter 

note is equal to BPM 88 in the first movement, while a dotted half note is equal to BPM 116 in the 

second movement. This ratio is exactly 3:4 (88/116 = 0.75) which means that the total duration of 

three quarter notes in the first movement is equivalent to four dotted half notes in the second 

movement. Or in other words, four quarter notes in the first movement are equal to three measures 

in the second movement. Here, the tempo markings by Beethoven seem to indicate that he had an 

intentional plan for two proportional tempos.  

As mentioned previously, a total of five tempos are needed to accommodate the DOD’s 

rhythm and timing: a slow tempo for the Title Theme, three tempos for gameplay including 

NormalSpeed, SpeedUp (caused by the SpeedUp pick-up buff), and SlowTime (PlayerAbilityB), and 

another slow tempo for Game Over. The initial tempo to be established among the three gameplay 

tempos is the NormalSpeed tempo and the other two can be established in relation to NormalSpeed. 

I used BPM 133 for NormalSpeed. This is not only because that this tempo expresses a sense of 

movement and grooving feeling, but because it also eases the implementation process. In Wwise, 
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the fastest tempo possible is BPM 400. Since the Gameplay score is in 6/4 meter, setting the audio 

files at BPM 399 allows the grid to be placed on eighth notes.9   

I made several rules when determining a tempo. First, by testing with a metronome and 

listening to these soundtracks exported in different tempos, I found that a tempo difference of 15 in 

BPM is about the minimum tempo difference that a player could potentially notice. A speed 

difference smaller than that starts to get unnoticeable. There are existing examples of these 

noticeable tempo differences in traditional music procedure. In classical repertoires, composers use 

names such as Andante or Presto to refer to tempos. Figure 10 shows that pieces with tempo 

differences of larger than 20 BPM are named differently because their musical character is 

substantially distinct. Second, it is better that tempo differences remain stable as much as possible 

(for instance the difference between NormalSpeed and SlowTime tempo should sound similar to 

the tempo difference between NormalSpeed and SpeedUp). I used a ±3 in BPM as the measurement 

for defining an appropriate distance between tempo differences of all movements except the Game 

Over. Lastly, as summarized above, all ratios between tempos should be taken from musically 

meaningful patterns such as falling into polyrhythmic patterns of 2:3 (two notes having the same 

length as three notes), 3:4, 4:5, 5:6, 6:7, 7:8, 8:9 and so forth.10 This allows the tempo differences 

between sections or movements to sound natural and musical.  

 
9 Wwise does have the function to slice music into smaller divisions of beats, such as 8th notes, 16th notes, or even triplet 
notes, however, this function does not always work in this project. This could be because a BPM of 133 is too fast for the 
software to locate 16th notes. Setting the tempo at as BPM 399 and snapping the grid to every beat was a successful 
solution to this problem. Since the SpeedUp tempo of gameplay is an even faster tempo, I set custom cues on every beat 
on the tracks manually for better beat-tracking and performance. I will explain the implementation process in detail in 
4.3.3. Triggering conditions and transitions. 
10 In theory, it does not matter what numbers are on the two sides of the ratio as long as they are integers, but in music 
tradition, we see six against seven polyrhythms much more often than a five against seven or five against eight and so 
forth. It wasn’t until the modern era of contemporary music that more types of polyrhythms that were previously rarely 
used appeared in wider application. 
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Figure 10 Tempo names and BPM11 

 
I started by defining the tempo relationship between the three movements (NormalSpeed, 

Title, and Game Over). I made the Game Over movement BPM 66, which is about one half the 

Gameplay tempo. Next, similar to Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony in which a 3:4 ratio provides a 

tempo contrast without sounding exceedingly dramatic, I chose BPM 100 (BPM 133 / 4 * 3) for the 

Title movement (see the “Fixed Title” row in Table 4). While the 3:4 ratio is good for the mood 

change between Gameplay and the Title scene (which has a tempo difference of 33 in BPM), the 

three tempo variants of Gameplay provide a noticeable but more subtle difference in feeling. Thus, I 

designed the tempo difference to about 20 in BPM.  

Table 4 shows the six ratios of all tempo differences within the three movements. Black 

numbers are BPMs. Ratios marked in red numbers show the tempo relationship between Game 

Over, Title, and Normal12. Red numbers inside or outside parentheses are tempo differences 

between every two adjacent rows. Blue numbers outside parentheses indicate whether the 

distances between tempo differences follow the ±3 BPM rule. Blue numbers in parentheses show 

 
11 Reprinted from Tempo Markings—ThingLink | Music theory lessons, Piano teaching, Homeschool music. (n.d.). 
Retrieved April 6, 2021, from https://www.pinterest.com/pin/424042121160098923/ 
12 NormalSpeed. 
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the differences between the Title row and Slow13 row. The results of ratios from 4:5 to 9:10 are 

presented here. It is evident that below the ratio of 6:7 or beyond the ratio of 8:9, the resulting 

tempo differences become either in excess of 20 in BPM or smaller than 15 in BPM, which neither is 

desirable. Among the remaining three ratios (6:7, 7:8, 8:9), 7:8 is the best suited ratio. For instance, 

under the 6:7 column, Fixed Title and Slow has a difference of BPM 14, Slow and Normal has a 

difference of BPM 19, and Normal and Fast14 has a difference of BPM 22. Between 19 and 22, there 

is a difference of 3, which is within the ±3 range, thus the two tempo changes have a good balance 

between each other. However, because between 14 and 19 the difference exceeds 3, the Fixed Title 

tempo isn’t appropriate to maintain evenly spread distances between all tempo changes. Therefore, 

the value of Title is better than Fixed Title because there between BPM 97.7 to BPM114 has a 

difference of 17, resulting in a distance to the adjacent tempo difference of 2, within the set range of 

±3. The 7:8 ratio is even more appropriate than the 6:7 ratio because distance between all the 

tempo differences (15 BPM, 16 BPM, 17 BPM and 19 BPM) is less than 2 BPM, which is within the 

desired ±3 BPM range tempo. Using this 7:8 ratio, I got BPM 101 (BPM 116 /8 * 7) for the Title (see 

the Title row in gray in Table 4), which is also the closest value to the Fixed Title tempo which was 

the initial compositional tempo I used for the movement. Thus, the ratio of 7:8 for the Title and 

three gameplay tempos is a good complement to the ratio of 3:4 for between the GO15 and Fixed 

Title, 2:3 between GO and Title, and 1:2 between GO and Normal. All tempos are therefore related 

in musical, polyrhythmic ways, as demonstrated in Table 5. 

 
13 SlowTime. 
14 SpeedUp. 
15 Game Over. 
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Table 4 Tempo design chart. 

 

Movement/Section BPM Relationship Ratio to 
NormalSpeed 

Title  100 one beat equals to one dotted half note of Normal 
speed Gameplay 

3:4 

Gameplay 
(NormalSpeed) 

133 
 

1:1 

Gameplay (Speedup) 152 octuplet equals seven eighth notes in NormalSpeed 8:7 

Gameplay (Slowtime) 116 8 eighth notes equal to 7 eighth 7:8 

Gameover 66.5 twice slower than normal tempo gameplay 1:2 
(2:3 to Title) 

Table 5 All tempo ratio relationship. 

 

3.1.6. Meter Design 

In Classical forms of multi-movement pieces, it is also common to switch meters between 

movements (Cole, 1974). I adopted this technique to design DOD’s dynamic metric plan. The Title 

movement is in compound quadruple meter (12/8), which divides twelve eighth notes into four 

groups of three. The music strides at a moderate tempo with a festive meter. The Gameplay 

movement is in a compound duple meter (6/4) which is a livelier, faster tempo. For the Game Over 

movement, I used a simple quadruple meter under which each beat is divided into two. Beats in this 

meter are spread out in time and the emotion of the music recalls a march-like feeling which can be 

suitable for a “game over” feeling.  
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Besides changing the music from one tempo to another in a vertical structure, the Gameplay 

movement also involves different musical sections in a horizontal structure. In each level, this 

movement always begins in 6/4. However, the meter switches to compound quadruple (4/4) in 

WaveBeforeEnd, one of the horizontal sections in the Gameplay movement. The design of the 

horizontal sections will be discussed in detail in 3.3. Musical Sequences and Sections. This 

additional meter provides a unique rhythm which signals to the player that they are approaching 

the conclusion of a level. The meter change does not affect the tempo, but simply divides the twelve 

beat grids into different groupings. The 6/4 meter can be considered a 12/8 meter in which each 

quarter note is divided into two eighth notes. Alternatively, the 4/4 meter can also be considered 

12/8 meter if each quarter note is further divided into three eighth notes. The two patterns accent 

different beats of the twelve: beat one, four, seven, and ten for 4/4, and beat one, three, five, seven, 

nine, and eleven for 6/4. This change of accented beats brings a noticeable rhythmic contrast to the 

Gameplay movement. The overall dynamic metric design of DOD is shown below:16   

• Title: compound quadruple, 12/8(4/4) - 3, 3, 3, 3 

• Gameplay initiation: compound duple, 6/4(12/8) - 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2 

• Gameplay’s WaveBeforeEnd section: compound quadruple, 12/8(4/4) - 3, 3, 3, 3 

• Game Over: simple quadruple, 4/4 - 2, 2, 2, 2  

 
16 Following each dash are the quantity of beats grouped together as a rhythmic unit. 
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3.2. The Musical Assets: Instrumentation, Timbre, and Audio Samples 

 

3.2.1. The Title Scene 

The Title movement is a pitch-based piece played by multiple virtual instruments as 

displayed in Figure 11. Instead of being one individual audio file, instrumental layers are exported 

as stems, dynamically mixed by Wwise and played in real time gameplay. The instrumental layers 

are: 

1. Reverbed cymbal samples from Drum Rack 

2. Echoing samples from Drum Rack 

3. West Africa Kakilambe ensemble (Dununba, Sangba, Kenkeni, two Djembes) 

4. West Africa solo Djembe 

5. Bansuri 

6. Sitar melody 

7. Sitar accompaniment 

8. Low strings sustaining notes 

9. High strings rhythmic phrases 

10. Horns 

The first two layers are percussive phrases composed for a drum rack instrument in 

Ableton Live. The drum rack contains six processed percussion samples. Following the drum rack 

are two layers of sampler instruments called Kontakt, produced by Native Instruments. This 

sampler instrument is capable of loading and processing large audio samples with impressive 

quality and latency control. The virtual instrument I used here is the Kakilambe preset from the 

library West Africa. Kakilambe is a traditional African ritual dance and rhythm. The ensemble 

consists of three cylindrical drums that each include a bell: the Dununba, the Sangba, and the 

Kenkeni. There are also three goblet drums: two ensemble Djembes and one solo Djembe. I placed 
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the two ensemble Djembes on the third layer and the solo Djembe on the fourth layer. The next 

three layers are Bansuri and two Sitars from the India library. Lower section strings are from the 

library Session String Pro 2, high strings are Action Strings. Lastly, the horns are from the Cinematic 

Brass library. A video demonstrating the Title movement as well as the sound of each layer in the 

Ableton Live project can be found in a video playlist via the link provided in Appendix D. 

 
Figure 11 Screenshot of all instrumental layers in the Title scene. 

 

3.2.2. The Gameplay Scene 

 
3.2.2.1. A Percussion Piece 

In the Gameplay movement, I used solely non-pitched timbres to create a percussion piece 

that is interactively dynamic to gameplay. This is partially because pitched elements like harmonies 

and melodies have many restrictions when applied to a mobile form. Harmonies and melodic motifs 

are very dependent on the larger tonal context--where a pitch comes from, where it moves to, and 

how pitches are organized. From a more conventional perspective to the average audience of video 

games, the arrangement of pitches is the key to differentiating music from sound. In this project I 
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hope to design ADM with a concentration on the arrangement of musical timings instead of the 

manipulation of pitched material.  

I hope to use this project to demonstrate a foundational infrastructure of ADM audible to 

composers, sound designers, and game developers, so that each may apply this infrastructure to 

their own projects with accurate expectations of the resulting sound effects. The next game project 

discussed in Chapter 5 focuses on how ADM structure is applied to pitch-related musical content, 

which would be a useful comparison with this chapter that mostly focuses on rhythmic content.  

A fast percussion piece could suit DOD well because non-melodic material is potentially less 

attention grabbing than melodic material, and a percussive score may complement the rhythm of 

gameplay well. With highly interactive and generative content occurring in real time during the 

Gameplay movement, there is a fair amount of auditory material for the player to follow. 

 
3.2.2.2. The Two Groups in a Vertical Structure    

This movement has two groups of music materials: the backing group, and the generative-

improvisatory drum group (GID group). The backing group is the foundational layer of the piece that 

consists of several short musical segments combined in dynamic sequence. It is played by the same 

Kontakt virtual instrument library West Africa used in the Title movement but plays different 

rhythmic patterns. In West Africa, each type of cylindrical drum (the Dununba, Sangba, and Kenkeni) 

has four different drum sound samples and three bell sound samples. The drum and bell sound can 

be customized with tuning and dynamics, and users can also add swing to the pattern. Three 

Djembes (two playing in the ensemble part and one playing as a solo instrument) come seven 

selectable samples with customizable tuning and rhythmic swing. They each also come with a 

supplemental tapping sound whose volume and feeling users can manipulate. I used all ensemble 

drums for the backing group except the solo Djembe which I left for the GID group. Table 6 shows all 

timbre customization in West Africa. 
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DRUM TYPE SAMPLE SELECTION OTHER CUSTOMIZATION 

Dununba with bell Sample 1, bell sample 3 Tuned to C, volume at 50% 

Sangba with bell Sample 3, bell sample 2 Tuned up, volume at 40% 

Kenkeni with bell Sample 4, bell sample 3 Tuned up, volume at 60%, adding swing 

Ensemble Djembe 1 Sample 2 
 

Ensemble Djembe 2 Sample 7 Tuned down 

Table 6 The types of drum, sample selection, and other customization in the backing group. 

 
The GID group is a combination of percussive sounds and rhythmic phrases that either 

interactively respond to real time, game-driven or user-driven data to form larger generative 

musical content. This group is played in sync with the backing group and has two sub-groups: 

enemy events (game-driven), and player activities (user-driven). Enemy events include three events: 

the spawning of an enemy (EnemySpawn), an enemy being hit (EnemyHurt), and the death of an 

enemy (EnemyDie). These events may occur to a total of six enemy types: Slime, Cat, Lava, Bomb, 

Ghost, and Mage. Therefore, there are a total of eighteen events where each enemy type has a 

unique set of percussion sounds and phrases assigned to each of the three events. The rhythmic 

phrases and samples also have variations such as slightly different rhythms, tone, or swing.  

Player activities include acquiring six types of buff and using the two class-specific abilities. 

The six types of buff are: DamageUp, HealthUp, ScoreUp, ManaUp, BurningPower, and SpeedUp 

(which causes the backing group change to BPM 152 as discussed previously). Acquiring each type 

of PickUp buff triggers a unique drum phrase. Each of the two class-specific abilities are triggered 

by the left and right buttons on the game controller. I composed two drum phrases for the two 

buttons and all three player classes share the same phrases assigned to the two buttons. I labeled 

the two phrases PlayerAbility A and PlayerAbility B. Thus, there are a total of eight different 

percussion phrases in this group. In conclusion, the GID group needs a total of 26 unique percussion 

sounds and phrases.  
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Enemy Types/Events EnemySpawn  EnemyHurt  EnemyDie  

Slime Ghatam  
 

Ensemble claps  

Solo Djembe sample 5, short-decay reverb, HSF 

Cat Hand bell Solo Djembe sample 1, EQ-ed 1.6k Hz 

Lava Drum rim shot Solo Djembe sample 6, short-decay reverb 

Bomb Sand hammer Solo Djembe sample 3, echo, HPF 

Ghost Luo Solo Djembe sample 4, echo 

Mage Tanggu Solo Djembe sample 2, dry source (no reverb) 

Table 7 Enemy Events Design Chart. 

 
Samples chosen for the EnemySpawn events are significantly different from samples for the 

backing group (shown in Table 7). I used the Ghatam, an Indian instrument for Slime, hand bells for 

Cat, drum rim shot for Lava, the sand hammer for Bomb, the Chinese instrument Luo for Ghost, and 

the Chinese instrument Tanggu for Mage. These samples come from several virtual instrument 

libraries: India, ShimmerShakeStrike, Studio Drummer, and Traditional Chinese Instrument libraries 

(see Figure 12). These EnemySpawn samples are triggered either on the downbeat or the eighth 

note upbeat.17 This will be discussed in 3.4.3. Generative Patterns, Timer, and Probabilities.  

There are sample variations for EnemySpawn events. They differ subtly in their tone and 

rhythmic swing. These variations provide the virtual instrument played by the computer a more 

humanized and lively sound. The Slime, Bomb, and Mage enemy types each have eight sample 

variations, while the Cat, Ghost and Lava types each have four. 

 
17 In 6/8 meter. 
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Figure 12 Kontakt virtual instrument libraries used for the GID group. 

 
All enemy types share one additional “ensemble clapping” sample which may be triggered 

as one of the sample variations and which has a fixed probability of playing (Figure 13) during an 

EnemySpawn event. The purpose of adding this additional shared sample was to avoid undesirable 

repetition.18 The universal clapping sample brings contrast to the enemy type-specific sample. It 

also functions as a musical rest during which the ensemble drums do not play.  

This technique of combining rare and common elements functions to enliven the 

composition. This compositional principle is observable in many existing repertoires. For example, 

individual instruments in an instrumental choir may use a similar tone and timbre while playing 

different parts, or different instruments having dramatically different timbres may play in unison.19 

The same clapping sample at times unites all enemy types sonically while at other times, while 

employing their respective samples, each type sounds distinct. Because enemy types are unlocked 

gradually through levels, the player also gradually unlocks new sounds associated with each enemy 

 
18 In many levels, the enemies spawned are of the same type. If there were only one sound assigned to the enemy type, the 
repeated sound could potentially become monotonous. 
19 This is an application of the ancient artistic principle “unity in variety” to music composition. Unity is wholeness and 
harmony which unites elements while variety contrasts and provides diversity within a work (Lamp, 2020). The 
relationship of unity and variety is bi-directional and parallel in that they can embody each other. 
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type. The collections of percussive samples played at each level thus create an adaptive percussive 

pattern which signals to the player which enemies appear in the level.   

 
Figure 13 Ensemble clap sample. 

 
For the EnemyHurt and EnemyDie events, I used the solo Djembe from West Africa with a 

different signal processing path. In this fashion, another application of “unity and variety” is here 

employed. The EnemySpawn sounds are here the element that brings “variety” while the solo 

Djembe used for EnemyHurt and EnemyDie events is the element that contributes to “unity”, 

because its tone blends well with the backing group.  

In EnemyHurt and EnemyDie events I used sample six of the solo Djembe with a custom 

reverb and a short decay of 538 ms for the Lava enemy type, sample four with echoes for the Ghost, 

sample two without reverb for the Mage, sample one with an EQ highlighting 1.6kHz for the Cat, 

echoed and HPFed (high pass filtered) sample three for the Bomb, and sample five with 693 ms 

decay reverb with a subtle boost at 3.1kHz with an HSF (high shelf filter). EnemyHurt events trigger 

the playing of one-beat phrases while EnemyDie events trigger the playing of short rhythmic 

phrases. I will discuss EnemyDie phrase patterns in 3.4.2. Phrases and Patterns in the Gameplay.  

Table 8 discusses specifically the player activities category. The six types of pick-up buff are 

each assigned a drum phrase played by the Djembe choir (two ensemble and one solo) and bells on 

the cylindrical drums. The class-specific abilities controlled by the two buttons on the joystick are 
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assigned phrases played by the drum rack instrument that I created for the Title movement (refer 

to Figure 11).  

 

Player Activities Pick-up buffs Abilities 

Timbre assigned 3 Djembes + bells Drum Rack in Title movement 

Table 8 Player activities sounds. 

 

3.2.3. The Gameover Scene 

As discussed in 3.1.4. The Music Movements, the emotional feeling of the Game Over 

movement is less energetic and eventful than other movements. I reduced the instrumental layers 

in this short movement to create more empty space between musical timbres as compared to the 

Title and Gameplay movements. It was produced with the same Ableton Live project preset, and I 

used only the sustaining low strings, the West Africa drum ensemble, and the drum rack. This 

movement is exported as a straight looping track with no dynamic content.  
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3.3. Music Sequences and Sections 

When considering musical sequences, the horizontal arrangement generated by combining 

musical sections together within movements and the triggering conditions and transitions between 

movements, sections, and generative materials during the Gameplay movement must be discussed. 

Topics in these discussions include ordering and playback behaviors.  

In order to save disk space as well as to provide an optimized game audio experience, it is 

necessary and desirable to recycle musical materials. This recycling can be achieved by looping, 

shuffling, changing orders, delaying, selecting materials from a list of options with different 

probabilities of playing, and by creating combinations to expand smaller amounts of material to fill 

indefinite gameplay with variety. Each of the three movements of DOD’s game score uses a variation 

of looping structure and provides an audible demonstration of how these structures differ.  

 

3.3.1. Title and Game Over Movements: Dynamic Loops and Static Loops  

The Game Over movement has the simplest looping structure, a static loop, a structure 

common in many video games. In a static loop of the Game Over scene, stems or layers of the music 

are exported into one track which loops indefinitely in the game as long as the player remains in the 

scene (as shown in Figure 14). The mixing of the Game Over track remains identical with each 

repetition, thus it is a static loop.  

 

 
Figure 14 Game Over loop. 

 
The Title movement, by comparison, is a dynamic loop. The ten stems or layers of 

instruments are randomly selected and dynamically mixed in Wwise in real time during gameplay. 

Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the Title movement broken down into individual stems in Wwise. 

There are eleven stems (the Sitar melody and action strings lines also have an additional layer) in 
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nine layers of instruments. Instrumental layers were described in 3.2.1. The Title Scene. Each stem 

has a volume value, followed by blue headers in front of its sub-tracks (Figure 16). The blue headers 

indicate that sub-tracks of this stem will be randomly selected to play. For instance, the Strings 

Sustain stem has two sub-tracks with a blue header, thus the system will randomly choose one of 

the two sub-tracks to play when the game engine calls Wwise to play this mix. This also means that 

sub-tracks on the same stem will never be played simultaneously. Because of this, I put the Sitar 

melody and the Bansuri into one stem so that they are separated in the mix. If they are played 

together, the most important melody becomes confusing. Some stems have empty sub-tracks such 

as the action strings layer or the Sitar accom layer. This means that there is a 50% chance this stem 

will play silence and is a way to omit a track in the mix based on a determined probability.  

 

 
Figure 15 Title movement stems overview. 
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Figure 16 Dynamic stems of Title movement. 

 
The entire Title mix is placed in a Music Playlist object in Wwise as shown in Figure 17. It 

loops indefinitely as long as the soundtrack is being triggered. Each time the Title mix loops, a new 

mixing will be generated by the Wwise engine, with the result that the combination of stems varies 

each time. The horns and Low perc tracks in Figure 16 do not contain random sub-tracks, thus they 

are heard in every loop. As a result, we have a dynamic loop that may play the Sitar melody, panned 

perc, horns and the Low perc on the first play of the loop, but only the horns and Low perc at the 

second play of the loop. 

 

 
Figure 17 Title movement loops indefinitely. 
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Figure 18 shows that the Wwise event object TitleMusic will be triggered when executing 

the “start” function (start()) in the game code which is the first method initiated after loading a 

game scene.20 Another event called StopTitle will be initiated when the game scene is dissolved 

during transition to the gameplay scene. As long as the player stays in the Title scene, the Title mix 

will continue looping and varying its mix. As shown in Figure 19, upon initiating the StopTitle event, 

Wwise will first fade out the Title movement mix, then trigger a brief one-beat transitional chord 

played on the horns. In order to avoid the transitional passage overlapping with the beginning of 

the Gameplay movement, I programmed a one second delay to the initiation of the Gameplay 

movement (see Figure 20). This delay allows the transition to finish before the next movement 

starts to play.  

 
Figure 18 Game engine triggers. 

 

 
Figure 19 The StopTitle event. 

 
20 In Unity, before the execution of the Start() method, there is the Awake() method if the designer wants to execute 
something specific while the game scene is loading. 
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Figure 20 Delaying the Gameplay movement with code (see steps one and two). 

 

3.3.2. The Backing Group in Gameplay 

The backing group sequences four horizontal musical sections: WaveInit, WaveStart, 

WaveBeforeEnd, and WaveEnds, each of which are directly associated with a stage in the progress 

of a level.  
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Figure 21 Ordering of the 20 levels. 

 

 
Figure 22 Level design of level No.15. 

 
There are a total of 20 levels in DOD. Each level contains specific enemy types of a 

predetermined number(Figure 21).  Each level also has a fixed duration. Figure 22 shows level 15’s 

design as an example of the combination of enemies that may occur and an illustration of how long 

a level last. The game parameter that is useful for determining horizontal musical sections is the 

level’s duration. Regardless of how many enemies appear in a level, they are cleared automatically 

by the conclusion of the level. A message then tells the player that they have survived the level and 

after a short break (which is currently set to five seconds but is alterable, as shown in Figure 23), 
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the next level loads. The game mechanics also involve a looping process that levels come and go 

repeatedly (upper part in Figure 24). Thus, a sequential loop in the music can accompany this game 

mechanics’ loop. The timing of the musical loop and the game loop are perfectly aligned with each 

other, as shown in Figure 24. In order to musically reflect the break between levels, I did not use 

any music during the break. This point could be considered the end of a complete loop in both the 

music and the game mechanics. The music begins to loop again when the next level begins.  

 
Figure 23 Setting break time between levels in seconds. 

 

 
Figure 24 Level loop with music loop. 

 
WaveInit, a musical section which provides a sense of settling into a level, plays at the 

beginning of each level. Every time a new level is executed (including level 1), the game engine will 

process the StartNextWave() function shown in Figure 25. This function is also used to trigger the 

WaveInit section. The next algorithmic time-point is six seconds before the end of each level. This is 
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represented by the integer t in Figure 26. A level’s duration is tracked using the 

UpdateWabeTimer(int t) function which counts down the time remaining in each level. When t=6, 

the music system switches to the WaveBeforeEnd section.  

 
Figure 25 StartNextWave() triggers WaveInit. 

 

 
Figure 26 Locating the six seconds countdown from level end. 

  
Time between the WaveInit and WaveBeforeEnds phrases is reserved for the WaveStart 

section to play. The WaveStart section is automatically triggered when WaveInit finishes playing. 

Because each level has a unique time duration, the total time between WaveInit and 

WaveBeforeEnd also varies. In order to fill the time in between, WaveStart is designed as a looping 

section. In contrast to the WaveStart section, which has a different looping length in each level, the 

WaveBeforeEnd section is set to loop for six seconds in all levels. The WaveBeforeEnd section and 
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WaveStart section differ in their rhythmic patterns and emotional connotation. The WaveStart 

section sounds like a statement while the WaveBeforeEnd section is energetic and anxious. As 

described in 3.1.6. Meter Design, the meters of the two sections also differ.  

I used the ClearActiveEnemies() function, called at the end of a level, to trigger the 

PlayWaveComplete() function which switches the music to the WaveEnds section in Wwise (Figure 

27). I did not implement this trigger in the UpdateWaveTimer() function in order to avoid covering 

the music change  with the sound effect that occurs when enemies die. This avoids acoustic 

ambiguity and chaos. Putting the WaveEnds section’s trigger inside the ClearActiveEnemies() 

function, especially after the foreach function, ensures the music change will be heard clearly after 

hearing the enemy dead sound effects. The WaveEnds section is played only once on each level. 

 

 
Figure 27 Clearing active enemies on the game board when level ends. 

 

3.3.3. Triggering Conditions and Transitions  

3.3.3.1. Between Ground Types 

During the WaveStart sectional loop, there is another set of algorithms that will trigger 

different phrases to be played. Specific phrases will be triggered in association with the type of 
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ground that the player-controlled dice character is on: regular, sand, grass, or wood ground type. 

The dynamic phrase interaction with ground types only appears in the WaveStart section. The 

game board with labeled ground types is shown in Figure 28.  

 
Figure 28 The different ground types on the game board. 

 
The backing group is played by the West Africa ensemble which contains the Dununba, 

Sangba, Kenkeni, and two Djembes. Among these instrumental layers, the phrase patterns played on 

the two Djembes are not affected by changes of ground type. In order to properly trigger 

corresponding phrases, I created specific colliders for each ground type and set the colliders to 

trigger the associated drum phrase change when the player collides with them, as shown in Figure 

29. Figure 30 shows that a script controls the interaction between ground type and music. Because 

this interactivity should respond and reflect the game states, the phrase change happens 

immediately upon being triggered. I imported all phrases for the four ground types to Wwise. They 

are set to play together while an individual phrase can be dynamically muted or unmuted according 

to the associated game events. As shown in Figure 31, the Sand phrase is set to play at normal 

volume when the Sand state is triggered, while if another state were triggered, the Sand phrase 

would be reduced to -108 dB. A video demonstrating the ground type colliders can be found in the 

demo video playlist via the link provided in Appendix D. 
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Figure 29 Game area of the ground types marginalized with colliders. 

 

 
Figure 30 Each collider is set with a Wwise state type. 

 

 
Figure 31 Wwise setting for the Sand phrase. 
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3.3.3.2. Between Generative Materials, BPMs, and Sections - Custom Cue Points 

In each of the tracks in the backing group, I have set up custom cue points at different 

rhythmic points that are musical, such as on every beat or every two bars. Wwise allows triggers to 

be set at every beat or measure without using a custom cue point, but for the goal here, a trigger on 

every two bars was required.21 It was also necessary to label every beat with ascending numbers, 

thus custom cue points were necessary. Notice in Figure 32, the waveform view in Wwise cannot 

display beats divided in triplets. This was another reason to create custom cues. The numbered 

custom cues represent eighth notes, and there are the “2bar” custom cues on every six beats. I use 

these custom cues to trigger 1) the materials belonging to the generative-improvisatory drum group, 

2) different BPMs, and 3) transitions between horizontal sections of the gameplay. 

 

 
Figure 32 Creating and naming the custom cues. 

 
The triggering condition for generative material is set to execute at “next beat.” Since the 

backing group is constantly playing during the Gameplay movement, generative material such as 

the EnemySpawn, EnemyHurt, EnemyDie, Pick-up types, and Player abilities will be triggered only 

until the next musical beat of the backing group tracks. This process syncs the ongoing backing 

group with the generative content and is explained in Figure 33. The Wwise setting is shown in 

Figure 34. The “Play At Next Custom Cue” option takes any type of custom cues including the 

 
21 The “two bars” here actually mean the positions on the track’s waveform in the Wwise project, which does not 
necessarily have to equal to two measures of the music in 12/8 meter. Since I had set in Wwise that all tracks are in 3/4 
meter even though it has nothing to do with the actual music meters, the duration of the two bars actually is equal to the 
length of one measure in the music. 
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numbered beat cues or the “2Bar” cues; which one is triggered depends on whichever is first 

encountered. 

 

 
Figure 33 Trigger and Execute on the next beat. 

 

 
Figure 34 Play stingers at the next custom cue. 

 
Transitions between all BPMs in the Gameplay are made smooth and possible by assigning 

numbered custom cues to every beat. Ideally, when the game state requests that the music change 

tempo (as occurs at SpeedUp or SlowTime events), the tempo change should happen as soon as 

possible. The new tempo must also land perfectly at the same position in the new tempo’s track 

during the tempo switch. For instance, when switching from BPM116 to BPM133 at measure one 

beat two, the slower tempo track should stop playing at the next custom cue (here that occurs at 

measure one beat three), while the new tempo track should start to play at measure one beat three 

despite the fact that these tracks have different durations for a standard beat and measure because 

of their different BPMs. This specific hurdle has been very challenging to overcome during the 

implementation process.  
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Two potential solutions exist, which I evaluated. I started by using one of Wwise’s built in 

transition destinations, the “Same Time As Playing Segment” option, to see if the track being cued in 

enters at the appropriate moment. However, the result shows that this option’s designated use is 

for transition between tracks that have the same tempo. In other words, the “Same Time As Playing 

Segment” indicates not the musical time, but the actual minute and second in both tracks, and 

which is problematic for transition between tracks of different tempos. A two-measure phrase in 

the 12/8 meter at BPM 133 is about 1804 milliseconds, while the same length phrase in BPM 152 is 

about 1579 milliseconds. This “Same Time As Playing Segment” method will not result in a smooth 

and precise transition.  

The next method I explored was setting the transition destination to the “Random Custom 

Cue” option. It was not my intention to let the music transit totally randomly, and I further 

customized the transition by choosing the “Match source cue name” option. By doing this I was able 

to locate a specific beat using the numbered labels I created for each custom cue on every beat. 

When a transition is called, the music engine first takes the numbered label of the next custom cue 

from the currently playing track, then looks for a custom cue that has the same numbered label in 

the new track. For example, if the next custom cue on the current track is at cue “3,” the new track 

will start playing on its own at cue “3.”  Figure 35 is a diagram that explains this process.  

 
Figure 35 Transiting between different BPMs. 
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I did a quick listening test to compare the two methods by simply playing an audio track of a 

person counting from one to nine rhythmically, because words are clearer to hear than music 

especially when testing this tempo change function. The comparison clearly shows that the second 

method works best for the intended dynamic tempo effect. Videos demonstrating this comparison 

are available in the demo video playlist via the link provided in Appendix D: the videos show that 

using Sync to Same Time is not smooth at all in sound and creates significant glitches that some 

beats are repeated unexpectedly. However, using Sync to Custom Cue sounds smooth and effective. 

After this comparison, I set all tempo transitions to sync to “Random Custom Cue,” as shown in 

Figure 36.  

 
Figure 36 Sync to “Random Custom Cue”. 

 
Transitions between horizontal sections fall into two categories. From the WaveInit to the 

WaveStart section, the transition is triggered by locating the end of the WaveInit, as shown in 

Figure 37.22 Other transitions between horizontal sections are triggered at the “2Bar” custom cues, 

as shown in Figure 38. Therefore, whenever the gameplay cues the WaveBeforeEnd or WaveEnds, 

the actual musical transition only executes when the current play cursor reaches the next custom 

cue in “2Bar.”  

 
22 In the figure, the “Backing Init” actually refers to the WaveInit section. 
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Figure 37 WaveInit to WaveStart transition. 

 
Figure 38 Transition between other sections in gameplay. 

 
 

3.3.3.3. Between movements 

When moving from the Gameplay to Game Over movement, or from the Game Over 

movement to the Title movement, no transitional passages are played. The switch between 

movements is triggered by game events (e.g., the player died, or the player chose to return to the 

Title scene), and like the generated materials above, these musical changes execute on the 

appropriate musical beat, or custom cue of the currently playing tracks.  
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3.4. Progressions, Phrases, and Patterns 

In contrast to the above chapter which primarily discusses the organization of music 

sections at a relatively large scale, or how they are put together to form a larger form or sequence, 

this chapter focuses on the arrangement of smaller scale musical modules, specifically, the musical 

progressions, phrases, and rhythmic patterns within those modules. Figure 39 illustrates the 

structure of DOD’s entire game score. Within Game Music, there are three movements which have 

the five tempos and three meters in the parallel hierarchy. Sections and sequences are the next 

enclosed hierarchy, while progressions, phrases, and rhythmic patterns are located further down in 

the succeeding lower hierarchy.   

 

 
Figure 39 The hierarchical plan of the audio system of DOD. 

 

I have specific definitions of progressions, phrases and patterns in this project. Progression 

exclusively describes the use of harmony in succession and pitches in collection and is only 

applicable to pitched movements (these being the Title and Game Over movements). Phrases are 

primarily short rhythmic passages that are pre-produced and rendered as audio files for the 
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percussive movement (in this case, the Gameplay movement).23 Patterns are musical modules that 

form generative rhythmic passages by algorithmically triggering one-shot samples24 in musical 

time. For instance, samples corresponding with EnemySpawn and EnemyHurt events are one-shot 

samples. Generative Patterns may be dramatically different each time they occur and are either 

adaptive to the game states or interactive with player input.  

 

3.4.1. Harmonic Progression in the Title and Game Over Movements 

The Title and Game Over movements contain pitched instruments in which harmonic 

progressions are embodied. The fundamental harmonic progression here forms a plagal 

progression, represented by Roman numerals I-IV-I. Between the first twelve bars, the track sits on 

a pedaling note, the tonic, while harmonically switching between the tonic chord (I) and the 

Neapolitan chord (bII) on top of the pedal note. Figure 40 is a piano reduction of the Title 

movement. The first two chords are close to each other and move back and forth between one 

another several times. Between I and bII, the voice leading moves in stepwise motion; and 

application of the I pedal helps create a smooth tone blending and transition between the two 

chords. I6 is simply the first inversion of the I chord. I6 and IV9 share three common tones. 

Transitioning from IV to I forms the plagal cadence.  

The repeat mark in the score indicates the end of the loop, while the last bar functions as a 

transition passage to the Gameplay movement and is played by a horn choir. Since the transition 

may be cued at any time (such as when the player decides to leave the Title scene and presses the 

“Start Game” button), the close musical relationship between all chords enables a smooth and 

natural arrival at the transitional bar from any point (I to I, bII to I, I6 to I, and IV9 to I).  

 
23 A pre-produced and rendered track is an audio file whose content is not alterable regardless of how it interfaces with 
gameplay in real time. 
24 One-shot samples refer to samples that either have one occurrence of a sound’s envelope ADSR (attack, decay, sustain, 
release), or samples whose duration is shorter than one eighth note in 12/8 meter at any tempos used in the Gameplay 
movement. 
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The melodic motifs played by the India virtual instrument library use the C Phrygian scale, 

also called the Bhairavi scale in North Indian music or Hanumatodi in South Indian music. This is 

also why the C minor triad is indicated as the tonic chord, but the key signature reflects a key with 

four flats. 

 
Figure 40 Piano reduction of Title movement. 

 

The Game Over movement has a looping bassline as shown in Figure 41. The primary 

purpose of the Game Over movement in this project is to participate as a part of the larger scale 

effect of dynamic tempos and meters. When the Gameplay movement switches to the Game Over 

movement, a switch from non-pitched to pitched material occurs. When the Game Over movement 

transitions back to the Title movement, any note from this looping bassline can land on the tonic 

chord of the Title movement within the reach of an intervallic distance equals to or less than a third 

(E to C - an interval of third, D to C - second, or C# to C - semitone).  

 
Figure 41 Bassline of the Game Over movement. 

 

3.4.2. Phrases and Patterns in the Gameplay 
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As described in previous chapters, the gameplay movement consists of two parts, the 

backing group and the GID group. In this section, I will discuss the design of phrases and patterns 

within each of these groups.  

 

The Backing Group 

The backing group loop starts with a “Wave Initializer” which I named WaveInit in Wwise. 

This is also occasionally named “Backing Init” in Wwise. The musical phrase begins by introducing 

the sound of each cylindrical drum in succession, eventually beginning to play in tutti after two 

measures (Figure 42). The phrase begins with the Dununba with three bells, then adds the Sangba 

(using both open and muted samples) with the mid-register bell at bar one beat five, and lastly it 

adds the Kenkeni (using both open and muted samples) with the high-register bell at bar two. Each 

drum plays two parts on a three-line staff. The notes with stem down represent drumbeats. Drum 

notes on the bottom line indicate that the drum is hit openly. Notes on the middle line indicate that 

the drum is hit muted. Notes with stems up indicate bells.  

 
Figure 42 WaveInit score. 

 
As discussed previously, the three cylindrical drums play four distinct rhythmic phrases 

which correspond to the four ground types during the WaveStart section. The Dununba is of the 

lowest register and provides foundation to the rhythmic phrases. Its phrases are less dynamic, as 

only the drum’s timbral color and the tone of the bells vary subtly in each ground type. The 

Dununba drum plays an open hit on stronger beats (beat one and four in 6/4) which sets up a stable 
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rhythmic foundation. The Sangba and the Kenkeni phrases vary more dramatically in rhythm in 

relation to each ground type. Figure 43 is a score of the three cylindrical drums’ phrases played 

over each ground type. The notation here indicates drums and bells in a similar way to the notation 

of the WaveInit score.  

 

 
Figure 43 The cylindrical drum choir on different ground types. 

 
When the cylindrical drums change phrases through different ground types during the 

WaveStart section, the two ensemble Djembes are added and played along. However, each Djembe 

phrase is randomly chosen from several phrase variations by the Wwise engine whenever the two 

bar phrase repeats in loop. I created five phrase variations for Djembe One and two variations for 

Djembe Two. In West Africa, each Djembe phrase includes two bass hit samples, two open hit 

samples, and two slap samples. Because the bass hits have similar sound with the Dununba, I 

omitted them from Djembe phrases in order to avoid doubling the Dununba on strong beats. In the 

score shown in Figure 44, notes on the middle line of the staff indicate open hits, while notes in the 

space directly above this line represent varied samples of the hits. The top line is indicative of a slap 

hit similar to an open hit. What appears to be pitches notated on the score represent variations of 

timbral color instead of actual pitch variations.  

 

 
Figure 44 Score of the two ensemble Djembes in WaveStart section. 
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The WaveBeforeEnd phrase eliminates the two Djembes and only the cylindrical drums 

remain playing to the end of the phrase. The ensemble plays a more aggressive, looping energetic 

pre-coda phrase in this section. There is no dynamic content in this section because the 

WaveBeforeEnd only loops for six seconds at each level. As discussed in section 3.1.6. Meter Design, 

the WaveBeforeEnd section shifts from a compound duple to a compound quadruple meter (from 2, 

2, 2, 2, 2, 2, to 3, 3, 3, 3). Having the drums playing on the four accented beats instantly 

communicates the meter change and a different rhythmic feeling. The score of this section is shown 

in Figure 45.  

 
Figure 45 WaveBeforeEnd. 

 
The WaveEnds phrase functions as a musical conclusion and is played at the end of each 

level. The phrase pattern at this point returns to 6/4 meter as shown in the score in Figure 46. This 

phrase signals to the player that the current level has ended, and the next level is about to begin.  

 
Figure 46 WaveEnds. 

 

The GID Group 
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The EnemyDie, PlayerAbilities, and Pick-up Buffs phrases triggered in real time to form 

larger generative sequences do not use one-shot samples. These phrases also are exported as pre-

rendered audio files. The six enemy types each have a unique EnemyDie phrase, and each phrase 

has several phrase variations. The phrases are played by different samples of the solo Djembe in the 

West Africa ensemble. Some also have additional sound effects and signal processing.  

Phrases connected with the CatDie event are four beats long and contain different 

combinations of the three previously discussed timbres (bass, open hit, and slap). There are eleven 

variations of this phrase. The common element of the eleven variations is that they always end with 

an eighth note on the fourth beat. The patterns played in the first three beats can be divided into 

two groups: one which has hits in 16th notes or triplets, the other consists of four even eighth 

notes. Phrases associated with the LavaDie event are of six variations of a phrase, each of which 

begins with two hits in the bass timbre followed by a hit at a higher register, then another hit at the 

lower register (see Figure 47, row three). Additionally, the phrase always contains a flam hit, 

sometimes two, on either the third or fourth beat. Phrases connected with the BombDie event are 

five beats long and have four variations. On the last hit of each variation, a solo Djembe joins. 

Phrases associated with the SlimeDie event occur in six variations, all of which are five beats long. 

Every variation rests on beat three and ends with two hits on or between beats four and five. 

Phrases associated with the GhostDie event are six beats in length and occur in four variations. Each 

of these variations ends with three beats of rolling 16th notes. Last but not least, the MageDie event 

is associated with phrases that are six beats in length and which occur in four variations. Each 

phrase consists of two sets of dotted rhythm. All scores of the associated EnemyDie phrases are 

shown in Figure 47. The notation system layout is similar to Figure 44, where the three staff lines 

each represent the three timbres. Since the phrases are shorter than six beats, they are notated in 

6/8 meter instead of 12/8 meter.  
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Figure 47 EnemyDie phrases. 

 
PlayerAbilities and PickUp Buff Types are associated with longer phrases that are triggered 

in real time gameplay, shown in Figure 48.25 In the phrases associated with PickUp events, I have 

experimented with different beat groupings for a total of twelve beats. For instance, the phrase 

associated with the ManaPickUp event occurs in a 4, 4, 4 pattern (see the topmost staff in Figure 

48), the ScorePickUp event’s associated phrase occurs in a 3, 3, 3, 3 pattern (see the fourth staff in 

Figure 48). Other pick-up associated phrases occur in a 6, 6 pattern. Two phrases associated with 

PlayerAbilities events are performed by the same drum rack device used in the Title movement. 

AbilityA is associated with a phrase which uses a 6, 6 pattern with the Slime’s attack sound effect 

appearing at the last beats, and the AbilityB is associated with a phrase which uses a 3, 3, 3, 3 

pattern shown in Figure 49. 

 

 
25 Because PickUp associated phrases are played by the three Djembes and bells in the ensemble, I used one music staff to 
notate Djembes of each type. 
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Figure 48 PickUp Types. 

 

 
Figure 49 Player Abilities. 

 
Game events which generate musical content may occur on any beat during real time 

gameplay.26 This means that even though the phrase shown in the score starts on the downbeat of a 

measure, it can play on any beat in a measure in the real time score. This can result in a variety of 

polyrhythmic patterns in the backing group.  

 

3.4.3. Generative Patterns, Timer, and Probabilities 

 

Pattern Length 

One-shot samples (used for the EnemySpawn and EnemyHurt events) in the GID group can 

form a series of percussive beats which form a generative rhythmic pattern in real time during 

gameplay. The EnemySpawn event generated patterns are normally most frequent at the beginning 

of each level, because enemies associated with each level are usually spawned during this time.27 In 

 
26 Music events are triggered on the next beat as explained in 4.3.3. Triggering Conditions and Transitions. 
27 When an enemy die during a level, according to the total number of enemies designed for the level, a new enemy will be 
spawned right after. 
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the dynamic music system, I created sonic hints to the player which indicate the quantity and type 

of enemy in the music. Enemies are spawned based on the game’s timing and the enemies’ ordering 

of appearance. Musical phrases associated with the EnemySpawn events also play in the same order 

at the nearest appropriate musical time point (on the next eighth or 16th note). These musical 

events also sync to the backing tracks. For instance, if a level spawns two Cat enemies and four 

Slime enemies at beginning, the player will hear the two associated sample types and a generated 

rhythmic phrase containing six hits which includes samples played in the same order in which the 

enemies were spawned. Additionally, although the enemies might all be spawned within one frame 

of gameplay, only one sample will be played at a musical time point. This avoids having all six hits 

occur on beat one, for example.  

It was necessary to ensure that the EnemySpawn generative phrase is compact and finishes 

playing as quickly as possible so that it does not interfere with musical material generated by other 

game events, such as an EnemyHurt or EnemyDie event. A compact phrase also differs in character 

from an EnemyHurt and EnemyDie event; these are more loosely triggered and placed during 

gameplay. In order to create such a compact generative pattern, I limited the total length of the 

pattern triggered by an EnemySpawn event to finish within the length of two measures. Thus, the 

EnemySpawn event generated phrase should ideally finish with the WaveInit section (which is also 

two measures in length), without continuing into the WaveStart section.  

I have previously introduced DOD’s level design in Figure 21 and Figure 22. The level that 

contains the most enemies is level 20. As shown in Figure 50, it has a total of 25 enemies and 

includes all enemy types. During the designing process, I was unsure of how to fit 25 percussive hits 

into two measures. The solution was to trigger samples on a grid shorter than one beat. I eventually 

set the triggering musical grid to the length of a16th note.28 If 16th notes are played in 6/8 meter 

 
28 The actual music here occurs in 8th notes, not 16th notes, but I mention it as “16th” because I treated the music as if it 
were in 6/8 meter, not 12/8 or 6/4, when designing the EnemySpawn event triggered musical patterns in Wwise. 
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for two measures, there are a total of 24 hits. If the EnemySpawn generated pattern starts on 

measure one beat two29, 25 hits can be fit in with just two additional 16th notes continuing into the 

beginning of the WaveStart section. This is acceptable and the closest result to the initial design 

goal.30  

 

 
Figure 50 Level design of level 20. 

 

Timer, Metronome, and Sequencer 

Game programming with Unity scripts has a specific order of execution, as documented by 

Unity (Unity Technologies, 2020). The most popular functions are commonly executed in two 

fashions. One is similar to the Start() or StartNextWave() functions which execute their content 

once when they are called. The other requires functions to be placed inside the Update() method 

 
Therefore, every note value discussed in this section actually sounds two times slower than its written note value in this 
paragraph (8th note = quarter note; 16th note = 8th note). 
29 Additionally, in order to avoid the EnemySpawn sound effect clashing with the generated one-shot samples in the 
music, the phrase is set to start on beat two. 
30 In any scenario, if the game expands to have more than 25 enemies in a level (which would be very challenging for the 
player), even smaller grids of the music can be used to generate phrases. 
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which is executed on a continuous basis because this function is called on at every frame.31 The two 

types of functions are important because most game states and mechanics can be achieved with 

them and because by applying specific conditions and limitations as well as different combinations 

of these two types of functions, sophisticated timing algorithms can be created for a variety of uses 

in the music.  

In the case of the ADM system, one of the most important and convenient features of Wwise 

is its ability to manipulate algorithms while using musical timing and musical concepts like tempo, 

beats, bars, and note values. Musical events would not be meaningful and harmonious if executed 

without musical timing.  

Several things have made using the stinger function in Wwise to trigger samples associated 

with EnemySpawn events impossible. I had to make customized scripts to successfully trigger 

EnemySpawn event related phrases. In DOD, the duration of one eighth note in any of the three 

available tempos is extremely short (172.41ms at BPM 116, 150.38ms at BPM 133, and 131.58ms at 

BPM 152). I used float numbers to represent these time durations and named them beatInterval in 

the scripts. There is a 400ms cooldown time at the beginning of the level, before which enemies 

cannot spawn. This is much greater than the beatInterval’s value, so it is not possible to use the 

Start() function to trigger the EnemySpawn event associated samples. Additionally, although the 

total number of enemies in each level is fixed and known, the enemy quantity in the scripts, first, 

cannot simply be used for triggering Wwise to play the EnemySpawn samples for a certain number 

of beats in succession at a constant pace.32 Second, the game triggers have to be set at a musically 

meaningful timing which syncs to the backing track’s beats. Having generative MIDI data play the 

 
31 More info about time and frame rate management in Unity can be viewed at: 
https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/TimeFrameManagement.html 
32 In Wwise, new music events can only be triggered in two ways: either by a direct call from the game engine, or by a call 
by any currently playing tracks. The already playing tracks are also triggered by a call from the game engine. 
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samples would solve the problem, but Wwise currently does not have a function for generating real 

time MIDI data.  

Not using Wwise’s stinger function means that some of the game-music interactivity has to 

be programmed within the game algorithm. Some of this includes:  

• A time recorder that records the start of the WaveInit section and initialize a 

metronome.33 

• When the WaveInit section begins, the metronome outputs a series of calls at a constant 

pace which is exactly matched to the currently playing music’s tempo.  

• Then, an algorithmic function detects the number of enemies that are spawned in a level 

so that the number of EnemySpawn event associated samples played can match it.  

• Last, executing EnemySpawn event triggered samples are executed on each of the calls 

put out by the metronome, with the total quantity matching the quantity of spawned 

enemies.  

The above process functions as a coded music sequencer with regularly occurring beats 

equalized to dynamic tempos (with BPM values of 116, 133, and 152) for a determined duration 

(two bars plus two beats for the maximum quantity of 25 spawned enemies, as discussed 

previously).  

Figure 51 is a series of screenshots from the game algorithms that show how I scripted this 

music sequencing process. The backing tracks are triggered under the Start() method in the 

StartCoroutine(DelayMusic()) function. The backing is then delayed for one second 

(“WaitForSeconds(1)” in code) to avoid it clashing with the Title Transition. After the delay, the 

WaveInit section (“Music.Post(gameObject);” in code) begins. Immediately after WaveInit begins, 

the metronome is set by the ResetMetronome() function. tMusic is the start time of the metronome, 

 
33 The metronome is a steady pulse set up in the game engine which is used for locating musical beats in various tempos. 
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which is determined by the sum of metronome’s set time (Time.time) and beatInterval34 minus 

musicBeatTweaking.35 After the start time of the metronome is recorded, the Update() function will 

start the metronome which outputs a series of calls at a constant rate reflective of the current 

music’s tempo. The metronome can function properly due to the fact that it constantly compares 

the last recorded tMusic value with the ongoing time as t. The continuous game calls will be sent out 

when the difference between tMusic and t exactly matches the beatInterval. Then, the current value 

of t will be used for updating the tMusic’s value. This process of comparing time differences and 

updating tMusic’s value continues to loop. The enemyCount variable in the function keeps count of 

how many new enemies have been spawned. This count is then used to execute the same number of 

EnemySpawn event associated samples (using “PlayEnemySpawn()” in the code). This process is 

demonstrated graphically in Figure 52. 

 

 
34 The beatInterval value is used to avoid music clashing with enemy associated sound effects. 
35 The musicBeatTweaking value is a customizable value for fine tuning the beat synchronization or adding swing to the 
EnemySpawn event associated samples. 
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Figure 51 Music sequencer for EnemySpawn. 

 

 
Figure 52 The programmed metronome. 

 
The “beatInterval” variable is a variable that dynamically reflects the backing’s tempo 

changes in real time. Figure 53 shows how beatInterval values follow the dynamic tempo. 

Whenever the tempo changes, the ResetMetronome() function in Figure 51 is immediately 
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triggered, the metronome resets and the generative sample-sequencing process restarts, syncing 

the music to the new tempo.  

 

  
Figure 53 Tempo change, beatInterval follows, then metronome resets. 

 
As discussed previously, I eventually used both eighth note and 16th note samples to 

generate EnemySpawn event associated phrases because this allows 25 EnemySpawn hits to occur 

within roughly two measures. Instead of producing all the one-shot samples in both eighth note and 

16th note versions, I produced only eighth note samples because they are sufficient to all the 

pattern types needed. One is an eighth note sample to be played on the downbeat, the other is an 

eighth note sample to be played on the upbeat with a 16th note rest at its beginning. As shown in 

Figure 54, a 16th note sample playing on the downbeat will sound similar to an eighth note sample, 

and in a similar way, placing two 16th notes together will sound similar to placing two eighth note 

samples together. This exploration shows that the more important factor in creating an algorithmic 

rhythm isn’t the note’s length but where on the rhythmic grid a note is placed.   
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Figure 54 Essential samples needed for creating different rhythmic patterns that divide in both eighth note and 16th note. 

 
This strategy not only saves disc storage, but it is also easier to implement. Since the second 

type of essential samples start with a rest, its triggering condition and synchronization setting can 

share the same setting with the eighth note sample playing on the downbeat. The ensemble clap 

sample also has a16th note version where the clapping sound is played on an upbeat. 

 

Probability 

I put the eight note and 16th note samples in separate groups.36 The 16th note samples are 

triggered using algorithmically increasing probability. Before level nine, the highest number of 

enemies spawned in a level is less than twelve, which means the generative phrase produced will 

take exactly two measures to play if using only eighth notes. Using 16th notes can sound too dense, 

especially on easier levels. Thus, I designed the 16th note samples not to occur until level nine. I 

achieved this effect by setting the triggering probability value to 0% for levels one through eight.  

Probability is a very useful tool in algorithmic composition. It also works well here to 

trigger samples at random times but for a specific number of times. I had to code custom algorithms 

to trigger the 16th note samples, because probabilities cannot be dynamically changed within 

Wwise in response to real time game data.37  

 
36 From now on, eighth note samples are eighth note samples placed on the downbeat, while 16th note samples are eighth 
note samples placed on the upbeat. 
37 It is possible to create numbers of Wwise events each set to a specific probability value and then trigger specific events 
from the game engine. However, scripting a custom algorithm for probability in the game engine eliminates this 
unnecessary work. 
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Figure 55 PlayEnemySpawn() function. 

 
Each time the PlayEnemySpawn() function is called (see Figure 55 for a screenshot of this), 

the game engine first detects the enemy type in order that the correct samples can be chosen to 

play. Then the game engine will play the appropriate eighth note samples and execute the 

PlayEnemySpawn16th() function. Figure 56 shows the inside of PlayEnemySpawn16th() function. 

The integer i is assigned a random value from 0 to 100 every time the PlayEnemySpawn16th() 

function is called. The SetProbability() function is a list of probability values (called Prob in the 

code) assigned to levels that contain more than twelve enemies. If i is smaller or equal to Prob, the 

16th note samples are triggered, otherwise they are not triggered. 

 
Figure 56 The 16th-note samples’ probabilities. 

 
The probabilities assigned reflect the ratio of the number of enemies that exceeds twelve to 

the total number of twelve beat slots available for 16th notes, as indicated in Table 9. The resulting 

probabilities are listed in the last column while the number in parentheses is the number of 16th 
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notes needed according to the probability result unique to that level. For instance, level nine 

requires thirteen EnemySpawn hits, because in addition to the twelve EnemySpawn hits played by 

the eighth note samples spread in two measures, one additional 16th note sample is needed. This 

additional sample is indicated in parentheses in the last column. Figure 57 further explains this 

algorithmically generated phrase by showing two example patterns that could be generated. 

 
Table 9 Level and music design associated with 16th note samples probability of playing. 
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Figure 57 Two possible EnemySpawn phrases. 
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3.5. Real Time Signal Processing and Spatial Design 

Types of signal processing used in DOD include volume control and filtering. Real time 

signal processing is interactively controlled by associated game parameters. Besides the game 

parameters discussed above, such as a level’s duration, player’s input on the joystick, enemy’s 

events and states, and so on, parameters that primarily interact with real time signal processing 

and spatial design include: player’s moving speed (the speed at which the dice roll), player’s health, 

spatial location of the player, enemies, and PickUp Buffs.  

Real time volume control is applied to the two ensemble Djembes which are interactively 

controlled by the player’s spatial location in the game scene and the player’s speed. Because the 

player will fail the game if they fall off the game board, when the player is on grass or wood, the 

volume of each Djembe phrase will dynamically decrease, as shown in Figure 58 and Figure 59. The 

closer the player stands to the edge, the more volume reduction on the Djembe phrases. The player 

hears less instrumental sound as they approach the edges of the game board. This is meant to 

create a sense of loss of advantage and security. Volume decrease is also controlled by the player-

controlled dice’s roll speed on the game board. Figure 60 is a screenshot of the project’s RTPC (Real 

Time Parameter Control) setting in Wwise that shows the volume change to player speed 

relationship. The range of volume change controlled by the player's speed in real time is between 0 

dB and -7 dB.  

 
Figure 58 Djembe Two - volume change with ground type in real time. 
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Figure 59 Djembe One - volume change with ground type in real time. 

 

 
Figure 60 Djembes One and Two - volume change with player_speed in real time. 

 
Another real time signal processing is set to the entire game music channel which can be 

considered as a global effect that influences all music segments. The effect is a high pass filter which 

will increase when the player stands on grass (+8 dB) or wood (+14 dB), as shown in Figure 61. 

This creates a gradual and effective acoustic shift to warn the player that they are getting close to 

the edge of the game board which is dangerous. A video demonstrating the ground type phrases 

and HPFs can be found in the demo video playlist via the link provided in Appendix D. 

 
Figure 61 Real time signal processing on the backing group and the entire music bus. 
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In game audio design, sound designers need to set up a game object as the initial audio 

listener, which is where all sound should be heard from. In DOD, the listener is added to the player - 

the dice object. The backing group tracks of the music are largely set to be played without specific 

spatialization other than straight stereo sound. They maintain constant volume and pan in stereo 

regardless of how the listener moves. However, samples and phrases in the GID group are played 

with specific spatialization settings. The sound is emitted from where its associated game object is 

located, thus panning and volume are calculated based on the directional and distance relationship 

of the listener to the sound-emitting object. For instance, sound associated with enemies (like the 

sounds of an EnemySpawn, EnemyHurt, or EnemyDie event) or sound associated with PickUp items 

(the ScoreUp and HealthUp events) will be emitted from where these game objects are located in 

relation to the player’s or listener’s location. These settings create a dynamic sound space, and the 

result is that algorithmically generated phrases and beats may sound from anywhere in 360o around 

the player while the backing group tracks always remain centered. Figure 62 shows a graphic 

representation of the spatial design of DOD in relation to the player’s ears. 

 
Figure 62 Sound spatialization.  
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3.6. Summary of Project 

In this project, I have explored composing an ADM game score and denning an ADM system, 

and have explained ways to manipulate this system in order to create an adaptive, interactive and 

dynamic game score which not only closely relates to the game design, but also produces a massive 

amount of music variation with limited pre-produced assets. The dynamic music system of this 

project covered a number of algorithmic behaviors that can be implemented in a game context, 

some of which are mostly possible through use of the audio middleware Wwise. Still other 

algorithms had to be programmed with custom code in the game engine.  

There are three movements. The Title and Game Over movements are pitch-based and the 

Gameplay movement is a non-pitch-based percussion piece. While the Title movement consists of a 

dynamic loop which varies with each iteration of the loop, the Game Over movement is a static loop 

which is played indefinitely as long as the player stays in the associated game over game state. For 

the three movements, the music involves a dynamic tempo and meter plan. The dynamic tempos 

and meters reflect both the emotional tone of the game scene as well as specific changes to the 

game rhythm and speed-related game states (e.g., the SpeedUp Pick-Up Buff makes the player move 

faster, and the SlowTime player ability makes the player move slower).  

In a horizontal structure, the Gameplay movement involves four algorithmically triggered 

sections (the WaveInit, WaveStart, WaveBeforeEnd, and WaveEnds sections), also called the 

backing group, played by cylindrical drums. The two ensemble Djembes also play during Gameplay 

but have phrase variations which are randomly selected by the Wwise engine. In a vertical 

structure, there are types of one-shot samples or short phrases which are generated on top of the 

backing group, also called the GID group. Short rhythmic phrases are associated with different real 

time game states such as the EnemyDie event common to six types of enemy, the six types of Pick-

up Buffs, and two player abilities. One-shot samples associated with EnemySpawn and EnemyHurt 

events also form generative rhythmic phrases at the beginning of each level as well as throughout 
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each level. Real time interactive signal processing (HPF, volume, and spatialization) are also applied 

to the GID group instruments in Gameplay.  

Figure 63 is a diagram that summarizes this entire project’s hierarchical plan of all audio 

assets as well as its algorithmic procedure. All demo videos (including a screen capture video of 

gameplay with both music and sound effects, and a screen capture video of gameplay with only 

music), game soundtrack album, and the game’s executables (for PC only, available in full version 

and music-only version) can be downloaded via the link provided in Appendix D. The full 

executable version of this project can also be downloaded at the official itch.io page at 

https://teamdead.itch.io/doordie (full version only). The game should be played with a standard 

game joystick. 

 
Figure 63 Summarizing diagram of the entire ADM System of DOD. 

  

https://teamdead.itch.io/doordie
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Chapter 4. Composing ADM - Mastery  

 

4.1. Introduction 

Mastery is a 2D platformer game developed using the Unity game engine. Soundtracks of 

Mastery shows an example of composing ADM with pitch-based musical materials. This project 

generates musical variations through various combinations of pitch selection, melodic phrasing, 

instrumentation, meter, and tonality. Music interacts with the real time gameplay by different 

musical parameters linked with game parameters. This game has more levels in production, but in 

this chapter, I will concentrate on the finished, first level, Foothill.  

 
Figure 64 Overview of Foothill level of Mastery and the soundtracks’ location. 

4.1.1. A Multi-movement Piece 

The music for Foothill consists of one soundtrack, Title Theme, for the title scene; one event 

soundtrack, The Achievement, to be triggered at the three starred places in the platform as shown in 

Figure 64; and six loop-based dynamic movements assigned to each area of the level: 

1. The Beginning of the Journey 

2. First Task 

3. Main Theme (the Title Theme uses a different version of this movement) 

4. The Wolves 

5. Before Boss 
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6. The Boss 

4.1.2. Collaboration 

As the primary sound designer and composer of this project, I collaborated with a group of 

game developers and designers from Tunacat Studio from the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. The 

sound effects were recorded in collaboration with sound designer Ningru Guo at University of 

California-Irvine. I composed, orchestrated, and produced The Achievement track, as well as the 

first, second, and sixth movements of this project. The third, fourth, and fifth movements were 

originally composed by Tong Zhang, who initially invited me to join this project. Zhang provided the 

written score of the three movements composed as one connected piece, which I then orchestrated, 

made adjustments to form, reharmonized, added polyphony, and produced in DAWs. In addition to 

these duties, I transformed the tracks into ADM tracks, integrated all audio assets into the game 

engine Unity via the audio middleware Wwise, and programmed the music’s interactive behavior 

using C# code.  

 
Figure 65 A screenshot from the Mastery’s game trailer. 
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4.2. The Generative Counter Melodies - A Pitch Ranking System  

4.2.1. The Beginning of the Journey 

The Beginning of the Journey is the first movement of Foothill. In this track I explored the 

application of ADM in monophonic melody generation. The track starts playing when the player-

controlled main character, Yan Ching, is initially spawned. It has 20 measures that loop indefinitely 

as long as the player remains in the initial game area. The orchestration involves three groups of 

instruments that are differentiated by their roles in the piece: primary melodies, counter melodies, 

and accompaniment played with sustaining notes on orchestral strings. The primary melodies and 

the string accompaniment are imported as audio files. The string accompaniment serves as a 

supportive foundation while the primary melodies serve for introducing a memorable, recurring 

theme of this movement.  

The counter melodies divide further into two subgroups - one with looping audio files 

similar to the primary melodies and string accompaniment, the other with an algorithmically 

generative melody that uses three MIDI tracks to trigger instrumental samples in Wwise. The 

generation of each note relies on the player’s input data, as well as the note generated prior. This 

algorithmic melody utilizes a first order Markov chain type of data generation, meaning that the 

value of a node is closely affected by the nearest node selected before.38 Numerous existing studies 

and creative works provided inspiration to the application of Markov chain procedures in the 

design of generative melodies in this movement (Ames, 1989; Chiricota & Gilbert, 2007; Clinton, 

2019; T. Collins et al., 2011). 

 
38 This measurement of the generation is also referred to as nodes in a Markov Chain composition, and the resulting 
matrix of all probabilities and possible movement between nodes can be demonstrated with a suffix trie. A Markov chain 
consists of a finite number of states, a probabilistic transition function that indicates the probability of making a transition 
from one state to another, and an initial state. Each state in the model may also have an output, or emission (Verbeurgt, 
Dinolfo, Fayer, et al., 2004). 
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Figure 66 Full mix view of The Beginning of the Journey in Wwise 

 
Besides the pitch generation in the generative counter melodies, the mixing of instrumental 

layers also interacts with the player's real time input. I will focus on explaining the generative 

counter melodies in this section and discuss the interactive instrumentation in 4.2.5. Dynamic 

Instrumentation and Sequencing. A screenshot of all stems in the mixer view of Wwise is shown in 

Figure 66.  

4.2.2. Algorithmic Rules for Harmonious Generation 

In order to make the generative melody work, the first step is to design a clear way to 

translate musical information into information that the computer can understand and manipulate, 

such as numbers. Thus, I created a pitch ranking system in which every note in the generative 

melody can be represented by a number. Then, by setting rules and transition conditions for the 

Markov chain generation, the computer continuously generates the “next number,” which then 

triggers the “next note.” After the number and the musical note is decided, Wwise will play the 

audio sample of the chosen note. 

The rules of generation must follow the principle of functional harmony theory in order to 

have the generated melody stay in tune with the track’s tonal and harmonic plan heard in the rest 

instrumental groups (primary melodies, string accompaniment). I created five rules to enable the 

melodic generation algorithm to achieve that goal: 
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I. Predetermined Pitch Collection.  

The generation algorithm needs to choose a note from a pitch collection (PC) that is 

harmonious with the underlying harmony. This step defines the tonality of the generative melody 

and makes sure it follows the harmonic progression of the track. Using predetermined PCs filters 

out pitches that are outside of or do not exist in the harmonies at an early stage of the melody 

generation. Every harmony in this movement has an associated PC from which melody notes are 

chosen. The algorithm also needs to dynamically select the correct PC in real time while the static 

instrumental groups (primary melodies, strings accompaniment, etc.) continue looping. This pitch-

filtering strategy is necessary for voice-leading so that the melodic intervals between notes remain 

diatonic, regardless of what pitch ranking number is generated. As a crucial step of this generative 

melody, predetermining these pitch collections puts limits to the Markov chain process in order to 

achieve the intended generation result. 

II. Chordal Position.  

Each PC contains all chordal tones or notes that sound consonant to the underlying chord. 

Although each PC might contain different notes, the position of the notes in relation to the chords 

are similar, such as the chordal root or seventh. Additionally, there are common intervals that exist 

in every harmony such as intervals of third, fourth, and fifth. Thus, the ranking numbers should also 

reflect the notes’ universal positions in their associated chords. For instance, the chordal third in A 

minor triad and B minor triad, C, and D can be labeled with the same number. This rule also aids the 

manipulation of voice-leading among the different harmonies. Thus, pitches having closer ranking 

numbers will form smaller melodic intervals in voice-leading and vice versa.  

III. Range of Ranking Numbers.  

Some harmonies may contain more notes than the other. For instance, a seventh chord has 

more notes than a triad. Thus, the biggest number for labelling notes is determined by the harmony 

that has the most pitches in a piece.  
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IV. Register and Range.  

The generated melody should have a predetermined range and register. Such specifications 

are typical for acoustic instrumental compositions because every instrument has its best 

performing range and register, especially monophonic instruments. I set the melodic range to a 

maximum of two octaves, while some harmonies stay within one octave. Because of this pitch 

range, some PCs have more notes than others, which effects and expands the third rule further. In 

some previous works of generative and algorithmic compositions when the generation process 

does not specifically limit the resulting musical notes to stay within a certain register and range, the 

resulting music may be less useful for the purpose of a game score, such as the one shown in Figure 

67 (Verbeurgt, Dinolfo, Fayer, et al., 2004). For this movement, the music has multiple layers of 

instruments while only the counter melodies are algorithmically generative; a suitable register and 

range separates the generative melody from the other layers and brings clarity of the polyphony to 

the ears.  

 
Figure 67 A passage of music generated by a Markov chain39 

 
39 Reprinted from Verbeurgt, K., Dinolfo, M., & Fayer, M. (2004). Extracting Patterns in Music for Composition via Markov 
Chains. In B. Orchard, C. Yang, & M. Ali (Eds.), Innovations in Applied Artificial Intelligence (Vol. 3029, pp. 1123–1132). 
Springer Berlin Heidelberg. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-540-24677-0_115 
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The register chosen for the counter melodies in this movement ranges from E4 to B5 for the 

Chinese flute Xiao, and from E3 to B4 for Guzheng and Pipa.40 Thus, harmonies that stay within the 

range of one octave have fewer notes contained in its associated PC than the harmonies that stay 

within the range of two octaves. 

V. Non-chordal Tone PCs.  

Finally, if there are PCs of chordal notes, there should also be PCs of non-chordal notes. 

Looking into the classical repertoire of tonal music, melodies consist of not only notes that sound 

consonant to the underlying harmony, but also non-chordal tones which may serve as passing, 

neighboring, or more vivid intervallic leaps that fill between chordal tones. In many standard tonal 

compositions, we hear non-chordal tones placed on upbeats--though not always, such as the 

example of an appoggiatura.  

During the progression of the harmonies, a note may have constantly changing roles. For 

instance, in the V7-I progression in C minor, a Eb note may be considered non-chordal to the G 

dominant 7th chord but chordal to the tonic chord. Hearing the Eb note before the arrival of the 

tonic chord could potentially break the musical tension, since the expected harmonic resolution 

arrived too early. Therefore, I also intentionally avoided having an early resolution happen in the 

generative melody in this movement, which I achieved by a static-note strategy that will be 

discussed later in this chapter. 

4.2.3. The Pitch Collections (PCs) 

Before “upgrading” into an ADM game score, this movement was composed as a linear 

composition - like any traditional composition composed for playing from the beginning to end in 

live performances - with static materials written on a score. The linear static piece had no dynamic 

content. An excerpt of the original score is shown in Figure 68. It served as a good starting point for 

 
40 Since samples of the Guzheng and Pipa are exactly one octave lower than the Xiao, in later chapters we will use Xiao as a 
reference, but the discussion applies to both Guzheng and Pipa as well.  
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building the ADM version. The original melody played on the first Xiao became the melody for the 

primary melodies instrument group as introduced in 4.2.1. The Beginning of the Journey. I also 

extracted the structure of the static melody and used it to define the rhythm and PC pattern of the 

generative instrument group counter melodies.  

 
Figure 68 An excerpt from the static score of the movement The Beginning of the Journey. 

 
A score showing the transformation of the original melody to the generative melody is 

shown in Figure 69. It lays out the step-by-step process of how the original melody became the final 

MIDI tracks representing the pitch ranking system. Above the staff is the harmonic progression in 

Roman numerals. There are five harmonies in this segment - i11, ii∅42, VIsus, VI13, and VII9. Beneath the 

first staff, the Original Melody, are the Pitches in Chordal and Pitches in Passing, which represent the 

PCs of the chordal and non-chordal notes according to the five harmonies of the original melody. 

Each harmony has both a chordal PC and a non-chordal PC, resulting in a total of ten PCs as listed in 

Table 10. The next two staffs in Figure 69 represent all notes within the predetermined register and 

the two-octave range.  
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Figure 69 Transformations of the Original Melody into the generative melody. 

 
It drew my attention that the chordal and non-chordal PCs in this track share many 

common tones. Some PCs are even exactly the same. As demonstrated by the highlighted letters in 

Table 10, for instance, the non-chordal tone PC of i11 chord has two notes (C#, E) in common with 

the chordal tone PC of the adjacent ii∅42. The two notes are also held in common in the chordal tone 

PC of VII9 and the non-chordal tone PC of VI13. This discovery led me to integrate and reorganize the 

ten chordal and non-chordal PCs into a reduced quantity of only five PCs. The “chordal” or “non-
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chordal” labels no longer matter because more important are the actual pitches included. Having 

fewer PCs can simplify the implementation procedures, save storage space, and make the computer 

algorithm more efficient.41 Figure 70 shows the original implementation of the ten PCs scheme.   

 

Chord# Chord type Chordal Non-Chordal Absent Notes 

1 i11 (mm.1-2) B, D, F# A, C#, E G; 

2 ii half dim 42 (mm.3-4) C#, E, G, B D, F# A 

3 VIsus (mm.5-6) B, E, A, C# D, F# G 

1 I11 (mm.7-8) B, D, F# A, C#, E G; 

4 VI13 (mm.9-12) G, D, B, F# A, C#, E 
 

5 VII9 (mm.13-16) A, C#, E B, D, F# G 

1’ I7 (mm.17-20) B, D42 A C#, E, G, F# 

 
Maximum Pitch Quantity and Sets 4  

{a, b} 
{a, b, c} 
{a, b, c, d} 

3 
{a} 
{a, b} 
{a, b, c} 

N/A 

Table 10 Ten PCs on the five chords of the harmonic progression. 

 

 
41 When experimenting with the original ten-PCs scheme, there were additional considerations and applications 
considered, including: last note of a phrase can land on either a chordal 3rd or the root creating different types of 
cadences (PAC/IAC); avoiding early resolution of the Tonic and resolution preparation, such as the note generated before 
the cadence note should be close to the root or chordal 3rd, thus creating a smooth resolution; probabilities in choosing 
sample variations; programming MIDI notes onto different MIDI channels as the sampler function in Wwise can take 
multi-channel MIDI info. This approach was later abandoned because the five-PCs scheme can do all these tasks with a 
much simpler programming process and execution procedure. 
42 On cadences, only the root and 3rd are kept.  
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Figure 70 The original ten-PCs implementation scheme. 

The next three staffs on Figure 69 show the final five PCs used. The first and third of the 

three staffs each show one of the PCs, while the second line represents the remaining three PCs. The 

first staff represents the B minor chord - {B, D, F#}. The second staff contains five pitches, forming 

an A-dominant 11th chord - {A, C#, E, G, B, D}.43 The third staff shows a PC of all pitches in the above 

two combined - {G, A, B, C#, D, E, F#}. These three lines seem similar to the previous two lines, but 

they are actually dramatically different in principle and implementation.  

Looking closely at the pitches on the middle line of the three staffs, the {A, C#, E, G, B, D}, the 

cluster of G and A together is harmonically less pleasant.44 Consequently, I broke them into subsets, 

which became the remaining three PCs: {A, C#, E}, {C#, E, G, B}, and {C#, E, A, B}. I then 

implemented the five PCs in Wwise (Figure 71).  

 
43 The dominant 11th chord here only represents pitches included in the PC; it does not have dominant harmonic function 
in this movement.  
44 It forms a {GABC#} whole tone scale, which could be less appropriate for the style of this project.  
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Figure 71 Five PCs implemented in Wwise. 

 
Each group of audio samples representing the five PCs has a parent folder in Wwise that are 

named G4, A4, B4, C#5, and D5, as shown in Figure 71. These folder names are the MIDI notes used 

for triggering the samples to play. The bottom staff in Figure 69 shows the complete MIDI melody 

that triggers the five PCs’ samples in the pattern extracted from the Original Melody. Although the 

generative pitches are dynamic, the rhythm remains static as programmed in the MIDI track. The 

rhythm strictly copies the rhythmic pattern extracted from the Original Melody, as shown in the 

score. However, later I applied two additional rhythmic patterns for the Guzheng and Pipa. I added 

two additional MIDI notes in mm.3-4 of the MIDI track, F#4 and E4, to trigger only static pitches of 

F#4 and E4. This small static segment will sound exactly the same every time when the track loops, 

thus creating a memorable, recurring motif like a musical “landmark” amid the dynamic materials 

in the loop. This technique of a short static motif works well at musical cadences as well if 

composers want the generative melody to end on a specific note. The score shown in Figure 72 

shows two possible iterations of the melodic generation.  The MIDI track imported to Wwise is 

shown in Figure 73. 
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Figure 72 An example of two melody generation iterations. 

 

 
Figure 73 MIDI track with rhythmic pattern that triggers the audio sample associated with the PCs. 

 

4.2.4. Pitch and Voice-leading 

All pitches in all the PCs are labeled with numbers that function as a ranking system. The 

algorithm utilizes these numbers to interact with the player’s real time input data and play the 

pitches associated with the numbers. Besides pitches, the player’s input also influences the voice-

leading by controlling the change in ranking numbers being sent from the game engine over time.  

 
E4 F#4 G4 A4 B4 C#5 D5 E5 F#5 G5 A5 B5 

D5PC 01 02 ____ 03 04 05 06 07 08 ____ 09 10 

G4PC 01 ___ 02 ____ 04 05 ____ 07 ____ 08 ____ ____ 

A4PC 01 ___ ____ 03 ____ 05 ____ 07 ____ ____ ____ ____ 

B4PC ___ 02 ____ ____ 04 ____ 06 ____ 08 ____ ____ ____ 

C#5PC 01 ___ ____ 03 04 05 ____ 07 ____ ____ 09 ____ 

Table 11 Ranking numbers assigned to all PCs based on D5PC. 
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As discussed previously, only notes that appear in the tonality of the movement need labels, 

and the maximum number to be labeled depends on the PC that contains the most notes. I 

composed The Beginning of the Journey in the key of D-Gong Qing Yue Yu Heptatonic Scale (太簇宫

清乐羽调式)45, which is equivalent to the B aeolian scale in Western music theory, though the notes 

have different roles in the two music traditions. As shown in Figure 74, the pitches in the key - B, 

C#, D, E, F#, G, and A - validate the five PCs. Within the predetermined two-octave range of the 

generative melody, the labeled notes expand to 12 notes - E4, F#4, G4, A4, B4, C#5, D5, E5, F#5, G5, 

A5, and B5. Since the PC in m.16 assigned to the D5 MIDI note (D5PC46) has a total of ten notes, the 

maximum number used in the ranking system will be ten. The notes in the PC will each get a 

number ranging from one to ten, as shown in the D5PC row in Table 11.  

 
Figure 74 The scale used in The Beginning of the Journey. 

 
Figure 75 Ranking numbers assigned to all PCs based on D5PC - Keyboard view. 

 
45 In traditional Chinese music, the note D is called Tai Cu (太簇). Qing Yue(清乐), Ya Yue(雅乐), and Yan Yue(燕乐) are 

three types of heptatonic scales that include two altered notes added to the regular pentatonic scales. A Qing Yue (清乐) 

scale contains the altered-Gong (变宫), which is a minor second below the tonic note (Gong), and the Qing Jue, translated 

as “purified”-Jue (清角), which is a minor second above the scale degree three (Jue). Gong, Shang, Jue, Zhi, Yu are names of 

the notes in a pentatonic scale. The “Yu” (羽) represents the fifth note of the scale, for instance, the B note in a D 

pentatonic scale. When the note names are presented in the specific name of a scale, it tells the mode of the scale that the 
music is in. In other words, a D-Gong Yu pentatonic scale means the fifth mode of the D pentatonic scale that starts on B 
instead of D.  
46 From now on, I will use the assigned MIDI note to name the PCs. 
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Below the D5PC row in Table 11 are the ranking numbers assigned to notes of all other PCs. 

Since G (G4, G5) and A (A4, A5) notes never appear in the same PC, they share the same ranking 

number assigned to F# (F#4, F#5) and G (G4, G5). The logic behind is that their intervallic distance 

is the smallest (a minor second) thus having the same number label would have little impact on the 

control of voice-leading. A keyboard view of the ranking numbers assigned to all PCs is shown in 

Figure 75.  

Some notes do not exist in other PCs and are therefore blacked out in Table 11. When there 

aren't sufficient notes in a PC for the ten numbers, the numbers will be spread out so that one note 

can have multiple numbers assigned. For instance, the G4PC does not contain the note A4, so B4 

gets both 03 and 04 labels. If the game engine sends a “03” message while the music engine is 

currently playing the G4PC, the music engine will play the audio sample of pitch B4. When the 

music engine is playing the static segment of E4PC and F#4PC, any number will trigger the notes E4 

or F#4, because they are set to be triggered by any ranking numbers. A table and keyboard view of 

the ten ranking numbers spread across all notes is shown in Table 12 and Figure 76. The original 

manuscript of the ranking system design is shown in Figure 77. In the manuscript, the bottom row 

in each box shows the MIDI note that a PC is associated with. The left columns show the pitches 

contained in the PCs, and the right columns show their assigned ranking numbers.  

MIDI  
Note PCs 

PITCHES INCLUDED 
(from low to high)  

ASSIGNED RANKING NUMBERS 

E4PC {E4} {all} 

F#4PC {F#4} {all}  

G4PC {E4, G4, B4, C#5, E5, G5} {01, 02, 03/04, 05/06, 07, 08/09/10} 

A4PC {E4, A4, C#5, E5} {01, 02/03/04, 05/06, 07/08/09/10} 

B4PC {F#4, B4, D5, F#5} {01/02, 03/04/05, 06/07, 08/09/10} 

C#5PC {E4, A4, B4, C#5, E5, A5} {01, 02/03, 04, 05/06, 07/08, 09/10} 

D5PC {E4, F#4, A4, B4, C#5, D5, E5, F#5, A5, B5} {01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 10} 

Table 12 Ten ranking numbers spread and distributed to notes of all PCs. 
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Figure 76 Ten ranking numbers spread and distributed to notes of all PCs - Keyboard view. 

 

 
Figure 77 Original manuscript of the design of the ranking system. 

 

Ranking System Testimony 

In order to test the performance of this ranking system and its exact influences on voice-

leading, I counted and collected all possible types of melodic intervals that could occur as well as 

their potential quantities of occurrence in one iteration of the melody generation. The voice-leading 

tendency and pattern of this ranking system validate my original intention of using it for real time 

melody manipulation. 

 

 
Figure 78 Boxed MIDI notes showing possibilities of unison melodic intervals. 
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I started counting from the smallest melodic interval, a unison, and gradually moved up to 

the widest interval. I then calculated how many times each type of interval may occur in this 

looping segment. Since every MIDI note involves a pitch generation, there are a total of 31 

generation events in this loop. Between the 31 generated notes are 30 melodic intervals. MIDI notes 

boxed in pairs in Figure 78 share common tones between their associated PCs which implies that a 

unison may occur in the voice-leading. The unison intervals undoubtedly may occur when the same 

PCs are being repeated, such as the first half or the second half of m.2 (B4PC to B4PC, or A4PC to 

A4PC). A unison may also occur at five additional places when the two PCs are different. They are 

B4 to C#5, G4 to B4, A4 to C#5, C#5 to D5, and D5 to B4. This means that 14 out of 26 dynamic 

voice-leading events47 can potentially generate a unison melodic interval.  

 
Figure 79 All voice-leading events and their number of occurrences. 

 
I created a diagram to represent the 26 voice-leading events (Figure 79). In the figure, the 

letters represent the MIDI notes with their associated PCs. The arrows represent that melodic 

interval may occur between the two PCs. Some melodic intervals only move in one direction, while 

some move in both directions. Numbers next to the arrows show the total number of occurrences 

(out of 26) of melodic intervals in that segment. For instance, voice-leading between G4PC to B4PC 

only happens once in this entire segment, as written in the second half of m.4 of the score (Figure 

 
47 The sum voice leading places excludes the four melodic intervals happening in mm.3-4 (A4 to F#4, F#4 to E4, E4 to F#4, 
F#4 to G), because F#4 and E4 play static pitches not dynamically affected by the player's real time input.   
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78), and the direction of the voice-leading goes only one-way from G to B. Among all voice-leading 

events, only B4PC and A4PC have no common tones. This means even if the game engine sends the 

same ranking number message when these two PCs are playing consecutively, a unison melodic 

interval would never occur. 

Without breaking the predetermined melody range of two octaves, some PCs have a much 

narrower pitch range. The B4PC and A4PC contain only one octave of notes, and other PCs such as 

the G4PC have slightly wider range than one octave. This is because I intended to avoid having the 

generative melody go beyond G5 in most generation events (except C#5PC and D5PC). Thus, while 

still preserving room for generation diversity, this restriction helps shape the contour of the 

melody, causing it to follow a semi-determined trajectory. For examples, by having wider range in 

C#5PC and D5PC, the generated melody has a greater chance of reaching a higher point on those 

two chords.   

The ranking numbers are associated with audio samples of the specific pitches in the PCs. 

For instance, if the game engine keeps sending “10” during mm.5-7, the generated melody will be 

A5-F#5-A5-A5-F#5, and the voice-leading intervals are minor 3rd(m3)-m3-unison-m3. Since the 

ranking number remains the same, the resulting melodic interval is also relatively unchanged, 

except for the A5 being repeated in the same PC. If the game engine sends a string of different 

numbers such as “67429”, to the music system during mm.5-7, the generated melody will be C#5-

D5-B4-A4-F#5 and the voice leading intervals are m2-m3-M2-M6. Both example melodies are 

shown in Figure 80.  

 
Figure 80 Numbers sent from game engine and the generated melodies in mm.5-7. 
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Figure 81 Relationship between the movement of the numbers and the voice leading. 

 
The advantage of the ranking system lies not only in the ability to assign specific numbers to 

musical notes and trigger the samples, but also in the capability of adding mathematical formulas or 

calculations to control the change of numbers over time, thus controlling the voice-leading. The 

differences between ranking numbers sent from the game engine meaningfully reflect the resulting 

melodic intervals, just like the second melody in Figure 80. Among the five numbers of “67429”, the 

four number differences, +1, -3, -2, and +7, communicate the melodic intervals, m2, m3, M2, and M6 

and the direction in which they are moving (Figure 81). Therefore, this ranking system can 

manipulate tonal voice-leading in a generative melody effectively.  

Using the ranking system to manipulate voice leading still contains indeterminacy to some 

degree. For example, a “+2” may result in any interval from a unison, m2, M2, or m3, depending on 

which underlying harmony is currently playing. However, distances of ranking numbers have 

strong tendencies in forming certain types of intervals. I created a chart summing all melodic 

intervals embodied in this MIDI track, which is included in Appendix A. It summarizes differences in 

ranking numbers from zero to nine.48 Each column in Appendix A, from the left to right, displays the 

rank difference, types of intervals generated on which MIDI-note PC the interval happens, total 

possible occurrence in the segment (out of 26), and a pie diagram showing the occurrence 

 
48 In the movement, I avoided using differences of ranking numbers greater than nine because the maximum ranking 
number used in this piece is ten, the maximum difference in ranking number will be nine. Also, ranking numbers larger 
than a distance of nine start to sound less natural, as it creates large intervallic leaps in the melody.  
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probability. The chart includes both up and down movement in voice-leading, represented as “+” 

and “-” in the change of ranking numbers, strictly following the score.  

 

 
Figure 82 Tendency of all ranking number differences. 

 
When ranking number differences get larger, the resulting distances of the melodic 

intervals get larger as well. For instance, ranking numbers with a distance of “0” has 75% chance of 

generating either a minor 2nd, major 2nd or minor 3rd, while ranking numbers with a distance of 

“6” has 61% chance of generating either a minor 6th, major 6th, or minor 7th and 28% chance of 

generating either a perfect 5th or 4th. Since we initially filtered pitches of all PCs to the tonality, the 

qualities of these melodic intervals become less important, as they automatically follow the diatonic 

plan. Starting from ranking numbers with a difference of “5” and beyond, the occurrence of melodic 

intervals smaller than perfect 4th significantly drops in probability. A summarizing graph laying out 

all ranking number differences and how intervals shift is shown in Figure 82. 

4.2.5. Dynamic Instrumentation and Sequencing 

Among the three groups of melodies - primary melodies, generative counter melodies, and 

non-generative counter melodies - each group has three instruments. Different instrumentations 

are associated with different weapons the player uses in the gameplay. The Foothill level includes 

three unlocked weapon types from the Five Elements: Earth, Water, and Wood. The dynamic 
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instrumentation switches with smooth crossfades executed by Wwise states that are triggered by 

the game code.  

 
Figure 83 The Five Elements as weapons in Mastery. 

 
 

Erhu (high to 
higher register) 

Pipa (mid register)  Guzheng (low to 
mid register) 

Xiao (high register) Orchestral 
Strings 

Earth Primary melody 
(static audio) 

Counter melody 
(generative by MIDI) 

N/A Counter melody 
(static audio loop, 
1/2) 

 
 

 Play on all 
weapon types 

Water Counter melody 
(static audio loop, 
1/2) 

Counter melody 
(static audio loop, 
1/2)  
 
*Using Ruan Samples 

Counter melody 
(generative by MIDI) 

Primary melody 
(static audio) 

Wood N/A Primary melody 
(static audio) 

Counter melody 
(static audio loop, 
2/3) 

Counter melody 
(generative by MIDI) 

Table 13 Dynamic instrumentation associated with different elements. 

 

In Table 13, I describe the dynamic instrumentation associated with each weapon type. This 

table shows whether an instrumental layer uses MIDI track for generative content, as well as lists 

each instrumental layer’s registral design. The numerators of the fractions represent the number of 

variations of the static audio loops, while the denominator represents the total number of sub-

tracks in Wwise. When the numerator is smaller than the denominator, the remaining track is an 

empty track that contains no audio file. For instance, the Xiao counter melody played on the Earth 
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weapon has a total of two sub-tracks; one is the non-generative audio track, while the other is an 

empty track. In Wwise, having an empty sub-track is a way to create a probability of whether the 

music track plays. Because of the empty sub-track, the static audio track has 50% of chance to be 

played in gameplay. The Guzheng playing on Wood has two static audio tracks and one empty track, 

thus, the two audio tracks each have a one third chance of playing. The “N/A” expresses that an 

instrument does not play on a certain weapon. The Orchestral Strings play on all weapon types. The 

design of instruments having different timbral registers (high, mid, low) keep spectral clarity 

between instruments.  

Dynamic instrumentation of the generative counter melodies each have unique rhythmic 

patterns, though they share harmonic progression thus use the same PCs.49 A Wwise view of the 

MIDI tracks is shown in Figure 84, and a score showing the MIDI-note PCs, as well as rhythmic 

pattern, is shown in Figure 85. All three primary melody instruments play the same melody, while 

three non-generative counter melodies play varying counter melodies with different rhythmic and 

melodic patterns embodied in their MIDI tracks.  

 

 
Figure 84 MIDI tracks of generative counter melodies in Wwise. 

 

 
Figure 85 Score of MIDI tracks of the generative counter melodies. 

 
49 Pipa generative counter melody has two separate MIDI tracks. One track triggers the short pluck samples on Pipa, while 
the other triggers different long note articulation samples. I explain the dynamic articulations on Pipa in a later section.  
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The music sections of this movement also involve procedural formalistic arrangement. The 

main section of the movement is a 20-bar looping segment that alternates with a brief coda section 

after every two loops, as shown in Figure 86. The coda section is also 20 bars in length, containing 

no generative melodies but rather only static audio tracks with real time dynamic instrumentation. 

It consists of a different primary melody (Figure 87) layered on the orchestral strings. This 

alternative coda section does not loop and contains heavy reverb in the first six bars, conveying the 

feeling of hearing music played from far away. This section brings formalistic and motivic variation 

to the movement.  

 
Figure 86 Sections of The Beginning of the Journey in Wwise. 

 

 
Figure 87 The primary melody in the coda section of The Beginning of the Journey. 

 

4.2.6. Static Notes in Counter Melodies 

Instrument MIDI notes triggering static notes 

Xiao  E4, F#4 

Pipa E4, F#4, B3 (the actual pitch played is B4) 

Guzheng B3 (actual pitch: B3), D4, E4, F#4, A5, C#4(actual pitch: C#5) 

Table 14 MIDI notes triggering static notes in all three instrumental layers. 
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As discussed above, there are static notes in the Xiao generative counter melody: the notes 

E4 and F#4. The other two instruments in the generative counter melody group, Pipa and Guzheng, 

have additional music segments formed by static notes as listed in Table 14.  

 

4.2.7. Dynamic Articulation on Pipa 

Pipa has dynamic articulations in the generative counter melody. As shown in the score of 

Figure 85, two groups of articulation are notated in two MIDI tracks. The first Pipa line triggers the 

samples of plucking. Every MIDI note in this track lasts shorter than a half note which is perfect for 

the plucking articulation. The second Pipa line includes four different articulations to be triggered 

under various conditions. Table 15 lists all types of articulation, triggering conditions, and which 

MIDI track they belong to.  

 

MIDI 
Track # 

Name/Abbreviation of 
articulations 

Description of Articulations Triggering Conditions 

1 Pluck (P) Plucking on the strings All notes on Pipa Counter Melody in 
MIDI track one 

2 Roll (R) (挑轮) A type of tremolo on Pipa which starts 
with a plucked note on right hand 

On any half note or longer notes 
including B3 but except C#5, and 
aleatorically alternate with AP 

Appoggiatura Pluck (AP)  A slide on the string goes from one 
pitch to another on left hand while 
right hand plucks the string 

On any half note or longer notes 
including B3 but except C#5, and 
aleatorically alternate with R 

Appoggiatura Roll (AR) An appoggiatura on left hand and 
rolling on right hand combined  

On C#5  

Sliding scale (S) Left hand slides up and down on the 
string forming a one-octave scale while 
right hand playing a roll  

On B3 (the sounding pitch is actually 
B4) 

Table 15 Dynamic articulations on Pipa. 
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Figure 88 Triggering Pipa articulations using switch container. 

 

 

 
Figure 89 Triggering Pipa articulations using states on one MIDI track. 

 

I started using Wwise’s switch containers to trigger the two groups of articulations using 

only one MIDI track (Figure 89), but there is a significant latency problem with the switches 

triggering samples. I later placed all samples in blend containers instead, so that they would be 

triggered by Wwise’s states marked on the MIDI track (Figure 88). The transition between 

articulation was still not perfect, thus different types of articulation occasionally overlapped with 

each other.  

  
Figure 90 Randomly choosing articulation or with fixed MIDI note association.50 

 
50 The “Sexy” sample in the figure actually represents AP. 
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Eventually the solution was to use two separate MIDI tracks, as discussed previously. This 

approach has better performance, because the two groups of articulation are each linked with a 

specific MIDI track designed for triggering them. Consequently, the computer no longer needs to 

“decide” which group of articulations a MIDI note should play all the time. This solution is also 

better because the four types of articulation included in group two are either played randomly or 

on a predetermined pitch (Figure 90), allowing more time for Wwise to “prepare” the appropriate 

samples in its backend process, instead of reading the switches and states marked on the MIDI 

track in the front user-view process. The resulting performance of this method has no glitches in 

switching articulation and transitions smoothly.  

 

4.2.8. Programming the Generative Melodies 

After deciding the PCs and ranking numbers, the next step was to map the musical 

parameters to game parameters. Figure 91 shows the original manuscript of the design of the 

ranking numbers’ movement in real time gameplay. The vertical axis shows the value of the ranking 

numbers, ranging from 1 to 10.51 The generated pitches move by different melodic intervals, which 

I named “distance of voice-leading” (DVL)52 in the manuscript and which are represented by the v 

values. The horizontal axis shows the beats in which pitch generation occurs in the main looping 

section of this movement. Each graphical line formed by values on the two axes represents the 

contour of a possible generated melody, notated with the ranking numbers. For instance, the “v=1” 

line shows a potential melody where the ranking numbers can only move one step up or down 

during real time generation. The top line shows that the melodic movement moves four steps apart 

every time, thus having a value of four in DVL(v=4).  

 
51 The vertical axis starts at “1” instead of “0”, because a voice-leading distance of “0” appears only occasionally. I will 
explain this in a later section.  
52 DVL=0 is actually included in the chart of Appendix A. DVL, voice-leading intervals discussed in Figure 83, and Ranking 
Number Differences in Appendix A all refer to the same thing.   
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Figure 91 Design of the movement of ranking numbers in – Manuscript. 

 

After hand-drawing this collection of melodic contours, I developed several rules for the 

algorithm to perform the way I wanted. The rules include setting the range of DVL (1-9), what to do 

if there aren't sufficient values to reach, and probabilities of the occurrence of v=0.  

As already explained, the maximum value of v is nine, thus making movement from ranking 

number one to ranking number ten possible. When there isn’t sufficient room to move upward or 

downward, the resulting pitch will play the maximum or minimum values. This is why the second to 

last beat on the v=4 line only moves one step up instead of four. Similarly, when there aren't enough 

ranking numbers to go lower, the resulting pitch will stay at one.  

I coded this process by comparing the most recent ranking number to the maximum (Max) 

or minimum (Min) values. If the result exceeds the maximum value, it will be replaced by the 

maximum value and vice versa. The resulting value of the next pitch is represented by the x in 

Figure 91. In conclusion, x may have five different values: x-v, x+v, Max, Min, and x (when v=0). 

DVL=0 or v=0 may occur with 0% to 50% probability, represented by the P value in Figure 

91. This voice-leading movement may produce an effect of tied note, repeated note, and other 

smaller melodic intervals. The P value could be an interesting musical effect to link with a specific 
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game parameter that carries the same aesthetic character. As shown in Figure 92, the P value 

(XProb in the code) is linked with the percentage of Chi (or mana) value (chiPerc in the code), by 

comparing Chi with its possible maximum value (maxChi). The value of XProb is then scaled to 50% 

so that the maximum probability never exceeds 50% as intended. An integer number (i in the code), 

ranging in value from one to 100, constantly generates a random number within its set range. If the 

value of i is smaller than XProb, the DVL value (v in the code) will be set to zero, otherwise it equals 

half of chiPerc.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 92 Programming of dynamic value of DVL linked with Chi. 

 

4.2.9. Mapping to Player Input and Game States 

In addition to the P value being linked to the percentage of Chi, other musical parameters 

are also linked with specific player input and game states. Player inputs and game states can 

interactively influence the generative melody in two specific ways: 

a. Directly setting a specific ranking number in order to trigger 
an immediate pitch (IP)  

b. Setting a DVL value (either specific or random) to directly 
control the voice-leading and indirectly how ranking 
numbers change over time 

Every type of player’s direct input sent via the game controller can influence the music in 

either of the two ways. In Table 16 and Table 17, the first columns show the types of controller 

input data or game states used, while the second columns show how they influence the generative 
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melody, and the third columns explain the musical meaning of the interaction between the game 

and music systems.  

Types of 
player input 

Influence on 
the melody 

Musical meaning/expression  

Go Left (trigger 
on key-off) 

DVL=0 Moving left means the player is moving to known areas in the platform that is less 
dangerous thus less nervous emotionally 

Go Right 
(trigger on 
key-off) 

DVL=1 Moving to the right direction represents proceeding in the gameplay and exploring 
new and unknown areas in the platformer which should convey a risky, mysterious, 
and dangerous feeling 

Jump IP = 8-10   Generating immediate high pitches in the melody creates a musical metaphor 
imitating the dramatic movement of the player 

Dash IP = 8-10, 
DVL 7-8   

Similar to Jump, generating immediate high pitches represents the dramatic 
movement of the player but the melodic peak is also followed by wide leaps in 
voice-leading in order to express the movement of dashing which seems much more 
rapid than walking or jumping 

Land (after 
jump) 

IP = 3-4 Pitches falling down to medium register after jump imitates a landing motion. (there 
is no landing after a dash) 

Attack DVL 2-3 Attacking is a more intensive movement than walking, thus the melodic movement 
should also be more intensive than walking (Go Left or Go Right) 

Crouch IP = 1-2 Suddenly playing the music at a low register of pitches imitating the crouch 
movement musically 

F skills (occur 
more often 
than C skills) 

DVL 4 DVL=4 contains a greater amount of variety of intervals between fourths to seventh, 
and is less evenly spread than DVL=5 

C skills DVL 5 A relatively more evenly spread variety of intervals between fourths to sevenths 

Table 16 IP and DVL mapped to player’s input data. 

 

The upward and downward motions (minusV() and plusV() in the code) of voice-leading 

are programmed as part of an array (pitchFunctions[] in the code) in the Awake() function, as 

shown in the top part of Figure 93. The bottom part of Figure 93 shows that voice-leading will move 

in the opposite direction when the maximum or minimum value is reached; when the maximum 

and minimum aren’t reached, the pitchFunctions[] decides a random direction so that voice-leading 

moves up or down randomly.   
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Types of 
game 
states 

Influence on 
the melody 

Musical meaning/expression  

On Mud DVL 0-1 Player walks slower on sticky ground, which is accompanied by less active melodic 
movement 

On Ice DVL 9 Player walks on icy and slippery ground, which is accompanied by larger melodic 
intervals in the voice-leading 

Player Hurt DVL 6 Momentarily playing medium-wide melodic intervals 

Player Idle DVL 0-1 When the player has no activity for a while, the game character will switch to the idle 
mode, thus the voice-leading also moves with low intensity 

Player die IP = 1 
DVL 0 

The melody pitch immediately falls down to the lowest pitches of the currently 
playing PC as well as with lowest intensity of voice-leading movement 

Win IP = 1 
DVL 0 

The melody plays at the lowest register and the closest to the tonic, creating a closer 
melodic transition to the “Win” tail music segment showing a leaning towards a 
harmonic resolution.  

Table 17 IP and DVL mapped to game states. 

 

The DVL values gradually increase from being triggered by player’s moving left, moving 

right, attacking, using F and C skills, and dashing. In Mastery, the F key casts the elemental abilities 

that come with each weapon type. The abilities, such as building a wall while using the Earth 

element or having an eddy shield surround the player for extra protection when using the Water 

element, are essentially supplemental to the player's basic attack skills. The C key casts special 

attacks that costs Chi and can cause more damage to the enemies than the regular attacks. 

 
Figure 93 Voice-leading is programmed to move up or down randomly. 

 
Though not implemented in this project, the three instruments playing the generative 

counter melody can each have their own generation rules for ranking numbers and voice-leading. 
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As shown in Figure 94, I have experimented with having the Pipa and Guzheng’s pitch ranking 

numbers generated by modifying the Xiao. 

 
Figure 94 Pipa and Guzheng’s pitch generation work in relation to Xiao pitches. 

 

4.2.10. Thoughts and summaries: the two timelines 

It is worth mentioning that the game engine and the music system each has their own 

distinctive timelines playing out during the gameplay. Lining up the two timelines elegantly 

becomes one of the biggest challenges in composing dynamic game music. On the one hand, the 

player continuously sends data to influence the gameplay, while the game engine continuously 

checks player’s input and updates game states on every frame. All these data are then sent to the 

music system on every frame as well. On the other hand, the generation events in the music system 

need to be rooted in its own predetermined timing that is musically meaningful (e.g., meter, beat, 

note). 53 

The music system cannot predict any generation requests before receiving the game 

triggers. As a result, the music system may miss responding to a game trigger if it receives the game 

data before or after a node. This trigger will have to be either delayed until the next available node 

or replaced by the most recent game data received before a node, because there is no way for game 

data to influence the music generation between two generation nodes. The game’s timeline is 

constantly “trying” to be synced with the music’s timeline, which can be viewed as a type of 

performance coordination similar to how human musicians try to play music perfectly together 

 
53 One of the only few exceptions is dynamic crossfading between multiple layers of music with fixed musical content, 
such as the dynamic instrumentation discussed in 4.2.5. Dynamic Instrumentation and Sequencing.  
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through rehearsals. This game-music interaction differs from real musicians playing together in 

that it does not need rehearsal, because only the perfectly synced materials are being executed and 

heard. This feature, however, can also cause problems, because if the transition between nodes 

sounds odd, there is no way to fix it. Game composers have to work hard to make the two timings 

match as closely as possible. This is still an inevitable challenge in games that aren’t rhythm 

games. 54 

This challenge also suggests that the smaller the space between the music’s generation 

nodes, the tighter the synchronization between timelines of the game and music. In this movement, 

the melody notes of the generative counter melodies are being generated one at a time in real time, 

so every note is a generation node. Having generation nodes on every single note is quite dense. It 

allows the game data to sync with music generation more tightly, increases user agency via the 

music being more responsive, and thus creates a better experience for players.  

Expanding the Pitch Ranking System 

Although not implemented in this project, there are extensive possible expansions of this 

ranking system. For instance, 12-tone techniques can be applied to the algorithms. The pitch 

ranking system in this project has similarities with 12-tone techniques in that they both represent 

pitches with numbers, though 12-tone techniques exist more traditionally in non-tonal music. Some 

of the most characteristic features and contributions of 12-tone music include various 

manipulations of the tone rows (inversion, retrograde, and retrograde inversion), as well as the 

total-serialistic expansion of 12-tone techniques, which quantifies rhythm and dynamic. The 

various manipulations of a tone row can be applied to a pitch ranking system to create interesting 

melodic and motivic variations within the scope of tonal music. Techniques of total-serialism can 

 
54 Rhythm games are rhythm-based games which can be similar to music games but not exactly the same. While both 
genres incorporate musical timings to drive the gameplay, music in rhythm games does not necessarily function as the 
actual gameplay as it does in music games. For instance, a first-person shooter game can be a rhythm game if the game 
rhythm is based on the musical timing of the soundtracks.  
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generate dynamic rhythms, such as triggering samples of notes with various duration or applying 

fade-in and fade-out to long notes in order to assign them dynamic rhythmic durations. Existing 

limitations of the two game projects, as well as expansions of the ADM techniques introduced in this 

paper, will be discussed more in detail in the final chapter. 
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4.3. Dynamic Phrasing, Meter, and Diminution 

4.3.1. First Task 

The instrumentation of the second movement First Task involves: the traditional Chinese 

wind instrument Dizi (笛子), lute Sanxian (三弦), seven-string plucked instrument Guqin (古琴), 

and a set of percussion instruments including Bangzi (梆子), Luo (锣), and a type of drum called 

Dagu (大鼓). The set of percussion instruments functions as the rhythmic support to the entire 

movement. Guqin has three patterns composed in the three module lengths, set to play on loop as 

the movement’s accompaniment. Dizi and Sanxian play in alternation like a dialogue as the melody 

lines.  

Three formalistic sections are embodied in this movement and are played in order and 

contain looping structure. This soundtrack begins with an introduction section, followed by the Dizi 

section, followed by the Sanxian section, which functions like a response to the Dizi. After the initial 

playing of all the three sections, the Dizi-Sanxian sectional conversation loops to accompany the 

indeterminate time players spend in the associated game area in Foothill. Although all three 

sections involve dynamic musical content, only the Dizi part in the Dizi section involves direct 

interaction with the player input data. 

This movement involves dynamic phrasing variations, which manipulate three phrasing 

types, three meters, four episodes55, and five levels of diminution.56 The three phrasing types are 

sentence, period, and parallel period. The three meters include 4/4, 5/4, and 6/4, for which music 

modules are bounced in length of four, five, and six beats. In this movement, I call the alternation 

between one Dizi section and one Sanxian section an episode and there are a total of four episodes. 

Dizi has different content for the four episodes, while the Sanxian section alternates between two 

 
55 In Baroque contrapuntal music, especially the form Rondo, when a repeating principal theme (sometimes called the 
“refrain”) alternates with a contrasting theme, this is generally called an "episode (Wikipedia, 2021d).” 
56 A diminution in traditional Western classical music is a technique used to embellish or decorate long notes with shorter 
and fragmented notes for melodic variations.  
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patterns. The levels of diminution represent intensity of ornamentation and fragmentation 

embodied in the instrumental layer of Dizi in the Dizi section.  

This movement centers in the F-Gong Ya Yue Yu heptatonic scale (仲吕宫雅乐羽调式)57, or 

D Dorian scale in Western music theory, as shown in Figure 95. The two added altered tones 

(colored in green) in the heptatonic scale have significant roles in the Dizi part, which will be 

discussed later in this chapter. The entire movement stays on one chord--in other words, has one 

associated PC. This lack of harmonic movement helps to clearly demonstrate the dynamic phrasing, 

as it is not mixed with any PC change.  

 

 
Figure 95 The key and scale used in First Task. 

 

Call and Response 

The musical conversation between the Dizi and Sanxian sections creates a call and response 

effect. The Dizi section carries user-driven generative phrasings with random lengths between 16 

and 32 measures. The Sanxian section, in contrast, always has four measures in length played 

unchangeably in the meter of 4/4. The Sanxian section adopts the phrasing principal of Qi-Cheng-

Zhuan-He (起承转合) that is typical in traditional Chinese music.  

 
 
 
 

 
57 In traditional Chinese music, F in the twelve chromatic tones is called Zhong Lv (仲吕). A Ya Yue (雅乐) scale is a type of 

heptatonic scale with altered-Gong (变宫) and altered-Zhi (变徵) added to the original pentatonic scale. The altered-Zhi 

(变徵) is a minor second below the Zhi (徵) note (Wikipedia, 2020b, 2021a).  
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4.3.2. Nodes for Music Generation in the Dizi Section 

Different from the generative counter melodies in the first movement in which every note 

represents a generation node, the Dizi section in this movement has generation nodes set to four 

different intervals. First, the dynamic phrase types are generated by compiling modules of short 

music motifs. Each module is one quarter of the length of an episode. I labelled them quarter 

phrases distinguished with letters X, Y, Z, and C. The music system randomly chooses a first module, 

and the player’s input decides the second module and thus the phrase type. Second, the computer 

randomly chooses a meter for the Dizi section before the first beat of every episode. Third, though 

episodes play in order instead of interactively ordered by player’s input, samples of the four 

episodes are procedurally triggered by Wwise. The four episodes function similarly with the PCs in 

the first movement, as they both function to select the correct collection of audio samples for music 

generation. In the first movement, the generated pitches can come only from the currently playing 

PC’s associated sample group. Similarly in the second movement, Wwise uses the sample group 

containing the currently playing episode’s associated quarter phrases for phrasing generation. 

Finally, the five levels of diminution can be interactively changed on any frame of a second during 

the gameplay58 depending on the computer’s running power and capacity. There is a 0.3 second 

crossfade applied to the audio samples during the transition between the previous assigned level 

and the new assigned level for smoothness. The different intervals of generation are also 

summarized in Table 18. 

 

 
58 It is worth mentioning here that the interactive diminution level does not execute on a musical timing but 
on frames, depending on the computer’s frame rate or frame per second (FPS) (Wikipedia, 2021b). Thus, 
there are many nuances of melodic and rhythmic activities occurring at transitions of diminution levels 
between the frames. These nuances bring indefinite musical variations to the piece that are not possible to be 
notated out.  
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Generation 
Nodes 

When Generate Occurs  Who Generates 

Phrase types At first and second quarter phrases on 
every episode  

Computer generates a random first quarter 
phrase, player decide the second phrase and 
phrasing type 

Dizi Meters Before first beat of every episode Randomly chosen by computer 

Episodes Four episodes play in order, samples 
selected before the start of every 
episode 

Computer 

Diminution 
Levels 

On every frame with 0.3s crossfade Player 

Table 18 Intervals of generation nodes in First Task. 

 

4.3.3. Introduction Section 

The introduction section has a random length generated by Wwise. It has two patterns of a 

one-bar phrase played on Guqin, labeled as Pattern a and Pattern b (Figure 96). Pattern a can be 

repeated one to three times, followed by Pattern b playing one time. On the last beat of Pattern b, 

Luo joins the music ensemble and triggers the Dizi section. This musical procedure programmed in 

Wwise is shown in Figure 97.  

 
Figure 96 Introduction Guqin patterns. 

 

 
Figure 97 Luo joins on the last beat of Pattern b and triggers the Dizi section. 
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The implementation of this procedure involves several steps. Pattern a is duplicated as two 

sub-tracks where one holds a music event cue called “cue-16” to trigger Pattern b, while the other 

one does not. We will label them as Pattern a1 and Pattern a2 (a2 is the one that triggers Pattern b), as 

shown in Figure 98 and Figure 99. Next, both Pattern a’s are placed in a playlist container (Figure 

100), which functions to select one of three music sequences included in the playlist to randomly 

play Pattern a (also named “8_Cue_16” in Wwise) one, two, or three times. The three procedures 

are: playing Pattern a2 for one time which then triggers Pattern b; playing Pattern a1 for one time 

followed by Pattern a2 which then triggers Pattern b; and playing Pattern a1 for two times followed 

by Pattern a2 which then triggers Pattern b. The three sequences also have their own probability of 

chance being selected as 35%, 45%, and 20%.  

 
Figure 98 Pattern a1 . 

 

 
Figure 99 Pattern a2 has a music event “Cue_16” which triggers Pattern b. 

 

 
Figure 100 Playlist container randomly plays Pattern a for one to three times. 
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4.3.4. The Dizi Section 

Percussion Instruments and Guqin 

In the Dizi section, Guqin continues to randomly play Pattern a or b. While preserving the 

initial patterns used in the introduction section for the 4/4 meter, the patterns also adjust to the 

two other meters (5/4 and 6/4), as shown in Figure 101. Bangzi plays continuously on the upbeats 

throughout the entire track when the music plays in 4/4. When the music plays in 5/4, each 5-beat 

measure can be considered as either a 2+3 or 3+2 pattern where Bangzi plays on the upbeats in 

1+2 or 2+1 pattern (the subtracted beats are the downbeats). Bangzi always alternates between 

1+2+2+1 and 2+1+1+2 patterns in 5/4. When the music plays in 6/4, Bangzi starts with the 

2+1+1+2 and alternates with 1+2+2+1 in similar fashion as in 5/4 but has extra rests added after 

the “1” part, as demonstrated in Figure 102. Dagu only plays on the down beats on every other 

episode regardless of the chosen meter.  

 
Figure 101 Guqin’s Pattern a and b used in the Dizi section. 

 

 
Figure 102 Bangzi’s patterns when playing in different meters. 

 

Episodes 

The four episodes in the Dizi section are triggered by the Bangzi tracks using a State Group 

called “T2_Episode,” as shown in Figure 103. The “T2_Episode” state group is also used to select 

samples of quarter phrases associated with each episode, as shown in Figure 104. For instance, the 
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x module in episode one will always play as the x module of episode one and is never available for 

phrase generating in episode two, three, and four.   

 
Figure 103 Bangzi tracks are used for triggering the four episodes in order. 

 

 
Figure 104 The “T2_Episode” state group also triggers the associated quarter phrase samples. 

 
Each episode carries a specific melodic shape formed by its quarter phrases. The complete 

four-episode contour, formed by a period phrase type, may show a melodic trajectory listed below:  

• Ep.1 starts on D4 and ends on D3 

• Ep.2 starts on D3 and moves up and down to finally get back to D3 

• Ep.3 starts on D3 and goes up to G3 

• Ep.4 starts on F3 and goes down to D3  

Besides the above-mentioned melodic contours, any episode may end on A3 representing a 

half cadence in a parallel period phrase type. Since phrases are dynamically generated in real time 

gameplay, the melodic contour may begin with the first note of either the X, Y, or Z quarter phrase. 

The ending notes of an episode, however, will always remain identical to the period example 
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discussed above. While there are also the five levels of diminution, higher levels of diminution may 

start with a neighboring note instead of the initial note in diminution level one.  

Meters 

The dynamic phrasing on Dizi, formed by four quarter phrases, are bounced in audio files 

with lengths of five, six, and eight beats. Implementing these samples of the three module lengths 

help create an effect of having dynamic meters (5/4, 6/4, 4/4 accordingly) in the music. When 

music is playing in 5/4 or 6/4, every module represents one measure in the actual music, therefore 

five or six beats. If the music is playing in 4/4, an eight-beat module equals two measures in the 

meter. The Wwise engine prepares and executes the upcoming module after every five, six, or eight 

beats, respectively. The meter selection occurs before the first module of every episode. 

The Wwise engine chooses a module length to play based on their probabilities 

programmed in the game engine. As shown in Figure 105, 5/4 has 40% probability to be chosen, 

6/4 has 35%, and 4/4 meter has only a 25% probability.  

 
Figure 105 Probability of the three meters. 

 

Phrase Types: quarter phrases 

The three phrase types take inspiration from the common practice of phrase construction in 

Western classical music. The phrasing primarily concerns the combining of the X, Y, Z, C quarter 

phrases in various ways to form a complete episode. 
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In Western classical music, especially classical era sonatas, there are very specific 

compositional techniques for phrasing.59 The two commonly used types of musical phrasing can be 

seen frequently in a classical era sonata: the well-known sentence and period, in which smaller 

music segments can be placed in different orders, repetitions, fragmentations, and combinations. 

Other phrasing structures include all phrase types that are not sentence or period, such as 

sequential passages, a fugal structure, or motifs being heard only once, among others. 

Presentation and continuation are components of a sentence, while antecedent and 

consequence are components of a period. Each component is further divided into two parts that are 

usually equal in length, such as two basic ideas in a presentation. Each part of a component is 

roughly equivalent to one quarter of the complete sentence or period. Although continuation does 

not always contain two equal parts, it needs to contain a strong cadence - often perfect authentic 

cadences - to occur at the last quarter of a complete sentence. While a regular period does not have 

to contain repetitive motifs like the basic ideas, a special type of period called parallel period often 

has its antecedent and consequence start with similar motifs but end in softer and stronger 

cadences, often a half cadence and a perfect authentic cadence.  

These characteristics of traditional phrasing inspired me to create a collection of quarter 

phrases as the foundational building blocks to form generative phrases of either a sentence, regular 

period, or parallel period in this movement. The building blocks recycle for continuous generation, 

thus little material can produce a massive amount of dynamic musical content.  

Presentation and continuation in a sentence usually have equivalent length. The 

presentation contains one basic idea that is repeated in identical or similar form one more time. 

While the presentation carries two similar parts, the continuation has no repeated parts and no 

 
59 Within the scope of this dissertation work, I only introduced the adoption of several traditional 
compositional techniques in Western classical music to ADM. I hope to expand this literature of compositional 
techniques in future studies. I will discuss this more in the last chapter.  
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similar parts with the presentation. If we take the length of the basic idea as the measurement of a 

building block, a sentence needs three different blocks, as shown in Figure 106.  

 
Figure 106 A sentence compiled by three modules. 

 
The X and Y modules are available for the generation system at any time, except at the time 

of the last quarter phrase, while the C module can be selected only at the time of the last quarter 

phrase since it functions as the cadential motif.60 

Antecedent and consequence in a music period usually have equivalent length as well. 

Antecedent and consequence can begin with similar or different motifs depending on whether it is a 

regular period or parallel period. Taking the same length of a quarter phrase for a sentence, a 

regular period needs four different modules, while a parallel period needs two different modules, as 

shown in Figure 107.  

 
Figure 107 Periods compiled by four or two modules. 

 
Different from a sentence, both antecedent and consequence in periods end with a cadence. 

Thus, I created two types of C modules: C1 and C2. The only difference between them is that C2 ends 

on the tonic note representing an authentic cadence (or G3 on the third episode representing a 

plagal cadence), while C1 ends on the dominant note representing a half cadence. C1 modules only 

 
60 The C modules are composed with ending on a longer note that belongs to the last harmony in either the 
half cadence or authentic cadence. 
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appear in periods. Thus, the Z modules join the module library since a regular period needs four 

unique quarter phrases.  

All possible phrasing patterns of sentence and period that can be generated are listed in 

Figure 108. Among the total of 15 phrasing patterns, there are six sentences, six regular periods, 

and three parallel periods. 

 
Figure 108 All possible patterns of sentences and periods by four modules. 

 
 As discussed above, quarter phrases are bounced in three different lengths: five, six, or 

eight beats. Figure 109 shows a demonstrative score showing all 15 phrasing patterns using the 

eight-beat samples (representing a 4/4 meter). 
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Figure 109 All 15 phrasing patterns can be generated by the XYZC modules in 4/4. 

 

Phrasing Controlled by Game Data 

Whether the Dizi line plays a sentence, period, or parallel period is controlled by three 

different game states: whether the player is attacking an enemy, attacking a breakable object61, or 

not attacking anything in the First Task area. The phrasing type is determined when the second 

quarter is chosen, since sentence and period start to differ from that point (e.g., a sentence if 

repeating the first quarter phrase, or a period if playing a different quarter phrase). When the third 

 
61 In Foothill, breakable objects include rocks, fire rocks, and the wall built by the F skill with the Earth element while 
enemies include boars, flowers, wolves, pangolins, and the boss.  
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quarter phrase is chosen, it determines whether it is a regular period or a parallel period. The 

interactive generation is designed in the following steps: 

• If the player is attacking an enemy, generate a sentence, meaning the first quarter 

phrase should be repeated. 

• If the player is not attacking anything, generate a regular period, meaning the 

second quarter phrase should be a half cadence and the third quarter phrase should 

be different from the first quarter phrase. 

• If the player is attacking a breakable object, generate a parallel period, meaning the 

second quarter phrase should be a half cadence and the third quarter phrase should 

be the same with the first quarter phrase.   

The process of compiling a complete phrasing pattern in one episode with the four corresponding 

quarter phrases is shown in Figure 110. 

 
Figure 110 The state machine of the generative phrasing in the Dizi line in the Dizi section. 

 

Diminution Levels 

From the Baroque period in Western classical music history, a popular technique of music 

ornamentation is the diminution, which divides a long note into a series of shorter notes that 

function as an embellishment. I applied this technique to create five variations of the modules as 

five levels of diminution intensity. From diminution level one to five, the melody gradually gets 
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more fragmented and ornamented and gradually shifts from using the initial pentatonic scale to the 

full heptatonic version of the scale.  

The five diminution levels are interactively controlled by the player's movement in the 

game world, controlled from the joystick or keyboard. The initially composed quarter phrases are 

considered level one. From there, I composed another four levels of variation based on the initial 

level. As soon as a quarter phrase (X, Y, Z, or C) is selected in Wwise, samples of all five levels of 

diminution are also selected to play. Depending on the type of the player movement, Wwise will 

immediately crossfade and introduce the sample of the associated diminution level. The switching 

between diminution levels does not interfere with the selection of quarter phrases; the two types of 

dynamic content can happen simultaneously and independently.  

Figure 111 shows the entire state machine where the music generation nodes represent the 

quarter phrases. The arrows show the sequencing of the quarter phrases forming the 15 patterns of 

sentences and periods. The top left X node represents that the five diminution levels are embedded 

in every quarter phrase and happen independently to the phrasing generation during gameplay. 

 

 
Figure 111 Diagram of the entire state machine of the phrase and diminution generation on Dizi. 
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Module creation rules and procedure 

In order to assure the effectiveness of the generative phrases, I made a list of rules for 

composing good diminutions:  

1. Quarter phrases do not have to have fragmentation and variations on every note, so 

that bits of the modules can sound the same as its adjacent levels, such as episode 

three’s third and fifth levels of the X module in Figure 112.  

2. Notes in levels two through five will be kept on the same beat as level one as much 

as possible. However, they can be occasionally moved to other beats in the measure 

or omitted or replaced by a nearby pitch.  

3. Connections between modules should be carefully considered and designed, 

regardless of the ordering of the modules in real time. In any way two modules can 

be placed in succession, the last note of a module and the first note of the following 

module will never be the same. If a module ends with a longer note, its following 

module should start with a shorter note for rhythmic contrast. Voice-leading and 

rhythmic intensity are the two devices I used for designing the connections between 

these dynamic modules. At the transition, at least one of the two devices should be 

present. 

4. Since X, Y, and Z modules may become the basic idea of a sentence which is repeated 

in the presentation, careful consideration should be made to the pattern of the motif 

in order to avoid monotonous repetition. 

5. The intensity of diminution in levels two to five needs to be compared only to level 

one; they can, but not necessarily need to, be compared with each other.  

6. As ornamentation level increases, the underlying scale turns from a pentatonic scale 

to a heptatonic scale by gradually adding more pitches to the melody. On level three, 

the altered-Gong, or Bian Gong (变宫, see footnote 48) is added to ornament the 
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melody.62 On level four, altered-Zhi or Bian Zhi (变徵, see footnote 60) is added. On 

level five, both altered notes are included so that the maximum diminution level 

plays with a seven-note scale. The added notes are colored in orange in Figure 112.  

 
Figure 112 Score of the five diminution levels on the Dizi line episode three and four in 5/4 meter. 

 
The scores of all Dizi episodes in all three meters and modules’ diminution levels are 

included in Appendix B. Following the written score, I produced all the musical modules in Logic 

Pro X as shown in Figure 113.   

 
62 Pentatonic scale with the altered-Gong is also a typical hexatonic scale in traditional Chinese music. 
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Figure 113 All audio files of Dizi modules created in Logic Pro X63. 

 

Mapping Player Control to Diminution Levels 

The player controls the movements of the main game character Yan Ching, as discussed in 

4.2.9. Mapping to Player Input and Game States. I grouped the controls into five pairs of states and 

mapped them to the diminution levels in First Task. Because the diminution levels have a logic of 

expressing different intensities of the ornamentation, I utilized them to reflect the movement 

intensity of the player.  

In order to track the patterns of the player’s movement, I created a playtest script that 

records the total time spent in each group of states. A graphic demonstration of the playtest script is 

shown in Figure 114. Each pair of states has a timer, which documents the time between when the 

player enters and leaves the states. The differences between the entering and leaving time are then 

summed up which becomes the total time spent in that state.  

 

 
63 Vertical pairs of red modules represent that they share the exact same diminution pattern. 
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Figure 114 Graphic demonstration of the playtest script. 

 
Although players may decide to end the game early or may fail in the middle of the level due 

to zero health, duration of the gameplay has no impact on the accuracy of the playtests. Data of two 

users’ three playtests are shown in Figure 115 and Table 19. Table 19 first lists the total time spent 

in each state group, documented in seconds. In Figure 115, time spent in each pair of states also has 

a percentage view showing the distribution across the five groups of states in relation to the entire 

time of the playtest in pie charts. The last row for each player in Table 19 translates the average 

time spent among their three playtests to the percentage among all types of states. The last row of 

Table 19 shows the final average percentage of each state among the two players.  
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Figure 115 Data from the two users’ playtests. 

 

(Duration in 
seconds) 

Playtest # Idle & 
Meditate 

Jump & 
Wall Jump 

Dash & 
Crouch 

Attack & 
Hurt 

Walk & 
Run 

Other 
movement 

Player 1 1 31.29095 29.07928 1.376404 67.48779 31.50568 0 

2 90.4672 134.7542 9.054383 102.4653 109.2941 8.475677 

3 72.2118 142.4099 15.08417 72.3763 69.50981 1.811478 

Average % 19.3% 28.6% 2.3% 28% 21% 1% 

Player 2 1 61.13615 45.3606 3.612754 42.3661 43.37753 2.431263 

2 85.83834 55.24161 3.947807 74.13653 59.65994 2.431263 

3 41.24911 36.02382 1.518918 32.79308 35.25814 0.700779 

Average % 29.6% 22.3% 1.3% 23% 22.3% 1% 

Average 
between 2 
players 

 
24.4% 25.4% 1.8% 25.5% 21.6% 1% 

Table 19 Data collection of playtests on player movements. 

 
Before the playtests, I ordered the movement intensity among the game states based on 

real-life human movements. They are, from the least to the most intense movement: Idle and 
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Meditate, Walk and Run, Jump and Wall-jump, and Attack and Hurt. What’s interesting was that the 

playtest result shows a similar ordering of the in-game durations of the four state pairs.   

Although I thought Dash and Crouch would occur frequently, the playtest data show that 

they occur much less often than Idle and Meditate. One potential reason is that the animation of 

Meditate is much longer than Dash and Crouch. Another reason is that Idle is the default state, 

which can be automatically triggered after any other movements or anytime the player stops 

controlling the game character. Eventually, I merged Dash and Crouch with other states such as Die 

and set them to the first level of diminution. The following list shows all five levels of diminution 

with their associated player states: 

• Dash & Crouch and other movements = level 1  

• Idle & Meditate = level 2  

• Walk & Run = level 3  

• Jump & Wall Jump = level 4  

• Attack & Hurt = level 5  

Demonstration of the complete phrase generation procedure in one Dizi section is shown in 

Figure 116. The orange, green, and blue arrows show clearly how phrase structure, diminution 

level, and module length can be triggered at various time points in real time.  

 
Figure 116 Complete phrasing generation flow of one Dizi section in First Task. 
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4.3.5. The Sanxian Section 

After the Dizi section, the Sanxian section is triggered when Wwise sets the “Ep_04” event, 

as shown in Figure 117. Sanxian plays two alternating phrases that adopt the compositional 

principle of Qi-Cheng-Zhuan-He (起承转合)64 from traditional Chinese music. Luo in this section 

always plays on the third beats of the last measure. The Sanxian layer in this section embodies the 

Qi-Cheng-Zhuan-He melodic contour. This melody-contouring method fits well here, because its 

four parts forming one larger phrase perfectly aligns with the structure of four quarter phrases in 

this movement. This technique has a stylistic root in traditional Chinese music which makes it 

suitable for arranging melody using the heptatonic scales that come out of the progressive 

alteration of pentatonic scales.  

 
Figure 117 Wwise event “Ep_04” also triggers the Sanxian section. 

 
Instead of concerning the melodic contour as in a sentence or period in Western classical 

practices, Qi-Cheng-Zhuan-He concerns the last note in each quarter phrase, as explained by Liu 

(2012). The ending tones usually form an AABA65 or ABCB pattern, with the tonic note repeated 

 
64 Each Chinese character of Qi-Cheng-Zhuan-He (起承转合) can be translated as: introduction, elucidation of the theme, 
transition to another viewpoint, and summing up. The four characters together describe a type of melodic shape. Each 
character represents one quarter of a larger phrase. 
65 Here a letter represents one ending note, not an entire quarter phrase. 
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most frequently. Like the example given by Liu, a pentatonic scale in the Zhi (徵) mode66 requires 

the four quarter phrases to end with the pattern of Zhi-Zhi-Shang-Zhi (徵徵商徵) or Shang-Zhi-Yu-

Zhi (商徵羽徵) where a strong emphasis is on the Zhi note. In a melody composed with Qi-Cheng-

Zhuan-He type of phrasing, quarter phrases can take any notes from the scale and create any 

melodic shape and pattern as long as the last notes strictly follow the AABA or ABCB pattern. 

Although this last-note concern allows using Qi-Cheng-Zhuan-He in combination with Western 

classical music phrasing of a sentence and period, it is also stylistically common that no repeated 

motifs exist among all four phrases, in contrast to the repeated basic ideas in a sentence or motifs in 

a parallel period.  

 

Sanxian Phrase 1 

 

Sanxian Phrase 2 

 
Figure 118 The two Sanxian melodies. 

 

The Sanxian section in First Task takes both the AABA and ABCB forms, constructing two 

melody variations with the same rhythmic pattern. Since this section centers in D in the Yu mode 

(refer back to Figure 95) - the fifth mode of F pentatonic scale - the last notes of the four quarter 

phrases constitute a Yu-Yu-Jue-Yu (羽羽角羽) and Jue-Yu-Zhi-Yu (角羽徵羽) pattern. The Yu note 

repeats to establish its significance in the scale. In order to show contrast to the Dizi section, the 

Sanxian section plays in a fixed meter of 4/4, where each quarter phrase has four beats and no 

 
66 Zhi mode is the fourth mode of a pentatonic scale. In the fourth mode of C major pentatonic scale (G-A-C-D-E) if 
explaining in Western classical theory, a Zhi-Zhi-Shang-Zhi (徵徵商徵) pattern means that the four quarter phrases end 
with G-G-D-G. 
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diminution levels. The Wwise system will randomly choose one from the two variations when this 

section is triggered. A score of the two Sanxian melodies are shown in Figure 118.  

 
 

4.3.6. Implementation Methods 

There are three methods to implement this generative music procedure in Wwise and Unity. 

Each method has its own unique highlights and specialties. The first two methods import the XYZC 

modules as audio samples in the Actor-Mixer Hierarchy and are triggered to play by MIDI files 

imported in the Interactive Music Hierarchy. The two methods differ, however, in that the XYZC 

modules are triggered by four specifically assigned MIDI notes in the first method, while the MIDI 

files contain only two notes in which one triggers the beginning quarter phrase and the other 

triggers the remaining three modules combined in the second method. The third method places all 

XYZC modules as sub-tracks in the Interactive Music Hierarchy without a triggering MIDI file.  

The strength of the first method is its flexibility: a player’s input controls the phrase 

generation of every quarter phrase. The possible weaknesses of this method, however, reside in 

both the generation result and the production process. It may generate phrase patterns other than 

sentence, regular period, and parallel period, since any of the XYZC modules can be placed in the 

position of four quarter phrases. For instance, a Y-C1-X-C2 phrase or a Y-Y-Y-C2 phrase could be 

generated. Other possible patterns that can be generated are shown in Figure 119. The difference 

with phrase structures listed in Figure 111 is clear. The other weakness lies in the production 

process in that it needs more assets. This method requires a larger number of MIDI files (a total of 

45 MIDI files) and audio samples (300 audio samples of XYZC quarter phrases in all episodes, 

diminution levels, and meters). This method could be a good choice if the composer is open to 

phrase patterns formed by any combination of the modules, regardless of whether it is forming a 

sentence or period or of whether there are any cadences. 
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Figure 119 Possible phrase generation paths of implementation method #1. 

 
Both the second and third method of implementation can achieve the pattern result that 

strictly follows the 15 phrase patterns I designed. Being able to precisely reflect the musical effect 

the composer was looking for can be a huge advantage. Although having the same musical outcome, 

the second and third methods still differ dramatically in the way their modules are implemented in 

Wwise and phrase generation procedure. The second method takes MIDI notes to select and trigger 

quarter phrases, while in the third method phrase patterns are manually implemented as audio 

tracks (instead of samples). The sequencing of audio tracks in the third method looks similar to 

sequencing in DAWs. The timing of switching between different phrase types requires extra 

programming work using Wwise’s states, switches, and events, in comparison to the first two 

methods.  

In the production process, the second method needs a significantly smaller number of 

assets, which saves space for disc storage - only 216 audio samples and 18 MIDI files. The third 

method only needs audio samples (300 samples) without any MIDI files, but the implementation 
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procedure involves significantly more work than the other two methods, as samples need to be 

manually placed into the audio stems with correct algorithmic procedure settings in Wwise. 

The third method does have a unique feature that none of the other two methods have: the 

switching between levels of diminution can be set to musical timing, such as next beat, bar, or 

random custom cues, instead of responding to game data on every frame. This feature could be 

useful depending on the composer’s preference.  

After experimenting with all three methods, I eventually decided to use the second method 

for the final game build. In summary, the second method involves the least amount of work in the 

production process, takes the least amount of disc storage, and produces the musical outcome that 

aligns with my phrasing design of the movement.  

Implementation method #1 

Although the second method was chosen to be used eventually, I hope to start explaining 

the process with the first method because it sets the foundational algorithmic structure of the 

second method.   

Each quarter phrase in Wwise is triggered by a specific MIDI note: X module is triggered by 

C5, Y by D5, Z by E5, and C1/C2 by F5, as shown in Figure 120. Each MIDI file contains four MIDI 

notes representing a full episode. The quarter phrase samples independently follow their episodic 

order parallel to the MIDI triggering. For example, if MIDI note C5 plays at the very beginning, it will 

trigger the X module from the episode one sample group. If C5 starts another MIDI file again at the 

time of the second episode, it will trigger the X module placed in the second episode sample folder. 

MIDI files also represent the three different meters, with their note duration respectively.  

A total of 45 MIDI files were produced for the first implementation method (Figure 121) in 

order to cover the 15 phrase patterns in all three meters. Wwise selects the appropriate MIDI track 

by muting or unmuting. This approach allows the change of MIDI tracks to have maximum 
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flexibility with regard to interacting with real time game data. The muting (or unmuting) has no 

influence on the MIDI file’s content (for instance, it cannot send a “Note Off” order). Therefore, 

muting a MIDI track cannot actually stop the currently playing sample, as the triggering MIDI note 

remains in “Note On” mode. This feature is a way to compromise the inflexibility of the non-

generative MIDI data, while still producing the intended dynamic effect.    

I created a soundcaster session in Wwise to test out the first implementation method as 

shown in Figure 122. I then set up my MIDI keyboard to perform the soundcaster session, since the 

soundcaster function can be used with external control devices. This is a perfect example of how 

Wwise can serve as a live performance tool for algorithmic music. A live performance with the 

soundcaster session of Wwise is recorded in a screen capture video.  

 
Figure 120 Different MIDI notes triggering XYZC modules. 

 

 
Figure 121 All 45 MIDI files for generative phrasing on Dizi used in implementation method one. 
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Figure 122 The soundcaster session of implementation method one. 

 

Implementation method #2 

The second implementation method uses two MIDI notes to represent a complete episode. 

While the first quarter phrase is randomly chosen by the Wwise engine, real time game data 

decides the second and remaining quarter phrases. In this method, I placed MIDI notes into two sets 

of tracks, because they represent different parts of an episode, as shown in Figure 123. The first set 

of MIDI tracks includes three note values (C5, D5, and E5), representing the X, Y, and Z modules as 

the starting quarter phrase. These are triggered by Wwise switches instead of mute/unmute, and 

they hold and trigger a group of Wwise states (Select_X, Select_Y, or Select_Z), which is used for 

remembering the first quarter phrase when a parallel period phrase type is selected and the first 

quarter phrase need to be repeated. The second set of MIDI tracks represent the three types of 

phrase structure (parallel period, sentence, or period). Each track plays one unique long MIDI note: 

G5 (for triggering sentence), A5 (period), and B5 (parallel period). Different from the first set of 

MIDI tracks, in which individual tracks are selected to play, all three tracks in the second set play in 

mute simultaneously, while the phrase type chosen by the game data will be unmuted (Figure 124).  
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Figure 123 Two sets of MIDI tracks representing the starting quarter phrase and the phrase type. 

 

 
Figure 124 Unmuting associated MIDI track for selecting phrase type. 

 
Here is an example of how a complete episode is generated in real time: if the Wwise engine 

randomly selects the X module as the first quarter phrase, it will first play the “5X” MIDI track 

(Figure 123). If the game data requests a phrase type of parallel period, the “Select_X” state will 

activate the sample group called “ParallelPeriod,” in the respective episode folder (Figure 124) in 

the Actor-Mixer Hierarchy. The “ParallelPeriod” contains all possible music sequences that form a 

parallel period. Since the “Select_X” state has already set the starting quarter phrase to be the X 

module, it also selects the parallel period that repeats the X module (Figure 125), forming a 

complete episode in the pattern of XC1XC2.  
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Figure 125 Pre-programmed music sequences forming the phrase types in their respective episodes. 

 

 
Figure 126 The parallel period sequence that repeats the X module. 

 
A phrase that starts with either the X, Y, or Z module as the first quarter phrase has two 

patterns of sentence and two patterns of period. For instance, if Y is the starting module, the two 

patterns of sentence are: YYZC2 and YYXC2, and the two patterns of regular period are YXZC2 and 

YZXC2. These patterns are also programmed as music sequences but are placed inside random 

containers in Wwise (Figure 127) in order to play randomly following the initial design explained in 

Figure 111. Thus, six MIDI tracks are necessary to properly produce this generative phrasing in 

each of the three meters. This method needs a total of 18 MIDI files for the generative phrasing 

covering all three meters. The entire generation process is also demonstrated in Figure 128. 
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Figure 127 Music sequences of sentence and regular period in random containers. 

 

 
Figure 128 The second method of Implementing generative phrasing in First Task. 

 

4.3.7. All Music Parameters in First Task: Timing of Changes 

Every music parameter has its assigned algorithmic behavior interactively controlled by an 

associated real time game event. Each dimension of generative content has its unique timing of 

change. All these timings of change are summarized in Appendix C. 
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4.4. Real Time Mixing of Music Arrangement  

Almost every movement in this project uses the real time mixing technique. Examples of 

this are the dynamic instrumentation in The Beginning of the Journey and switching between 

diminution levels in First Task. In the third movement, Main Theme, and the sixth movement, The 

Boss, game-driven interactive real time mixing creates different musical arrangements by 

combining instrumental layers in various ways. Real time mixing in this movement is similar to the 

first movement in that different combinations of instrumentation are dynamically triggered. The 

movements differ, however, in that the content played on each layer of instruments may also vary. 

In the first movement, every instrument in the primary melody group (Erhu, Pipa, and Xiao) are 

static audio loops playing the same melody, while in the third and sixth movements, the real time 

dynamic instrumentation also involves different motifs played on each type of instrument. This 

creates different arrangements of the piece instead of simple changes in the instrumental timbre.  

4.4.1. Main Theme  

Four mixing states trigger the four different combinations of instrumental layers in Main 

Theme. The mixing states are also interactively controlled by the player’s geographical location in 

the game world. The instrumental layers include: 

1. First Erhu playing the melody 

2. Second Erhu playing a counter melody  

3. A variation of the melody played by a Ruan and Guzheng duet (at the 

same register as the Erhu) 

4. A variation of the melody played by a Ruan duet (at one octave lower 

than Erhu) 

5. An accompanying pattern plucked on Guzheng 

6. Strings playing in pizzicato 
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7. Strings playing in sustaining long notes 

8. A set of percussion instruments playing a groove  

The four mixing states are: Erhu without Drum, Erhu with Drum, Erhu Low, and Erhu with 

All, each consisting of different combinations of the instrumental layers, as shown in Table 20.  

 
 

Erhu without Drum Erhu with Drum Erhu Low Erhu with All 

Strings pizz. ☑️ ☑️ ☑️ ☑️ 

Strings sustain ☑️ ☑️ ✖️ ☑️ 

Erhu melody ☑️ ☑️ ✖️ ☑️ 

Erhu counter melody ☑️ ☑️ ✖️ ☑️ 

Ruan & Guzheng melody duet ☑️ ☑️ ✖️ ☑️ 

Melody duet by two Ruans ✖️ ✖️ ☑️ ☑️ 

Guzheng plucking accompaniment ✖️ ✖️ ☑️ ☑️ 

Percussion set ✖️ ☑️ ✖️ ☑️ 

Table 20 Instrumental layers assigned to each of the four mixing states. 

 
As shown in Figure 129, mixing states are associated with different areas of the Main Theme 

zone. Musical layers are gradually added as the player progresses through the game. The player 

first enters the Main Theme zone at the area boxed in blue where the initial mixing state Erhu 

without Drum plays, introducing a memorable melody (also heard in the title scene) marked by a 

neutral tone without beats on the drums. The player successfully discovers the Erhu with Drum 

area by executing a challenging jump and climbing on the left wall. If the player discovers the “nice 

boar” enemy sleeping in the Erhu Low area, the music plays a tender and intimate version of the 

melody at a lower octave on Ruans and Guzheng with strings pizz. to reflect the fact that the nice 

boar enemy does not attack the player unless it is awakened. When the player progresses to the 

Erhu with Drum game area, the added percussion groove is added, illustrating game progress and 

encouraging and celebrating the player’s success in locating this area. When the player moves to the 
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Erhu with All area, which is the last area in the Main Theme zone and which connects to The Wolves 

zone, the music will play in tutti for the effect of a musical climax. This climax foreshadows that the 

player will soon unlock a new zone.  

 

 
Figure 129 Mixing states with the associated game areas. 

 

4.4.2. Title Theme 

The Main Theme is also used for the game’s opening scene as the Title Theme soundtrack. 

This track is the Erhu without Drum mixing state adding an additional layer of percussive patterns 

played on Bangzi, as shown in Figure 130.  

 
Figure 130 The stem view of all instrumental layers in Title Theme. 
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4.4.3. The Boss 

Although The Boss movement is the last movement in Foothill, it will be discussed in this 

section because it also utilizes the dynamic mixing technique. In this movement, layers of music are 

associated with the boss enemy’s phases instead of being linked to the player's geographical 

location. The boss enemy starts in an initial phase but upgrades to a second phase when it loses half 

of its health (Figure 131). At this point, the boss becomes more aggressive and attacks the player 

with additional skill. The dynamic mixing musically reflects these two phases. In a horizontal 

structure, the music contains three sections: an intro, a looping middle section accompanying the 

indeterminate duration of the battle, and a tail segment. We will discuss the tail segments in 

chapter 5.8. The intro section consists of four bars of rhythmic pattern played by strings. The 

looping middle section, which is also where the dynamic mixing is incorporated, contains three 

layers of instruments (Figure 132). These are:  

• Melodies played on Erhu and Pipa with low strings playing in 

sustaining notes 

• Upper string sections playing a rhythmic pattern of eighth notes 

• Pipa playing a solo-like, free and improvisatory passage 

accompanied by dramatic percussion patterns  

 
Figure 131 Boss in phase one (left) and phase two (right). 
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Figure 132 Three instrumental layers in The Boss. 

 
The looping section of this movement begins with the first two layers of instruments. When 

the boss enters phase two, the game engine sends a call to trigger the Wwise state “PhaseTwo” 

which immediately fades in the Pipa solo passage with the dramatic percussion pattern (Figure 

133). The melody layer is calm and expository and helps to gradually introduce the player to this 

last and most difficult battle of the level. The rhythmic pattern of eighth notes played on the upper 

string section brings tension to the movement. When the Pipa solo layer and drums come into the 

mix, they energize the movement and help communicate that the battle has reached a climax. At 

this point, the boss has lost significant health due to the player’s attacks. Additionally, the path to 

victory has also become more challenging for the player, as the boss begins to attack with more skill 

and moves much more rapidly than in phase one.   

Besides interacting with the boss’ phases, the three layers of instruments also gradually 

fade out as the player loses health. The three layers each have a unique fade-out shape. While the 

rhythmic strings and the Pipa solo with drums can fade out completely, the melody on sustaining 

lower strings reaches its minimum volume at -2.5 dB, as shown in Figure 134. The three horizontal 

axes in Figure 134 represent the player’s health value. This dynamic velocity design brings 

interesting musical effects and variety to real time gameplay as well as closely representing the 

progress of the battle. For instance, even when the music reaches the most fierce and intense 

mixing state after the boss enemy enters phase two (all three layers playing together), the music 
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can still go back to two layers, or even down to one layer, because the player can lose health under 

the mixing state thresholds at any time. When the music switches from playing all three layers to 

only playing the melody with sustaining strings, the musical intensity also drops significantly to 

express that the player is near to zero health. In this way, soundtrack mixing changes adaptively 

follow and musically enrich real time nonlinear moving gameplay images.  

 
Figure 133 Wwise states for two phases of the boss enemy. 

 

 

 
Figure 134 Dynamic velocity of three instrumental layers67. 

 

  

 
67 Top: Pipa solo with drum; middle: rhythmic strings; bottom: melodies with sustaining strings. 
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4.5. Dynamic Music Sequencing 

4.5.1. The Wolves 

The fourth movement, The Wolves, incorporates dynamic arrangements of musical 

segments and sections in different combinations and sequences in order to form a complete piece. 

This track involves six musical sections: intro, prelude a, prelude b, section A, B, and coda. Within 

each section there are also smaller musical segments that can be further arranged dynamically. 

Other than the fact that the dynamic segments in the intro are two measures long, dynamic 

segments in other sections are always one measure in length, as shown by the double bar lines in 

Figure 135. The instrumentation of this piece includes Yangqin, Pipa, Ruan, Luo, Dagu, Bangzi, and 

the contrabasses. Although a major part of this movement does not interact with the player’s real 

time game input, it still contains the interactive transition and tail segment which will be discussed 

in 4.7. All Movements: Transitional Passages and Tail Segments. 

 

Figure 135 ADM score of The Wolves. 
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The algorithmic procedure can be indicated by the ADM score but is more clearly shown by 

the playlist container edited in Wwise (Figure 136). The movement starts with playing the two 

modular segments of the intro section in order. These are labeled I1 and I2 in Figure 135 and 

“Intro_01” and “Intro_02” in Figure 136, as placed in a Sequence Continuous folder. After I2 finishes, 

the music switches to another Sequence Continuous folder containing two sub–Sequence 

Continuous folders for the prelude a and prelude b sections (Pa and Pb in Figure 135). Within the 

two prelude sections, the Pa2 and Pa3 segments are also placed in a Random Continuous folder, 

which results in the random ordering of this segment in real time.  A similar setting was applied to 

Pb1, Pb2, and Pb3 segments. The yellow dot next to the lines of musical processes represent 

randomness in its loop count. The yellow dot above Pa1 sets the prelude section to randomly loop 

once or not at all. The music then continues to the A and B sections which may loop for one or two 

times. Within the A and B sections, A1 and A2, A4, and the Coda may each be looped either once or 

twice.  The A3 and B3 segments can be played either once or three times, as the two options are 

contained in Random Step folders. Once the playlist finishes playing the Coda, the intro segments 

are brought back, but I1 has a 50% chance to be omitted. The section from the prelude to the intro 

sections repeat will then loop indefinitely as long as the player stays in the soundtrack’s associated 

game area.   
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Figure 136 The playlist container for The Wolves in Wwise.  
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4.6. Dynamic Modulation 

 4.6.1. Before Boss 

The fifth movement Before Boss incorporates dynamic modulation that is triggered 

interactively by the player’s geographical location in the platform. The instrumentation of this 

movement includes Dizi, Xiao (solo and duo), Bawu, and Guzheng. 

This movement builds on a music segment of 48 bars in length with the note A starting the 

top melody on Dizi accompanied by arpeggios played on the Guzheng (Figure 137). The 48-bar 

segment loops indefinitely for the indeterminate duration the player spends in the associated game 

area. The 48 bars are divided into four eight-bar harmonic progression repeated six times. Chord 

symbols are labeled in the score of Figure 137. A counter melody played on a solo Xiao is 

introduced when the eight-bar harmonic progression is looped for the second time, or at m.9. This 

counter melody continues until m.24. A melodic dialogue between two Xiaos is introduced between 

mm.33 - 40, the second to last loop of the eight-bar harmonic progression in the 48 bars. Lastly, a 

melodic phrase played on Bawu is introduced at the last loop of the eight-bar looping harmonic 

progression in mm.41-48. This 48-bar segment is later modulated to seven different keys where the 

Dizi melody starts with notes C, D, E, B, F#, G, and Bb68 in each key, as shown in Figure 138. 

 
Figure 137 ADM score of Before Boss in A. 

 
68 In the following sections, I will their first melodic note played on the Dizi to label a key, instead of the chordal root of 
the chord playing beneath. This is because this musical segment involves sequential passage that can be argued to center 
in multiple tonic chords. The starting melodic note is actually the chordal seventh of the first harmony - a major seventh 
chord. This labeling of keys also highlights the importance of melody so that each starting note in the melody represents a 
tonic-feel role to its underlying harmonic structure. 
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Figure 138 ADM modulation of Before Boss. 

 

4.6.2. Triggering Conditions 

The eight different keys are triggered by the player’s geographical location in the game, a 

map of which is shown in Figure 139. As the player moves to the right and gets closer to the boss 

area, the music shifts from lower keys to higher keys, and does the opposite when the player moves 

away. This ascension in modulation also reflects the level design of this area that the player ascends 

until reaching the boss enemy area. In the areas of the red, blue, and yellow boxes in Figure 139, 

one out of three assigned keys is randomly chosen to play. The movement begins in the key of A 

directly following the conclusion of The Wolves movement because it is the lowest key among the 

eight.       

 
Figure 139 Before Boss area with eight modulations. 
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The game engine is programmed so that it will continuously update the player’s location. 

When the location data meet one of the music triggering conditions, a call is sent to the Wwise 

engine which triggers the associated modulations (Figure 140). Six Wwise’ “custom cues” are 

placed at every eight bars to execute the modulations (Figure 141). This step helps to allow the 

music to modulate only after a complete six measures. As one quarter note in BPM120 is 500 

milliseconds, a six-bar phrase is thus about 12 seconds in length. A six-bar phrase gives enough 

time for a complete musical statement (uninterrupted phrasing) and suits the gameplay timing 

well. When the player is exploring inside the area of these colored boxes, at least one modulation or 

one key change occurs, but the frequency of modulation is not too rapid so as to sound tonally 

unstable or ambiguous. If players spend longer than 12 seconds in a colored area, they will hear 

additional random modulations that are assigned to the region.  

 
Figure 140  All eight keys and their triggering conditions in Unity. 
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Figure 141 Custom cues placed on every eight bars. 
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4.7. All Movements: Transitional Passages and Tail Segments 

There are dynamic transitions and tail segments incorporated in all six movements in 

foothill. Dynamic transitions connect two movements in any direction, whether backward or 

forward. Thus, between every two movements two transitional passages occur. They function to 

transit forward from track A to track B and also backward from track B to track A, as the player can 

decide to move in either direction at any time of their choosing. When a movement involves 

dynamic instrumentation, meaning that multiple versions of the movement will need transitions 

such as The Beginning of the Journey, the transitional passages also use the same instrumentation 

and start with the same tempo in order to transition smoothly. Transition may gradually adjust to 

the new track’s tempo. A transitional passage may also function to finish a movement, thus creating 

a short break after the conclusion of the movement before the new track begins to play. When the 

initially triggered movement contains MIDI tracks, the MIDI tracks will be muted when the 

transitional passage is triggered in order to avoid undesired music discord. 

Tail segments function as an end to every movement when the player fails the game 

(reaches zero health). Each movement has one tail segment except The Boss, which has an 

additional tail segment for the scenario wherein the player defeats the boss enemy. All transitional 

passages and tail segments are implemented in Wwise as shown in Figure 142. 

  
Figure 142 All Transitional passages and tail segments programmed in Wwise. 
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4.7.1. Transitional Passages and Triggering Conditions 

There are a total of ten transitional passages inserted between the six movements, and 

these are interactively triggered by gameplay data. In order to create a seamless blend between the 

transitions and the movements, the two overlap (Figure 143). For instance, if the transition ends on 

a single note played on the Pipa, the intro section of the following movement begins during the 

same measure. Transitional passages’ linked game events may occur at any time, whether the 

player has crossed the border of two game areas or has successfully defeated all the enemies in a 

room. Thus, the triggering of the transitional passages may also occur at random points during the 

soundtrack (e.g., measure three beat two, or beat four of measure 11). The transition passages need 

to sound musically smooth no matter which measure or beat they are triggered on. Additional 

procedures help to smooth out the seams, these include crossfades between the two connected 

pieces of music.  

 
Figure 143 An example of seam between two movements located in the platform. 

 
Table 21 lists and describes the ten transitional passages, including those with dynamic 

content within the transition itself, their respective triggering conditions, and other features. 

Among the ten transitions, only transition #1, #2, #3, and #10 contain dynamic content. 

Additionally, transition #7 is the only one that uses a game trigger other than the player's location 
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in the platform. This is because the game area associated with The Wolves is a locked room which 

only allows players to proceed further after they have successfully defeated each wolf enemy. Thus, 

hearing the transitional passage to Before Boss also communicates that the player has made another 

achievement and is unlocked from the wolves’ room. Whether a transition starts on an upbeat or 

ends with an overlap to the next track (or break) is also explained under the table’s last column. 

Transition # Dynamic content Triggering 
conditions 

Other features in the transitional passage 

#1. The 
Beginning of 
the Journey 
→ First Task 

Dynamic 
instrumentation on 
melody: Erhu, Pipa, or 
Dizi  

Player’s location 
in the platform 

Unmutes MIDI tracks in The Beginning of the 
Journey for a clean transition. This transition 
starts with 1.5 beats of pickup thus it also 
subtracts 1.5 beats from The Beginning of the 
Journey 

#2. First Task 
→ The 
Beginning of 
the Journey 

Dynamic 
instrumentation on 
melody: Dizi or 
Sanxian 

Player’s location 
in the platform 

The track has a Ritardando to connect the 
faster tempo in First Task with the slower 
tempo in The Beginning of the Journey 

#3. First Task 
→ Main 
Theme 

Dynamic 
instrumentation on 
melody: Dizi or 
Sanxian 

Player’s location 
in the platform 

The transitional passage concludes the First 
Task track, and begins the Main Theme track 
after a short break 

#4. Main 
Theme 
→ First Task 

Static material within 
the transitional 
passage 

Player’s location 
in the platform 

The transitional passage starts with two 
pickup beats, so it enters on the third beat of a 
measure in Main Theme. The transition 
concludes the Main Theme track and begins 
the First Task track after a short break. The 
transition also contains a ritardando. 

#5. Main 
Theme 
→ The 
Wolves 

Static material within 
the transitional 
passage 

Player’s location 
in the platform 

The transitional passage starts with two 
pickup beats, so it enters on the third beat of a 
measure in Main Theme. The last note of the 
transitional passage overlaps with the first 
note of The Wolves. The transition also 
contains a ritardando. 

#6. The 
Wolves 
→ Main 
Theme 

Static material within 
the transitional 
passage 

Player’s location 
in the platform 

The transitional passage ends with a drum 
phrase where its last note overlaps with the 
first note of Main Theme.  

#7. The 
Wolves 
→ Before 
Boss 

Static material within 
the transitional 
passage 

The door of the 
wolves’ room 
reopens after 
player defeated 
all wolves 

This transition ends with an Erhu melody that 
helps to smoothly blend into the Before Boss 
track. The last note of the Erhu melody 
overlaps with the first note of Before Boss.  
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*Before Boss 
→ The 
Wolves 

N/A N/A This transition is omitted because The Wolves 
is only played once when there are wolf 
enemies. When the music switches to Before 
Boss, it implies that the wolves are all 
defeated. The wolf enemies will not be 
respawned after death. Thus, when the player 
moves from the Before Boss area backwardly, 
the next soundtrack to transition to is the 
Main Theme.  

#8. Before 
Boss → Main 
Theme 

Static material within 
the transitional 
passage, in the key of 
A 

Player’s location 
in the platform 

This transitional passage uses the same drum 
phrase on transition #6. The last note of the 
transitional passage overlaps with the first 
note of Main Theme.  

#9. Main 
Theme 
→ Before 
Boss 

Static material within 
the transitional 
passage 

Player’s location 
in the platform 

Since The Wolves will be skipped once the 
player defeats all wolf enemies, this transition 
is also needed. This transition uses the same 
Erhu melody with transition #7 as the ending 
in order to connect smoothly to Before Boss. 

#10. Before 
Boss → The 
Boss 

Dynamic transitional 
passages for the three 
keys (E, F#, G) and 
their four harmonies 

Player’s location 
in the platform 

The last note of this transition overlaps with 
the first note of The Boss.   

Table 21 Information of all the transitional passages between movements. 

 
Any transitional passages that do not start on an upbeat have been programmed using 

Wwise to only execute after a complete measure of the current movement. This procedure helps to 

maintain consistency of measure length and soundtracks’ rhythmic groove. The overlap between 

transitional passages and the subsequent movements is set by placing the “Entry Cue” of the “Exit 

Cue” cursors to their appropriate positions in the tracks.  

Figures 144 to 148 show all transitional passages in written notation. The final bar lines in 

each score mark the last measure that the transition passage plays alone. The dotted bar lines on 

the following measures represent the measure at which the following movement enters. No 

measure following a final bar line indicates a break in the transition. Just like in other movements 

discussed in previous sections, dynamic instrumentation is used in the transition. Specific 

instrumental layers have been programmed in Wwise to adjust up or down in volume during the 

transition. 
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Because the yellow region (Figure 139) of the Before Boss area includes three dynamic keys, 

the transition passage to The Boss movement also has three dynamic keys. Additionally, the 48-bar 

looping section of the Before Boss movement has four distinct harmonies within each key. Thus, a 

unique transition passage is specifically composed for each harmony. This is illustrated in Figure 

147, which contains a total of twelve transitional passages for the key of E, F#, and G, and a total of 

four transitional passages for the key of A shown in Figure 148.  

 

 
Figure 144 Transitional passages involving The Beginning of the Journey and First Task. 

 

 
Figure 145 Transitional passages involving Main Theme. 

 

 
Figure 146 Transitional passages involving The Wolves. 
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Figure 147 Transitional passages in three dynamic keys and four harmonies between Before Boss and The Boss. 

 
 

 
Figure 148 Transitional passages of the four harmonies in the key of A between Before Boss and Main Theme. 

 

4.7.3. Tail Segments and Triggering Conditions 

A total of seven tail segments are used in this game level. While each of the six musical 

movements are assigned one “defeat” tail triggered when the player dies due to zero health. The 

Boss track has an additional tail for when the player is victorious. The defeat tails contain the same 

instrumentation as their associated musical movements but occasionally consist of different 

instrumentation or additional instrumental layers. When a player dies, a brief death animation 

plays. After the animation finishes, the player respawns at the last saved position. Because of this, 

tail segments should have a similar length to the death animation in order that the background 

soundtrack can be cued as soon as the player is respawned. This also requires that the triggering of 

the tail segments be prompt.    

Figures 149 and 150 show all seven tail segments in written notation. Because the Before 

Boss track contains eight dynamic tonalities, there are eight associated versions of the tail segment 

composed in the eight keys, as shown in Figure 149. The tail segments are set to be triggered at the 

“next bar” of the currently playing soundtrack in Wwise, which is the soonest triggering position 
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that allows music to respond to game data quickly while maintaining a musically meaningful 

transition.  

It is worth noting that after the victory tail on The Boss finishes playing, the music switches 

back to the Before Boss track after a short break, as shown in Figure 151. This is to continue the 

background music if the player decides to linger instead of immediately exiting the level.  

If the player decides to go back in the game after defeating the boss, the soundtracks 

assigned to each game area will stay active to be dynamically triggered by the player’s position. 

Thus, when the player goes all the way back to the First Task area, for example, the First Task track 

will still be triggered. However, The Boss as well as The Wolves track can only be played once and 

will no longer be available for playback once the player defeats the wolves and boss. When the 

player triggers the last meditation pavilion next to the boss area, the scene will switch to the title 

scene (or next level, if more levels are produced later), and the currently playing soundtrack will 

fade out to the Title Theme. 

 
Figure 149 Before Boss tail segments. 

 

 
Figure 150 All tail segments except the Before Boss tails. 
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Figure 151 Music after the boss is defeated. 
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4.8. Summary of the Project 

In this game project, I have experimented with different techniques and approaches to 

create ADM in each of the six musical movements. The movements have formed a sophisticated 

system of algorithmic composition by incorporating a variety of dynamic music procedures.  

The Beginning of the Journey includes a generative counter melody whose pitch and voice-

leading are interactively controlled via the use of a tonal pitch ranking system by player input as 

well as in-game events. The primary and non-generative melodies utilize dynamic instrumentation 

in response to the selection of weapon types by the player. The generative Pipa layer also contains 

dynamic articulations with either specific or random association to notes in the triggering MIDI 

track. The formalistic arrangement of this movement uses an algorithmic procedure to arrange the 

main section and the coda section. Static content (static pitch, melodic motif, and instrumentation) 

also helps to maintain the stylistic character of the movement.  

In the Dizi section of First Task, I explored generative phrasings following the traditional 

phrasing patterns of sentence, period, and parallel period. This section also involves three meters 

that are randomly selected by the computer, four episodes of melody playing in a predetermined 

sequence, and five levels of diminution that respond to the player’s joystick controls on every 

frame, all occurring in parallel. The Sanxian section adopts the phrasing principle of Qi-Cheng-

Zhuan-He and randomly plays one of two melodic patterns. The intro section has a random length 

determined by the Wwise engine. The intro-Dizi-Sanxian sequence in this movement also follows a 

programmed procedure in Wwise. 

Main Theme, Title Theme, and The Boss use the technique of dynamic mixing for the purpose 

of creating variations in musical arrangements. Different combinations of instrumental layers are 

assigned to different areas in the platform and are triggered by the player's location. The Title 

Theme adds an additional instrumental layer to the Main Theme for accompanying the game’s title 
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scene. Layers of instruments in The Boss track are interactively faded in or out to reflect the two 

phases of the boss enemy as well as the player's health.  

The Wolves movement breaks a complete musical piece into several smaller sections and 

recombines them in dynamic order, while some of the sections also repeat for dynamic times. These 

dynamics embodied in the bigger musical sequence also loop indefinitely in order to accompany the 

indeterminate time the player spends in the associated game area.  

The Before Boss movement incorporates dynamic tonal modulation in eight different keys 

interactively triggered by the player’s location in the platform. The eight keys modulate from low to 

high as the player climbs up towards the final boss area. Some of the instrumental layers are eight 

bars in length and loop indefinitely, while other instrumental layers form a predetermined musical 

sequence that is 48 bars in length. The tonal modulation can only execute after every eight bars 

which is close to the time a player would spend in one of the zones in the Before Boss area.    

Finally, in all movements, there are the interactive transitional passages and tail segments 

that are interactively triggered by game states directly or indirectly influenced by the player’s 

action. The transitional passages preserve and build on the dynamic content (instrumentation, 

tempo, and keys) of the movements to create seamless and natural transitions. These transitional 

passages are triggered by associated game events (whether game-driven or player-driven), and 

only execute at the nearest musically meaningful moment (next measure, next beat, or a particular 

beat for transitions starting with a pickup).  

This project’s demo videos (screen capture video with and without commentary), the full 

game soundtrack album, and the game’s executables (for both PC and MAC) can be found in 

Appendix D. 
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Chapter 5. Discussion: Advanced Dynamic Music (ADM) 
 

5.1. Eight Defining Properties of ADM 

Based on existing literature, there is ambiguity in describing all game music as “dynamic” 

and there has not been a systematic definition of a particular type of highly dynamic music system 

to summarize and describe game music’s massive potential and possibilities. Through composing, 

designing, implementing and integrating the two game music composition projects, I articulate and 

propose a type of dynamic music called ADM with eight defining properties as discussed below. 

 

5.1.1. Variability 

The player should hear different variations of the music at each time of gameplay, 

regardless of music’s intersection with the sound effects.  

Scholars have described that “no gameplay sounds the same twice” when considering all 

audio elements together, including both sound effects and the music. For an ADM score, however, 

the game music itself should contain different variations to be played at different instances of 

gameplay, excluding the different combinations formed together with the sound effects. 

The generative phrases played on the Dizi layer in the First Task movement in Mastery is a 

great example of how ADM can create a large number of musical variations. Several thousand 

musical variations are possible resulting from combining the generative phrasing types, diminution 

levels, and the meters. Hearing all patterns generated by only eight measures of the dynamic assets 

takes two hours. By modularizing and compiling a linear melody with multiple types of dynamism, 

quantities of variation increase exponentially. 
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5.1.2. User-Interaction  

The player’s gaming input is mandatory to make the music structure both dynamic 

and complete.  

For instance, if a piece of game music can only move from the verse section to the chorus 

section when the player has performed a ten hits combo, or if the melodic line only plays dynamic 

pitches if the player is constantly pressing buttons on the joystick, this track fulfills the requirement 

of this criterion. Dynamic content that interacts with the player's input can be included in parts of a 

soundtrack, such as one of the instrumental layers or one horizontal section of the soundtrack.  

 

Figure 152 Generative VS. static counter melody. 

 

For example, I have explored this user-interaction with granular music modules at the 

length of single notes in Mastery. Figure 152 shows a transcribed score of the generative counter 

melody compared with the static counter melody scored in the original linear version of the 

movement The Beginning of the Journey. An audio-video demo of this comparison, which is titled 

Dynamic VS Static Melody, can be found in the video playlist listed in Appendix D69. The second staff 

of MIDI tracks in Figure 87 triggers the Guzheng generative counter melody in Figure 152, and 

 
69 You can also access this video at: https://youtu.be/cWTefBhsj50. 

https://youtu.be/cWTefBhsj50
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Tables 16 and 17 have explained the design of the DVL and IP values. Because the shape of the 

generative melody closely follows the player’s direct gaming input, the music expresses the player’s 

activities in game. In contrast, a static counter melody loops indefinitely and never changes, 

seeming to have no direct relationship with the interactively changing gameplay. At those moments, 

players may be bothered by a disconnection between the music and the gameplay (Figure 152).  

5.1.3. Modularity 

The music should be composed with modular structure, and the composer should 

create the music modules in various musical timings.  

This requires that from an early stage in the creative process, game composers should be 

aware of their music’s mobility and interactive behavior. A soundtrack should contain music 

modules created in more than one type of timings. It allows a variety of dynamic content to appear 

in the music. When module length equals the duration of one note, the compiled music played 

interactively in real time gameplay will sound more generative (dynamic at every note). When 

module length equals larger-scale musical timing, such as two measures, the compiled music in real 

time will sound like an ordering of several smaller musical fragments (dynamic only at the seams 

between modules but static content within the length of a module).  

5.1.4. Game-Music Association 

Music parameters should each be associated with one or more game parameters in 

the game code for interaction.  

Music parameters come with music modules’ function, size, and length. These parameters 

include pitch, voice-leading, phrasing, form, or meters, that are linked to game parameters such as 

the arrow buttons on the joystick, enemy’s health, or game character’s geographical location in the 

game world. When game parameters change their value, the associated music parameters also 

change their value. When a music parameter links with more than one game parameter, the 
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dynamism of that musical parameter becomes more complex and involves more possibilities, as 

represented by a formula of MG.70  

  
Figure 153 Spectral graphs showing Diminution Level One (left) and Diminution Level Five (right). 

 
By associating musical parameters directly with one or more game parameters, ADM can 

also signal or give hints musically to the players of various in-game information.  In DOD, for 

example, I created a generative rhythmic pattern constructed by algorithmically triggering one-beat 

percussive samples. The formed pattern can show the quantity, the type, the location, and the order 

of appearance of enemies being spawned on each level. In Mastery, the diminution levels in First 

Task can reflect the various intensities of player movement. A video titled Diminution Levels in the 

demo video playlist in Appendix D demonstrates the contrast between minimal player movement 

(Diminution Level One) and intense player movement (moving between Diminutions Levels Two to 

Five); Figure 153 shows these musical reflections with the spectral graphs. The Diminution Levels 

 
70 M represents music parameters and G represents game parameters. 
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Two to Five graph shows denser melodic activities happening between 500 Hz and 1200 Hz 

compared with the Diminution Level One graph, which uses longer notes to fill the space.71  

5.1.5. Multidimensionality 

There should be more than one type of dynamic element in one soundtrack so that 

the musical dynamism and game-music interaction become multidimensional.  

In other words, multiple types of dynamic content should exist in one soundtrack. Different 

types of dynamic content may or may not occur simultaneously or carry the same timing in 

gameplay. For instance, the soundtrack can change its instrumentation interactively controlled by 

the player’s choice of weapon, while the movement of the game character decides the specific pitch 

of the melodic layer of the track. The instrumentation changes and the pitch changes in the melody 

may or may not occur at the exact same time in gameplay.  

In DOD, musical parameters have association with multiple game parameters including 

player location, enemy types, pickup buff types, level progression, and player class-specific abilities. 

In Mastery, musical parameters have association with player movement, choice of weapon, location, 

types of objects that a player can attack, percentages of Chi and health, and the progress in 

gameplay (for instance, after the wolves die, The Wolves movement is never heard again even if the 

player comes back to the wolves’ area).  

5.1.6. Multiplicity  

At least one music behavior representing the agency of the computer improvisation 

should appear in the music for more musical options and indeterminacy, such as selecting 

elements using randomness or probabilities, regardless of whether this musical multiplicity 

is applied to the entire soundtrack or part(s) of the soundtrack.  

 
71 Please ignore the Dagu patterns below 200 Hz area in the Diminution Level One graph. Dagu plays on every 

alternate episode and is a different type of dynamic content in this movement. 
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Two primary devices to generate indeterminate selection from multiple possible options 

are randomness and weighted probabilities. These devices represent the computer's autonomous 

behavior which can trigger multiple musical options within one type of music dynamism. This 

multiplicity to dynamism is different from interactive content generated by the player’s direct 

input, even though all game audio is inevitably connected to the player's indirect input. Various 

types of musical content can use randomness and probabilities as the source of stochasticity, such 

as the ordering of the sections of a soundtrack (installed on the entire soundtrack) or the chances of 

switching between three rhythmic patterns played on an instrument (installed on part of the 

soundtrack).  

However, gameplay is not always under the player’s control. Games involve tasks that 

players have no other choices but to follow and achieve, which also results in repetitive or non-

variable player input patterns. In those scenarios, the computer-generated variety comes in and 

adds additional musical multiplicity to reduce possible musical monotony generated by recurring 

player input patterns.  

5.1.7. Staticity 

Regardless of what types of generative procedures an ADM track has, the resulting 

music generated by the interactive music system should be able to preserve and remain in a 

predetermined musical style, theme, and emotional expression through static musical 

content as in a linear version of the soundtrack.  

Z. Whalen (2007) has expressed his concerns and reactions to a presentation given by 

Robert Bowen at the 2004 Princeton Video Game Conference in his article: 

In fact, Bowen has argued that the sequential production of sounds 
during gameplay can be considered a kind of aleatory composition 
such that playing a game generates a musical product. This is a 
fascinating argument, but the problem I see with the result is that 
music need not have any contact with the player… In other words, 
taking literally the implication of applying narrative structure to 
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video-game music, it closes off the gameness of the game by making 
an arbitrary determination of its expressive content. (pp. 73-74) 

I believe Bowen’s notion of “playing a game generates a musical product” resonates with the 

principle of ADM. At the same time, Whalen is concerned that the “aleatory” feature would stand 

against or at least eclipse the more analysis-interesting “narrative” and “expressive” content.  

In my opinion and my definition of ADM, the two sides do not contradict or conflict with 

each other. The action of playing games influencing the game music may seem aleatoric to a certain 

degree, but the music is never completely random. The inclusion of indeterminacy does not imply 

pure chance. The inclusion of aleatoric elements in some music parameters does not necessarily 

interfere with the music’s overall narrative or emotional expression, given that static materials in 

other music parameters (instrumentation, key, tempo, rhythm, dynamics, meter) can help with 

maintaining those expressions. To give three examples: if the background music changes from the 

village to the forest soundtrack triggered by a player’s motion occurring at an indeterminate time, 

this timing of the trigger does not affect the emotional expressiveness conveyed by the harmonic 

progressions or melodies in either soundtrack. Another example is when the game data randomly 

chooses a type of instrument to play the primary melody of the soundtrack, the aleatoric 

instrumentation does not change the musical expression of that melody. Lastly, if the primary 

melody involves real time pitch generation that is indeterminate in real time, a static underlying 

accompaniment as well as static materials played on other instruments can still convey a 

determinate musical vibe.  

Thus, an ADM soundtrack should be able to preserve the same stylistic consistency, musical 

effect, and emotional expression as if it is a linear, static, and non-interactive soundtrack. In other 

words, among the many music parameters or parts that could incorporate dynamic content, one or 
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more parameters or parts should remain playing static content so that the essence of a piece of 

music’s identification can remain.72  

5.1.8. Coherency 

There should be independent condition-driven algorithmic procedures programmed 

for music’s own purpose aside from those for game-music interaction purposes.  

The code inside a game project has different purposes and functions: some functions are 

specifically written for gameplay (such as algorithms that take care of the leveling up of the game 

character); some functions are written specifically for running the animations; other functions 

connect the animation with game parameters. This criterion of the ADM specifies that the music 

should have its own algorithmic procedures either coded as “music-specific” algorithms inside the 

game engine (e.g., Figures 51 and 94) or programmed as algorithmic procedures in a third-party 

audio tool such as an audio middleware73 (Figure 136). The algorithmic procedures may vary from 

simple to complex, such as generating pitches or musical sequences in a first order Markov chain, or 

generating a parallel melodic line that is a minor third above or below an existing melody. 

This defining criterion also specifies that the music system’s own algorithmic procedures 

has independence from interaction with game parameters. For example, when a player moves from 

the main city to a desert in the game world the theme music needs to switch as well. If the game 

engine immediately fades the Main City soundtrack and switches to the desert soundtrack audio 

file, it does not fulfill this criterion of ADM. However, if the music system stops the current track 

after a complete musical measure, and plays a short transitional passage between the two 

 
72 In an ADM work, the composer should carefully decide upon the proportion of static and dynamic content, in which the 
static part can help to immerse the player, bringing continuity, and ambiently maintaining the game flow, while the 
dynamic part follows the real time game events, creates musical variations, or expresses the player’s individuality. 
73 Audio middleware is a software that usually sits between the game engine and the audio hardware which allows sound 
designers and composers to create and design audio behavior and interaction with games where minimal coding 
background is required. 
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soundtracks, it fulfills this criterion of ADM. This is because the music system itself involves an 

algorithmic procedure for musical purposes instead of instantly reacting to the game parameter.  

Having independent algorithmic procedures internally in the music engine means also that 

music persists to its own timing of change, whether it happens to occur at the exact same time with 

a game parameter change or not. However, the gaps between the game timing and the music timing 

should be as little as possible.  
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5.2. Advantages and Potentials of ADM 

Early video games were developed without large amounts of user-research or players’ 

review to guide their production. One of the inherent charms of video games is the opportunity 

given to the game makers to become the author of creative content like in any other creative art 

form. The game makers have the ultimate responsibility and ownership of how they need the game 

to be designed and developed. This still continues in today's video games. Player experience is at 

the center of game production. A fun game experience does not only come from fulfilling the 

players’ desires but also from surprising them.  

Additionally, player’s feedback comes only after a presentable demo or version of the game 

is produced. This is crucial because it implies that player feedback can help in improving but not 

designing the game. Like in any industry, video game consumers are not responsible for providing 

solutions from either a technical or creative perspective. Their feedback is highly important and 

encouraged, but further investigations and discussion analyzing these feedbacks are necessary. 

Compared with marketing which has become one of the most crucial parts of a successful 

commercial game, the chance of transforming player’s feedback into more sales or better products 

is still inevitably unpredictable and requires luck. There are now professional scholars and specific 

teams in game companies who research user-experiences - the human-computer interaction in 

video games. These specialists have provided valuable analyses and insights into the reception of 

video game technologies and creative design by players from a professional standpoint and are 

becoming the primary force for game designs. However, since video games involve a great deal of 

collaborative work, the success of a title cannot be assured or guaranteed. This phenomenon in 

game production is one of the biggest challenges in creating best-selling games.  

I believe that as in the case of game production more generally, combining new 

technological capabilities as well as creative design is the key to improve game music. There is a 

traceable and popular product development strategy for video games which combines 
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technological innovations and novel game design in the service of fostering major revolutions and 

remarkable milestones in the history of game making. For instance, new technological capabilities 

enabled hosting dozens to hundreds of players playing simultaneously in the same battle in massive 

multi-player online games. Such capabilities contribute to the success of many big MMO titles such 

as World of Warcraft and the Final Fantasy series. The innovative game design and mechanics74 of 

the battle arena game League of Legend or the battle royale game PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds 

have also marked significant milestones in the revolution of game design. 

Multidisciplinarity is another key concept to improve game music in my opinion, because it 

parallels and resonates with game’s multidisciplinarity (the medium-specific characteristic). Game 

music as a component of game should inevitably follow along the development strategy of its 

parent medium. By incorporating and integrating ideas and cutting-edge research from the various 

disciplines within the realm of music (composition, music theory, improvisation, music technology, 

songwriting, etc.), dynamic game music can continuously find nourishment and room for 

improvement. The ADM framework builds upon this concept. ADM brings the technological 

innovations of algorithmic compositions in contemporary classical music practices to its 

unexplored application in video games. ADM also adopts traditional musical procedures in 

composing counterpoint, polyphony, orchestration, and methods of musical theoretical analysis to 

modularize and dismember music into smaller units and different parameters in various ways to 

form a highly dynamic, interactive, and non-linear structure in video games. When more game 

companies, scholars, and composers notice ADM’s value, I envision that a new branch of human-

computer interaction studies will focus on the design of dynamic music systems in games. I also 

envision game companies will also demand experts in dynamic music systems as irreplaceable 

members of the game audio department in the near future. 

 
74 Mechanics is one of the three components of a video game in the MDA framework suggested by Hunicke et. al., the other 
two elements are: dynamics and aesthetics (2004). 
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5.2.1. ADM as a New Game Experience 

An ADM game score has the potential to bring new game experiences to the players. 

Scholars believe that the player has the role of co-creator of video games (Wirman, 2009). Some 

argue that video games are incomplete ‘until the work gets a player’ (Dahlen, n.d.). While game 

music is a central element of video games (Velardo, 2018, p. 3) which can be as interactive as the 

gameplay, it also needs the player to bring the music to “life” in real time. In other words, without 

the involvement of a player, game music is also incomplete. An ADM score can bring new gaming 

experiences that maximize the involvement of the player and the player’s influence on the music 

system. Players hear game music closely following and interactively responding to their input data 

so as they are improvising the game score. Studies have also shown that players are aware of 

dynamic music and believe that it is important to enhance the interactive game experience (p. 3).  

This new experience of gaming as music improvisation has not been explored widely in 

existing games. In many RPG games, players have the opportunity to explore and develop their own 

version of the game story based on their choices and decisions in different game tasks. Players also 

have agency in controlling the behavior, movement, and growth of their preferred game characters 

(Magerko, 2005). Recently, other types of game content such as urban modelling, level design, and 

dynamic dialogue with NPCs (Non-player character) has become procedurally generative based on 

analyzing user data (Blackwell, 2019; Watson et al., 2008; Youxiputao, 2020). These examples show 

a rising trend and the growing popularity of highly individualized and interactive content in games 

where each player can have a unique game experience.  

5.2.2. ADM as an Expression 

Player’s interactions with video games are self-reflective, and are therefore expressive 

(Hart, 2014). By incorporating player-improvised game music into genres of single player, multi-

player, or even massive multiplayer games, ADM game music could provide players the opportunity 
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to express their personality musically through gaming. ADM allows players to exhibit their gaming 

techniques and to have a new form of creativity. For instance, a performance of an ADM score can 

serve as great content for live streaming and gameplay screen-capture videos. This is because, 

firstly, it is creative, meaning that each player can play and perform their unique version of the 

game music. Secondly, depending on the design of the interactivity between the game engine and 

the music engine, a great performance in musical terms can be challenging in gaming terms. Thus, it  

makes music improvisation through gaming virtuosic. Lastly, since improvising a game score as 

content for a live stream can be an attractive topic, it has the potential to bring different audience 

groups. These groups can include frequent game live-stream viewers or music lovers who never 

thought that music could be performed or “improvised” by playing games. 

5.2.3. ADM as a Framework for Nonlinear Music Structure 

From the compositional and technical perspective, ADM music carries many advantages 

which fit the game medium well, such as the capability of generating large amounts of dynamic 

musical content with only a small number of audio assets to accompany the indeterminate length of 

gameplay. This strength of ADM can also save storage space in a way that allows the game to run 

with better performance and smaller downloading size (often useful for meeting the needs of a 

game title with limited budget).  

Screen scoring music75 and algorithmic composition are not new. However, combining the 

two for the interactive experience of video games has not yet been explored in its full potential. For 

the benefit of composers, my hope in this paper on ADM is that it serves as a compositional 

framework for transforming music pieces composed with linear structures into a nonlinear, 

algorithmically procedural and dynamic structure. Through practical processes, composers get to 

 
75 Screen scoring music here refers to music composed for accompanying moving images, such as films, 
animation, and games. 
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know the capacity of ADM in the medium of video games to create highly dynamic and interactive 

musical content without losing the essence of musical styles, effects, and characteristics that can be 

achieved in the linear realm. The process of creating a music system embodying such 

transformation can be simply summarized as - deciding what in the music that should be static and 

what should be dynamic.  

Although players’ interaction in ADM plays a vital role in the expression of game music, the 

composer also holds ownership of the musical expression and meanings as the creator of the 

interactive system.  As Lewis described, musical computer programs, like any texts, are not 

“objective” or “universal,” but instead represent the particular ideas of their creators (Lewis, 2000).  
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and Future Research 

 

6.1. Limitations and Future Work  

There are some technical and aesthetical limitations in this work and these limitations 

suggest directions for future research. These limitations and future research areas fall into several 

specific topics or aspects, including: audio technology, musical arrangement, game development 

and design, and artificial intelligence. Audio technology involves new techniques used for 

integrating game audio or allowing algorithmically manipulated, game-driven sound processing. 

Musical arrangement refers specifically to the types of procedures and devices involved in the 

compositional process such as arranging generative content in polyphonic structure. Further 

research in theories of game development and design should be involved in the improvement of the 

ADM system as well. Lastly, the potential of artificial intelligence in game music needs to be 

evaluated and experimented with further.    

In the aspect of audio technology, one of the limitations of this dissertation is that the 

utilization of generative MIDI data is currently missing. As briefly discussed in the Mastery project, 

the current algorithmic procedures only use pre-produced, fixed MIDI files. Including the function 

of generative MIDI data could further expand the possibilities of musical dynamism in numerous 

ways. For instance, audio samples in a couple of soundtracks in this paper are represented and 

triggered by MIDI notes. Generative MIDI data can be used for various purposes in ADM and can 

provide another dimension for creating dynamic content.76  

Another limitation related to audio technology is a dynamic 5.1 or 7.1 surround sound 

design of the music system which could potentially bring unexpected effects to the listening 

 
76 I have found several audio tools that can be used for bringing generative MIDI to ADM such as Audio Helm by Matt 
Tytel, Midi Tool Kit developed by Thierry Bachmann, Complete Sound Suite produced by 3y3net, and Stepp produced by 
Pelican 7, all available in the Unity asset store. 
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experience in game. Currently, the two creative projects involve only stereo sound spatialization as 

included in the two projects. The acoustic outcome of the dynamic spatialization can be less natural 

and abruptive to the player’s ears. Creating a dynamically moving score in a surround system has 

the advantage of merging all sound into one acoustic space. Thus, no matter how sound assets move 

in the acoustic space in real time, a sense of entirety can be preserved throughout.  

In terms of musical arrangement, one of the limitations of this dissertation project is that 

the generative musical content remains in monophonic structure. Whether it is the generative 

counter melody in The Beginning of the Journey, or the generative phrasings in First Task, in 

Mastery, generating real time indeterminate musical content was only applied to one of the 

instrumental layers. Managing generative content in multiple layers of music can be very 

challenging because the composer needs to not only anticipate and control all possible 

combinations of voice-leading within one melodic line, but also the intervallic relationship, or the 

polyphonic structure that occurs between multiple melodic lines. Manipulating this polyphonic 

structure takes the composer’s ability to make the outcome of the generation harmonious and 

musically elegant. The possibilities embodied in generative polyphony involves an incredible 

amount of indeterminacy. It might take thousands of iterations to be able to know every single 

possible combination. To give an example, if the primary melody in The Beginning of the Journey is 

also a generative line, thus having a two-part generative melody, the composers need to facilitate 

how they want the distances between notes from each line to be programmed. The composers 

might not want the two lines to ever clash with each other, while at the same time the intervallic 

relationship should be musically meaningful and desirable to listen to. The composer also needs to 

carefully evaluate at what time the two lines should move in a contrary motion, oblique motion, or 

parallel motion, then implement their plan in actual algorithms. Two-part generative lines are 

already very challenging, notwithstanding those instances when the composer needs to design a 
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four-part or five-part generative structure. When generative polyphony can be controlled and 

manipulated easily, generative harmonic progressions can also be easily achieved.  

From a compositional perspective, future research is needed to explore other ways of 

manipulating these musical parameters that are different from the ways suggested in this paper. 

Additionally, there is a need to explore other types of musical parameters that are manipulatable 

for ADM that were not discussed in this paper. I have experimented with musical parameters such 

as tempo, meter, pitch, timbre, voice-leading, phrasing, form, instrumentation, rhythm, articulation, 

and tonality. These parameters could be used in other ways to create an ADM score while still other 

parameters should be included in the ADM system because of their potential for outputting 

dynamic content, such as scale, ternary form, blues, sound synthesis, among others. I have explored 

generative rhythmic patterns in the project DOD where I have programmed the probability of using 

an eighth-note or a 16th-note. However, generating more sophisticated rhythmic patterns, such as 

those involving dotted rhythms, more note values, or polyrhythms, deserves further 

experimentation and application.  

In ADM, designing musical timing involves many challenges. From the game development 

and design perspective, having video games developed in musical timing could be an exciting and 

innovative area to explore. There are existing examples of games that are developed and executed 

in musical timing, widely known as rhythm games (different from music games). If we consider how 

video games move and are executed in frames per second, which creates an illusion of continuous 

gameplay or the moving game images, game’s timing can also be programmed and quantized in 

musical time units, such as on every 64th-note77. By quantizing frames to smaller and smaller 

musical time, a rhythm game can still provide smooth and continuous visuals while perfectly in 

sync with musical time units. This feature would revolutionize ADM in video games in my opinion, 

because there is no longer the conflict between game timing and musical timing that game 

 
77 Or even smaller musical time units (such as ticks of a 64th note). 
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composers have to solve. Quantizing video game’s internal clock in extremely small musical time 

units provides the opportunity to generate sophisticated rhythmic patterns in the music. 

Additionally, with ADM in such games, different styles of rhythm can also be included in the musical 

performance, whether it is a bluesy swing or Baroque rubato. As a result, this time quantization will 

truly make games musical, as discussed by Kanaga (2012).   

Since the goal of ADM is to explore more advanced applications of mobile form composition 

in games, this evolution may likely end in the realm of having everything as generative content 

utilizing the power of artificial intelligence. The rising significance of machine learning applied to 

music composition is exciting, especially given recent trends in models such as recurrent neural 

network (RNN), Variational Autoencoders (VAEs), and Generative Pre-trained Transformer 2 

(GPT2). Besides the Markov process, the current use of types of machine learning algorithms in 

music generation will need evaluation by professional composers and their application to ADM 

deserves further research and exploration. 

In the future, limitations must be drawn and research conducted into areas related to game 

design and the human-computer interaction studies in the direction of game music. Specifically, 

game music composition should be further investigated in depth in terms of particular game genres 

(puzzle, adventure, survival, etc.), taxonomies of game states (game-driven, player-driven, hybrid, 

etc.), music cognition in a game context, and the reception of game music specific to the 

“stereotypes” of players (killers, socializers, explorers, etc.) (Bizzocchi & Tanenbaum, 2011). For 

example, players may hear dynamic music material in single-player music resulting from player’s 

control. However, players may also hear dynamic music material in two-player games or multi-

massive players online games due to their different game goals (that two are fighting against each 

other) or specific classes and roles in a massive game battle (such as the tank, DPS, or heal heroes).  

While working on this dissertation project, I had envisioned an evolution of algorithmic 

music which I believe will become a new avenue for music creativity. As shown in Figure 154, I 
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have given a hypothesis of how dynamic music will advance in the future. While there are still 

games incorporated with musical dynamism that consists of only switching between a list of 

soundtracks, this project has already explored the move to generating transitional passages and 

generative melody. The immediate next stage will be generative polyphony which takes care of 

multiple melodies at the same time as well as a harmonic structure. Since these music generation 

processes are achieved through algorithms, the ultimate stage of ADM may involve generative 

algorithms. For instance, if each type of musical generation eventually has a universal algorithm to 

generate, whether it is an algorithm specifically for generating Bill Evan’s type of harmonies, or an 

algorithm specifically for generating traditional Persian music, all these algorithms will be available 

to the game engine. The game engine, or the computer, can then create different combinations of 

these algorithms to generate new styles of music. Certainly, this process can be associated with 

various in-game states and player’s input. I hope this hypothesis can serve as an inspirational 

device for future game composers, sound designers, game developers, as well as scientific 

researchers in this field and as a guiding direction to achieve the maximum potential of computer 

music.  

 

 
Figure 154 An assumption of the evolution and future of ADM. 
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6.2. Following the Two Creative Projects and ADM Definition 

Composers can apply ADM as a solution to elevate a linear score’s suitability to the dynamic 

needs of the game medium. As introduced in 2.4. Towards ADM, there are existing game examples 

that have incorporated some highly dynamic and interactive musical procedures in their music 

systems. However, these existing game music examples do not always have all eight criteria 

presented.  

As the initial experimentation of ADM, the two ADM projects in this dissertation have 

closely followed the ADM definition. The projects demonstrate the eight theoretical defining 

properties of ADM in real examples. As the composer, music designer, programmer, and integrator, 

I think the two projects have achieved the goals of solving specific game music problems through 

the eight ADM criteria. Though some of the musical effects or outcomes might sound subtle or 

insignificant to the general audience, future composers may apply ADM as a theoretical structure 

and solution to their own compositions in their unique artistic ways.  

From working on the two ADM projects, I later noticed several issues or potential shortages 

of the ADM theory and the two projects, which are worth improvement or further investigation in 

the future. The first problem is whether or not players can clearly perceive these musical changes. 

Another related question is, how are players aware that they are actively influencing the music by 

interacting or “improvising” with the computer algorithms behind the game engine. During the 

compositional and designing process, it is also interesting to consider how ADM can proactively 

inform the players besides responding to player input data, in which case a true “bi-directional” 

interaction between an algorithmic music system and the player (Dobrian, 2004). In future 

research, auditory saliency is an informative area to investigate. This research area may aid in the 

design of specific types of dynamism (such as at what time in games dynamic content, static 

content, abrupt content, or smooth content are more preferable), as well as provide better 

promotion and representation of ADM. Since I was only summarizing the eight characteristics from 
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my own compositional experience in the two creative projects, I am also aware of the possibility 

that other characteristics of dynamic music systems not summarized in the eight defining 

properties of ADM may carry similar or even better contributions to current game music practices. 

These other possibilities embodied in game music will also be one of my future research areas. 

In the two creative projects, I have made aesthetic assumptions that smoothness, continuity, 

and musical coherency are more preferable musical characteristics in many scenarios, especially 

when dynamic music structure is compiled with music modules of small or granular size. These 

aesthetic principles help the compilation of these tiny music modules (e.g., modules of single notes) 

to sound more logical and more like “music”. However, these principles may be less important for 

large music modules, because sounding more like “music” may not be the primary goal.  

Sometimes composers would want the players to hear disjunctions happening in the music, 

in which the musical changes are more sudden without smooth transitions. These sudden changes 

in music can show dramatic events occurred in the games and thus the aesthetics of disjunction will 

be more preferred. This aesthetic preference of disjunction or more dramatic, sudden musical 

changes also relate to the “mickey-mousing” effect used in film music and cartoon music. 

Sometimes composers might intend to insert a gap or pause between two music segments or 

modules.  The “on and off” effect happening in the underlying soundtrack can help express a variety 

of in-game scenarios as well, such as after a huge battle, the players return back to calmer gaming 

activities where they just submit missions or check inventories. The emptiness between music 

modules may sound more dramatic than switching from a rhythmic section to a melodic section in a 

continuous piece of music. When these sudden and more dramatic musical changes occur, there 

might not even be enough time, or the necessity, to finish a complete musical measure or adding a 

transitional passage. Because the more important goal is to show a dramatic change, maintaining 

musical coherency during this musical change is not necessarily the priority.   
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6.3. Final Thoughts 

This dissertation as a whole contributes to current game music studies with two things. 

First, I explored a variety of approaches and ways to create dynamic music structure documented in 

the two creative projects. Second, I defined a specific type of dynamic game music as ADM with the 

eight specific criteria.  

In the first half of this dissertation, I introduced my own compositional techniques and 

approaches in the two creative projects, which I hope can provide specific examples and 

inspirations to other composers in composing ADM. These techniques and approaches include but 

are not limited to: 1) generating melodies with predetermined pitch collections following 

procedurally changing harmonies; 2) generating dynamic phrasing variations by combining 

melodic segments in different orders while having other types of dynamism occurring such as 

diminutions, meters, and episodic melodic shape intertwined; and 3) generating rhythmic pattern 

with one-beat samples in grids of dynamically changing note values. Although every piece of video 

game is unique and so is every piece of music, I hope these examples in my projects can provide 

inspiration for composers on the types of musical dynamism and types of game-music associations 

they can develop in their works. 

In the second half of this dissertation, I summarized then discussed the eight defining 

properties of ADM. ADM is a groundbreaking establishment that helps to clear the confusion 

created by describing all game music as “dynamic” and differentiates highly dynamic music systems 

from others. Game music scholars can use ADM as a methodology for analyzing game music or a 

taxonomy for determining dynamic music procedures in games. Composers can take ADM as a 

theoretical guide, compositional framework or solution for composing dynamic game music. For 

each characteristic, I have tangible musical examples in my two creative projects. Based on methods 

of theoretical analysis in classical music and algorithmic compositions, as well as my own 
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experience in working on the two ADM projects, each of the eight defining properties of ADM can 

solve a specific game music problem.  

The purposes of the eight characteristics of ADM can be summarized as (in the order of the 

eight ADM criteria): 1) more music variations using modular structures – ADM helps to reduce 

monotony embodied in looped music; 2) more interaction – ADM incorporates player input and 

makes dynamic game music sound more lively, individualized and personalized. Additionally, this 

close musical responsiveness can also reduce the disconnection between the images and music; 3) 

better continuity - game music has seams (Medina-Grady, 2014). The staggering effect created by 

compiling musical modules composed in various musical timings helps to cover the musical seams, 

which increases the musical smoothness and continuity (less noticeable disjunction in music, 

especially when using more granular-sized modules); 4) meaningful expressions - associating 

musical parameters with game parameters gives musical expressions “meanings” to the game 

narratives or progress; 5) more realistic music - Realistic music performance does not change a 

single musical parameter (pitch, dynamics, figurations) at a time, but multiple intertwined. When 

having multiple music-game associations or one musical parameter associated with multiple game 

parameters, the music becomes more realistic and closer to live music. For games with high-fidelity 

graphics, more live-sounding dynamic music should be included; 6) more musical options – 

computer-generated aleatory (randomness and probabilities) brings additional musical variations 

to reduce monotonous material generated by players’ recurring and non-changing input patterns 

(caused by their gaming habits or the game’s configurative tasks), other than the monotony created 

by looped structure; 7) stylistic identification and consistency - having static content helps to 

identify a piece of ADM in specific musical styles, genre, or emotional effect. Even if the dynamic 

content of ADM is granular-sized and reacting to player input, the static content ambiently show the 

overall or higher-level stylistic characters and emotional effect of a piece of music; 8) better musical 

coherency - having specific and independent musical procedures in the game algorithms elevate the 
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musical experience in games in the way that the transitions between two music modules can be 

musically connected. This helps maintain the game music’s constant rhythmic pulsing to not be 

abruptly interrupted by immediately switching from one module (of any length) to another on 

crossfades or cutoffs.  

I hope the ADM definition as well as my two ADM projects with their detailed 

documentation can inform insights and shortcuts for classically trained composers to enter the 

game music world. I hope composers can be introduced with the beginning-to-end process of game 

music integration and the types of tasks and skills involved in this process. And I hope composers 

can get a comprehensive picture about the potential of game music and the field’s possible direction 

and capacity for musical innovations in the future.  
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Appendix A: Ranking Number Differences and Melodic Intervals 

 

Ranking 
Number 
Differences  
(excluding E4 
and F#4) 

Interval 
Types 

Location in the segment (represented by 
MIDI notes associated with PCs) 

Number 
of 
Occurren
ces in the 
segment 

Probability of occurrence 

0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Unison B-B, A-A, C#-C#, C#<->B, A->C#, C#->D, D->B  13  

 
  

m2nd B<->A, G->B, B<->C#, C#->D 18 

M2nd B<->A, G->B, B<->C#, A->C#, C#->D, D->B  20 

m3rd B<->A, B<->C#, C#->D, D->B  18 

M3rd B<->C#,  4 

P4th A->C#, D->B  2 

1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Unison B-B, A-A, C#-C#, C#<->B, A->C#, C#->D, 
D->B   

13 

  

m2nd B<->A, G->B, B<->C#, C#->D, D->B 19 

M2nd B<->A, G->B, B<->C#, A->C#, C#->D, D->B 20 

m3rd B-B, A-A, C#-C#, B<->A, B<->C#, A->C#, 
C#->D, D->B 

25 

M3rd B-B, A-A, G->B, D->B 7 

P4th B-B, A-A, C#-C#, A->C#, C#->D, D->B 9 

P5th G->B 1 

M6th A->C# 1 

2 Unison B-B, A-A, A->C#, D->B 7 

m2nd B<->A, G->B, B<->C#, D->B 18 
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M2nd C#-C#, B<->A, G->B, B<->C#, A->C#, C#->D, 
D->B 

21 

 

m3rd B-B, A-A, C#-C#, B<->A, G->B, B<->C#, A->C#, 
C#->D, D->B 

26 

M3rd B-B, A-A, C#-C#, G->B, A->C#, C#->D, D->B 10 

P4th B-B, A-A, C#-C#, B<->A, G->B, B<->C#, A->C#, 
C#->D, D->B 

26 

P5th B<->A, G->B, B<->C#, C#->D, D->B 19 

M6th A->C# 1 

3 Unison A-A, A->C#,  3  
 

 

M2nd B<->A, G->B, B<->C#, A->C#, D->B 19 

m3rd B-B, A-A, C#-C#, B<->A, G->B, B<->C#, A->C#, 
C#->D, D->B 

26 

M3rd B-B, A-A, C#-C#, B<->A, G->B, A->C#, C#->D, 
D->B 

22 

P4th B-B, A-A, C#-C#, B<->A, G->B, B<->C#, A->C#, 
C#->D, D->B 

26 

P5th B-B, A-A, C#-C#, B<->A, G->B, B<->C#, A->C#, 
C#->D, D->B 

26 

m6th G->B, A->C#, C#->D, C#-C#,  4 

M6th A->C#, D->B 2 

4 M2nd B<->A,  12 

 

m3rd B-B, A-A, G->B,  6 

M3rd B-B, A-A, C#-C#, A->C#, D->B 8 

P4th B-B, C#-C#, B<->A, G->B, B<->C#, A->C#, 
C#->D, D->B 

24 

P5th B-B, A-A, C#-C#, B<->A, G->B, B<->C#, C#->D, 
D->B 

25 

m6th B-B, C#-C#, G->B, A->C#, C#->D, D->B 8 
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M6th A-A, C#-C#, B<->A, C#->D, D->B 17 

m7th B<->C#, C#->D, D->B 6 

5 m3rd A-A 2 

 

P4th B<->A, G->B, B<->C#, A->C# 18 

P5th B-B, A-A, C#-C#, B<->A, G->B, B<->C#, A->C#, 
C#->D, D->B 

26 

m6th B-B, C#-C#, G->B, A->C#, C#->D, D->B 8 

M6th A-A, C#-C#, B<->A, B<->C#, C#->D, D->B 21 

m7th C#-C#, B<->A, G->B, B<->C#, C#->D, D->B 20 

6 P4th B<->A, A->C# 13 

 

P5th B-B, A-A, C#-C#, G->B, B<->C#, A->C#, D->B 13 

m6th B-B, G->B, D->B 5 

M6th B<->A, B<->C#, C#->D, D->B 18 

m7th C#-C#, B<->A, G->B, B<->C#, D->B 19 

M7th G->B 1 

7 P4th B<->A 12 

 

P5th B-B, A-A, G->B 6 

m6th G->B 1 

M6th B<->A, B<->C#, D->B 17 

m7th B<->A, B<->C# 16 

M7th G->B 1 

8 P5th A-A 2 
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M6th B<->A, B<->C# 16 

 

m7th B<->A 12 

M7th G->B 1 

9 m7th B<->A 12 
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Appendix B: Scores of All Quarter Phrases for the Four Episodes with 
Five Diminution Levels in Three Meters Played on Dizi in First Task 
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Appendix C: Timing and Parameter Summaries in First Task 

 

Instrument Music 
Parameter  

Generation 
Nodes or 
Dynamic 
Change 

Change Behavior 
and Timing 

Interacts 
with Game 
Parameters 

Details 

Sanxian Response Phrase Alternating 
with Dizi 

After every Dizi 
episode 

No Programmed in 
Wwise 

Dizi Episodes Episode No.1 Continuous looping 
in order from 1-4 

No Programmed in 
Wwise 

Episode No.2 

Episode No.3 

Episode No.4 

Meter (Module 
Length) 

5/4 (5-beat) Change on every 
episode 

No Randomly 
chosen by the 
game code in 
Unity  6/4 (6-beat) 

4/4 (8-beat) 

Starting Module X Change on every 
first quarter phrase 

No Randomly 
chosen by the 
game code in 
Unity Y 

Z 

Phrase Structure Sentence Change on every 
second quarter 
phrase 

Yes Player attacks 
enemy 

Period  Player does not 
attack 

Parallel Period Player attacks 
breakable object 

Level of 
Diminution 

Level 1 On every frame Yes Player Dash & 
Crouch 

Level 2 Player Idle & 
Meditate 
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Level 3 Player Walk & 
Run 

Level 4 Player Jump & 
Wall Jump 

Level 5 Player Attack & 
Hurt 

Type of Cadence No Cadence Set by the second 
module phrase 

No Unmute by 
choosing the 
sentence phrase 
type 

Half Cadence Programmed in 
Wwise 

Authentic 
Cadence 

Set by the fourth 
module phrase 

Programmed in 
Wwise 

Bangzi and 
Guqin 

Pattern 4-beat pattern  In the introduction 
section 

No 
 

With 8-beat module 
of the Dizi section 

Yes Randomly 
chosen in Unity 

With the Sanxian 
section 

No Programmed in 
Wwise 

5-beat pattern With 5-beat module 
of the Dizi section 

Yes Randomly 
chosen by the 
game code in 
Unity 

6-beat pattern With 6-beat module 
of the Dizi section 

Yes Randomly 
chosen by the 
game code in 
Unity 

Dagu Play or not play Play Episodes 1 & 3 No Programmed in 
Wwise 

Not play Episodes 2 & 4 

Luo Articulation Rising tone On the last beat of 
the introduction 
section 

No Programmed in 
Wwise 

Dropping tone On the last two 
beats of the Sanxian 
section 
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Appendix D: Links to Project Demo Videos, Albums, and Game 
Executables 

• DOD’s project demo videos YouTube playlist: 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL9A70Kv75WGcV5cCVLG9H_TAakdoEDzM- 

• DOD game executables: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1rdQVdENJJv4zcK81mGxld8zQmGdaVX83?usp=sh

aring 

• Mastery’s project demo videos YouTube playlist: 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL9A70Kv75WGeV5ws6clNnl6uMLaTzDrxl 

• Mastery game executables: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/114iFLncUwOx4ZoY5lEV_jH0pjCZvIEjr?usp=shari

ng 

• Full album of DOD’s game soundtracks: https://melismaticwitch.bandcamp.com/album/do-

or-die-a-roll-playing-adventure-original-video-game-soudtracks 

• Full album of Mastery’s game soundtracks: 

https://melismaticwitch.bandcamp.com/album/mastery-original-video-game-soundtracks 

 

 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL9A70Kv75WGcV5cCVLG9H_TAakdoEDzM-
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1rdQVdENJJv4zcK81mGxld8zQmGdaVX83?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1rdQVdENJJv4zcK81mGxld8zQmGdaVX83?usp=sharing
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL9A70Kv75WGeV5ws6clNnl6uMLaTzDrxl
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/114iFLncUwOx4ZoY5lEV_jH0pjCZvIEjr?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/114iFLncUwOx4ZoY5lEV_jH0pjCZvIEjr?usp=sharing
https://melismaticwitch.bandcamp.com/album/do-or-die-a-roll-playing-adventure-original-video-game-soudtracks
https://melismaticwitch.bandcamp.com/album/do-or-die-a-roll-playing-adventure-original-video-game-soudtracks
https://melismaticwitch.bandcamp.com/album/mastery-original-video-game-soundtracks
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